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Notice
The practices recommended and discussed in this course are useful for an introduction to testing, but more experienced testers
will adopt additional practices.
I am writing this course with the mass-market software development industry in mind. Mission-critical and life-critical software
development eﬀorts involve speciﬁc and rigorous procedures that are not described in this course. Some of the BBST-series
courses include some legal information, but you are not my legal client. I do not provide legal advice in the notes or in the
course.
If you ask a BBST instructor a question about a speciﬁc situation, the instructor might use your question as a teaching tool, and
answer it in a way that s/he believes would ”normally” be true but such an answer may be inappropriate for your particular
situation or incorrect in your jurisdiction. Neither I nor any instructor in the BBST series can accept any responsibility for actions
that you might take in response to comments about technology or law made in this course. If you need legal advice, please
consult your own attorney.
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Many Thanks...

The BBST lectures evolved out of practitioner-focused courses co-authored by Kaner & Hung Quoc Nguyen and by Kaner & Doug
Hoﬀman, which then merged with James Bach’s and Michael Bolton’s Rapid Software Testing (RST) courses. The online
adaptation of BBST was designed primarily by Rebecca L. Fiedler. Starting in 2000, the course evolved from a
practitioner-focused course through academic teaching and research largely funded by the National Science Foundation.
The Association for Software Testing served (and serves) as our learning lab for practitioner courses. We evolved the 4-week
structure with AST. We could not have created this series without AST’s collaboration. Since 2014, Altom has been oﬀering the
course commercially. Starting with 2019, Altom has been maintaining and updating the course materials.
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Many Thanks...
We also thank Scott Allman, Jon Bach, Scott Barber, Bernie Berger, Ajay Bhagwat, Rex Black, Michael Bolton, Fiona Charles, Jack
Falk, Elizabeth Hendrickson, Kathy Iberle, Bob Johnson, Karen Johnson, Brian Lawrence, Brian Marick, John McConda, Greg
McNelly, Melora Svoboda, dozens of participants in the Los Altos Workshops on Software Testing, the Software Test Managers’
Roundtable, the Workshops on Heuristic & Exploratory Techniques, the Workshops on Teaching Software Testing, the Austin
Workshops on Test Automation and the Toronto Workshops on Software Testing and students in AST and Altom courses for
critically reviewing materials from the perspective of experienced practitioners.
We also thank the many students and co-instructors at Florida Tech, who helped us evolve the academic versions of this course,
especially Pushpa Bhallamudi, Walter P. Bond, Tim Coulter, Sabrina Fay, Anand Gopalakrishnan, Ajay Jha, Alan Jorgensen,
Kishore Kattamuri, Pat McGee, Sowmya Padmanabhan, Andy Tinkham, and Giri Vijayaraghavan.
We also thank all instructors, practitioners and Altom employees who contribute to updating and developing new content for
this course series, especially Ancuța Bodnărescu, Alexandra Casapu, Oana Casapu, Ru Cindrea, Gabriel Dobrițescu, Zoltán
Molnár, Ray Oei, and Dolores Pente.
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BBST Learning Objectives
●

Understand key testing challenges that demand thoughtful tradeoﬀs by test
designers and managers

●

Develop skills with several test techniques

●

Choose eﬀective techniques for a given objective under your constraints

●

Improve the critical thinking and rapid learning skills that underlie good testing

●

Communicate your ﬁndings eﬀectively

●

Work eﬀectively online with remote collaborators

●

Plan investments (in documentation, tools, and process improvement) to meet
your actual needs

●

Create work products that you can use in job interviews to demonstrate testing
skill
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Course Objectives
This is an introductory survey of test design. The course introduces students to:
●

many techniques at a superﬁcial level (what the technique is),

Any of these

●

a few techniques at a practical level (how to do it),

●

ways to mentally organize this collection,

techniques can be

●

using the Heuristic Test Strategy Model for test planning and design, and

●

using concept mapping tools for test planning.

We don't have time to develop your skills in these techniques. Our next courses will

used in a scripted
way or an
exploratory way.

focus on one technique each. THESE will build deeper knowledge and skill, technique
by technique.
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Changing Emphases Across the Courses

Greatest
Emphasis

Foundations

Bug Advocacy

Test Design

Domain Testing

Course Skills

Testing Skills

Testing Knowledge

Testing Skills

Testing Knowledge

Testing Knowledge

Learning Skills

Testing Knowledge

Social Skills

Social Skills

Testing Skills

Learning Skills

Computing
Fundamentals
Learning Skills

Least
Emphasis

Testing Skills
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Changing Emphases
Course Skills

Working eﬀectively in online courses. Taking tests. Managing your
time.

Social Skills

Working together in groups. Peer reviews. Using collaboration tools
(e.g. wikis).

Learning Skills

Using lectures, slides, and readings eﬀectively. Searching for
supplementary information. Using these materials to form and defend
your own opinion.

Testing
Knowledge

Deﬁnitions. Facts and concepts of testing. Structures for organizing
testing knowledge.

Testing Skills

How to actually do things. Getting better (through practice and
feedback) at actually doing them.

Computing
Fundamentals

Facts and concepts of computer science.
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Course Overview: Fundamental Topics
1.

Function testing & tours
A taxonomy of test techniques

2.

Risk-based testing, failure mode analysis and quicktests
Testing strategy. Introducing the Heuristic Test Strategy Model

3.

Speciﬁcation-based testing
Work on your assignment

4.

Use cases and scenarios
Comparatively evaluating techniques.

5.

Domain testing: traditional and risk-based
When you enter data, any part of the program that uses that data is a risk. Are you designing for that?

6.

Testing combinations of independent and interacting variables.
Combinatorial, scenario-based, risk-based and logical-implication analyses of multiple variables.
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Today’s Readings
Required
●

Kelly, M.D. (2005). “Taking A Tour Through Test Country”,
http://testingeducation.org/BBST/testdesign/Kelly_Taking_a_Tour_Through_Test_Country.pdf

●

Kaner, C., Bach, J., & Pettichord, B. (2001). Lessons Learned in Software Testing: Chapter 3: Test Techniques,
http://media.techtarget.com/searchSoftwareQuality/downloads/Lessons_Learned_in_SW_testingCh3.pdf

Useful to skim
●

Bolton, M. (2009). “Of Testing Tours and Dashboards”,
http://www.developsense.com/blog/2009/04/of-testing-tours-and-dashboards

●

Bolton, M. (2006). “The Factors of Function Testing”,
http://www.developsense.com/articles/2006-07-TheFactorsOfFunctionTesting.pdf

●

Copeland, L. (2004). A Practitioner's Guide to Software Test Design. Artech House

●

Kelly, M.D. (2005). “Touring Heuristic”,
https://www.michaeldkelly.com/blog/2005/9/20/touring-heuristic.html
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Function Testing

A function is something the product can do.
Functions might also be called:
●

Features

●

Commands

●

Capabilities

In function testing, testers
●

focus testing on each function (or subfunction), one by one.
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Identifying Functions

Testers don't come to a program knowing everything about it. They
have to learn what they're testing.
To discover a product's functions:
●

Check speciﬁcations or the draft user manual

●

Walk the user interface

●

Try commands at the command line

●

Search the program or resource ﬁles for command names
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Walking the User Interface
Here's a demonstration of walking the user interface, with
OpenOﬃce Writer. The goal is to ﬁnd every feature that you can

A feature tour might

reach through the user interface. To do that, we'll:

also include looking at
documentation, reverse

●

Pull down menus and bring up dialogs

●

Look for state-dependent dialogs or features

●

Right-click everywhere to bring up context-sensitive menus

that could help you

●

Look for option settings that reveal new features

quickly catalog the

●

And so on

engineering the product
and any other activities

program's features.

This is also called a feature tour.
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The Demonstration...
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Tours and Exploration
A tour is an exploration of a product that is organized around a theme.
●

That was an example of a tour. The theme I just illustrated focused on features.

●

James Bach, Elisabeth Hendrickson and Michael Kelly started describing the use
of a variety of tours in exploratory testing in the 1990's
○

Bolton, M. (2009). Of testing tours and dashboards.
http://www.developsense.com/blog/2009/04/of-testing-tours-and-dashboards

○

Kelly, M.D. (2005). Touring Heuristic.
https://www.michaeldkelly.com/blog/2005/9/20/touring-heuristic.html

●

Think of touring as functionally similar to a structured brainstorming
approach--excellent for surfacing a collection of ideas, that you can then explore
in depth, one at a time.
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Tours and Exploration
Explaining why he ﬁnds tours

The core of exploration is learning. Touring is one of

valuable, Michael Bolton writes,

several starting points for exploratory testing:

”One of the challenges I've

●

●

You might discover bugs (or other quality-relevant

encountered in early exploration is
managing focus - loggin or noting

information) during a tour.

bugs without investigating them;

You might discover bugs when you follow up a

recognizing risks or vulnerabilities

tour with a deeper set of tests guided by your tour
results.
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A Tour Yields an Inventory
●

The result of a tour is an inventory: a list of things of the type
that we're interested in.

●

A ”complete” tour yields an exhaustive list. (Most tours are
incomplete but useful)

●

Later, you can test everything on the list, to some intentional
degree of thoroughness.

●

In our example, we created an inventory of the program's
functions. Testing from that inventory is called function
testing.
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Touring Lays the Groundwork
for Coverage-Oriented Testing
●

Function testing illustrates a coverage-driven test technique.
Start with an inventory of functions, and organize your testing

●

how much of a certain
type of testing we've

to achieve any level of function coverage that you choose.

completed, compared

Given an inventory of error messages, you could organize your

to the total number of

testing around error-message coverage.
●

Coverage measures

Given an inventory of variables, you could organize your

possible tests of this
type.

testing around variable coverage.
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Suggestions for Touring
Testers can tour together:
●

Touring in pairs is often more productive than touring for twice
as long, alone.

●

New testers will beneﬁt from a tour guide.

Testers can split tours across many sessions:
●

There is no need to complete a tour in one day or one week.

●

It's OK to tour for an hour or two, do some other tasks, then
pick up the tour a few days later.
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There Are Many Types of Tours

James Bach, Elisabeth Hendrickson and Michael Kelly have described
several types of tours:
●

Bolton, M. (2009). “Of testing tours and dashboards”.
developsense.com/blog/2009/04/of-testing-tours-and-dashboards

●

Kelly, M.D. (2005). “Touring Heuristic”,
www.michaeldkelly.com/blog/2005/9/20/touring-heuristic.html
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Feature Tour

●

This is what I've been calling the function tour.

●

The tour goal: Find out what the program can do. Find all the
features, controls and command line options.
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Feature Tour

Some people do sub-tours:
●

Menus and Windows Tour: Find all the menus (main and
context menus), menu items, windows, toolbars, icons, and
other controls.

For touring menus and windows in Windows, Michael Bolton recommends Resource Hunter at
Feature Tour
http://www.boilsoft.com/rchunter.html
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Feature Tour

Some people do sub-tours:
●

Mouse and Keyboard Tour: Find all the things you can do
with a mouse and keyboard. Click on everything. Try all the
keys on the keyboard, including F-keys, Enter, Tab, Escape,
Backspace and combinations with Shift, Ctrl, and Alt.
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Transactions Tour
A transaction is a complete task.
●

For example, go to the store, buy something (including paying
for it) is a complete task.

●

A transaction typically involves a sequence of many functions.

●

There is no bright line between transactions and features, but
the mindset of the tester doing the tour is a bit diﬀerent.
○

What can I do with this program? (transaction)

○

What are the program's commands? (feature/function)
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Error Message Tour
●

List every error message. Ask programmers for a list, and look
for a text ﬁle that stores program strings (including error
messages).
○

Process Explorer, a System Internals tool available on
Microsoft's website, includes functions for dumping a
program's strings.

○
●

Also handy: Resource Hunter

List every condition that you think should throw an error
message.
○

Highlight cases that should yield an error message but do not.
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Variables Tour
What can you can change in the application?
●

Anything you can change is a variable. Find them all.

●

What values can each variable take?

●

What are the variables' subranges and subrange-boundaries?

●

Some variables (such as many variables that are set with check
boxes) enable, disable or constrain the values of other
variables. What changes in one variable will cause changes in
other variables?
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Data Tour

What are the data elements of the

The variables tour and the data tour are

application?

obviously related, but their emphasis is

●

Some of these are variables.

●

Others might be constants, or

diﬀerent. The variables tour identiﬁes the
variables in the program. The data tour

information the program reads from
disk or obtains from other

variables and where those values come
from.

applications.
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Sample Data Tour

What samples are available?
●

Consider data from using or testing a previous version of this
application, or an application that should interoperate with
this one.

●

One caution: How will you determine whether the program
handles these data correctly?
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File Tour
What ﬁles are used by this program and where are they?
●

What's in the folder where the program's .EXE ﬁle is found?
What other folders contain application data? Check out your
system's directory structure, including folders that might be
available only to the system administrator.

●

Look for READMEs, help ﬁles, log ﬁles, installation scripts, .cfg,
.ini, .rc ﬁles. Look at the names of .DLLs, and extrapolate on
the functions that they might contain or the ways in which
their absence might undermine the application.
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Structure Tour
What is included in the complete product?
●

Code

●

Data

●

Interfaces

●

Documentation

●

Hardware
○

Security devices required for access

○

Cables

●

Packaging

●

Associated websites or online services

●

Anything you can test...
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Operational Modes Tour
”An operational mode is a formal characterization of the status of one or more internal data objects that aﬀect system behavior.”
●

In practice, in black-box state-model based testing, an operational mode is a visible state of the program.

●

Identifying all the operational modes (states) is one of the core tasks of state-model based testing, followed by identifying
the transitions (from State X, you can go directly to States Y and Z) and then testing all the transitions.

See:
●

Whittaker, J.A. (1997). Stochastic software testing. Annals of Software Engineering, p. 120

●

Jorgensen, A.A. (1999). Software Design Based on Operational Modes. Doctoral Dissertation, Florida Institute of Technology.
https://cs.ﬁt.edu/media/TechnicalReports/cs-2002-09.pdf

●

El-Far, I. K. (1999), Automated Construction of Software Behavior Models, Masters Thesis, Florida Institute of Technology.

For excellent introductions to state-model based testing, see Harry Robinson's papers:
●

(1999a). “Finite state model-based testing on a shoestring”. http://www.geocities.ws/harry_robinson_testing/shoestring.htm

●

(1999b). “Graph theory techniques in model-based testing. International Conference on Testing Computer Software”
http://www.geocities.ws/harry_robinson_testing/graph_theory.htm

●

Model-Based Testing Home Page https://www.oocities.org/model_based_testing/
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Sequence Tour
A sequence (or a sub-path) is a set of actions that take you from one state to another.
For example:

As we use the term
here, a sequence is a

Open a document

cognitively coherent

●

Print the document

path through the

●

Change the document

program (someone

●

Start to save the document

would do this on

This is one sequence that takes you to the Save-Document state. Several others could

purpose) that might

take you to the same state.

involve many state

●

What are they?

●

Which ones are interesting?

Lecture 1 - A Survey of Test Techniques
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Claims Tour

What claims does the vendor make about the product?
●

Find published claims in manuals, help, tutorials, and
advertisements.

●

Find unpublished claims in internal speciﬁcations and memos
that make promises or deﬁne the product's intent.
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Beneﬁts Tour

What are the beneﬁts of this application?
●

Your task is not to ﬁnd bugs; it is to discover what the program
will provide (what's valuable about this program) once it is fully
working.

●

This is a useful starting point for testers. You can communicate
much more eﬀectively about a product if you understand what
it should be good for.
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Market Context Tour

What is the market context for this product?
●

Who are the competitors?

●

Among the competitors, are there cheaper ones? Less capable
ones? More capable? More expensive?

●

Why would someone buy this one instead of the other ones?
Why would they buy the other ones?
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User Tour

What would users do with this program?
●

Imagine ﬁve diﬀerent types of users of this application.

●

What would they do with it?

●

What information would they want from it?

●

How would they expect its features to work?
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Life History Tour
You can create many scenarios to
Consider an object in the system. (For example, consider a checking

reﬂect diﬀerent potential life histories

account in a banking application.)

for the same types of objects.

●

When and how can the program create it?

See Kaner (2003), “An Introduction to

●

How can the program change it?

Scenario Testing” for discussion of life

●

How is it used?

histories and 15 other themes for

●

What does it interact with?

creating scenarios, each of which

●

When does the program deactivate, discard or destroy it?

could yield its own type of tour.

●

After the object is terminated, is any record kept of it, for future

http://www.kaner.com/pdfs/

reference?

ScenarioIntroVer4.pdf
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Conﬁguration Tour

●

What program settings can you change?

●

Which will persist if you exit the program and reopen it?

●

What operating system settings will aﬀect application
performance?
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Interoperability Tour

What does this application interact with?
●

Find every aspect of this application that communicates with
other software (including device drivers, competing
applications, and external clients or servers).

●

”Communication” includes any aspect of the application that
creates data that other software will use or reads data saved
by other software.
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Compatibility Tour

●

What devices should your program work with?

●

What platforms (operating system and other system software)
should your program run on?
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Testability Tour

What support for testing is built into this application?
●

Find all the features you can use as testability features.

●

Identify available tools that can help in your testing.

The common result of a testability tour is a request for more testability features.
Example: the software under test trades messages with another program to get its
data. In the testability tour, you might realize it would be useful to see those messages.
So you ask for a new feature, a log ﬁle that saves the contents of every message
between these programs.
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Speciﬁed-Risk Tour
●

Build a catalog of risks.

In my experience, creating risk catalogs involves many

●

Imagine a way that the program could fail and

iterations of touring, categorizing, and brainstorming. See

then search for all parts of the program that

● Kaner, C., Falk, J., & Nguyen, H.Q. (2nd Edition, 2000b).

might fail this way.
○

Bug Taxonomy (Appendix) in Testing Computer Software.

The extreme-value tour is an example

● Vijayaraghavan, G., & Kaner, C. (2002). “Bugs in your

of this type of tour.
●

shopping cart: A taxonomy”.

Or walk through the program asking, at each

www.testingeducation.org/a/bsct.pdf and (2003). “Bug

point, ”what could go wrong here?”

taxonomies: Use them to generate better tests”.

○

Then sort the failure ideas into

www.testingeducation.org/a/bugtax.pdf

categories and for each category, try to

● Jha, A. (2007). “A Risk Catalog for Mobile Applications”.

imagine other parts of the program

www.testingeducation.org/articles/AjayJha_Thesis.pdf

that could fail in the same way.
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Extreme Value Tour
Some tours seem more like taking a
What might cause problems for your variables? What are the
programmers' assumptions about incoming data?
Zero is usually interesting.

●

Try small numbers where large ones are expected; negatives
where positive ones are expected; huge ones where
modestly-sized ones are expected; non-numbers where numbers
are expected; and empty values where data is expected.
Try potentially unexpected units, formats, or data types.

Lecture 1 - A Survey of Test Techniques
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●

●

simple inventory; others use more
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Complexity Tour

What are the most complex aspects of the application?
●

Along with features, consider challenging data sets.

●

Find the ﬁve (N) most complex tasks or aspects of the
application.
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Individual Diﬀerences Are to Be Expected
Consider the complexity tour
●

This tour might be rare in practice

The underlying hypothesis is that complex aspects
of the program are more vulnerable to failure,
malware attack, or user dissatisfaction.

●

The touring tester looks for cases in which the

and the follow-up (risk-based testing)
will be hard work.
But someone who has the knowledge
and skill to do this will learn things
about the software's potential

program requires a long sequence of user actions

weaknesses (and ways to navigate

or combines many functions to achieve one result,

the program) that less challenging

or uses many variables at once.
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Diversity and Exploration

Exploratory Testing is about using empirical methods

No one will use every type of tour.

(tests) to learn new things about the software.

But people have diﬀerent interests,

Testers run new tests all the time – testers run new
types of tests all the time – to gain new knowledge.
Each type of tour has testers explore the program from
a diﬀerent perspective, looking for diﬀerent types of

backgrounds and skills. A greater
diversity of available tours enables
greater diversity in testing. Some
testers will explore a program in
very diﬀerent ways from other
testers.

information.
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Function Testing: Key Objective

In function testing, testers
●

Focus on individual functions, testing them one by one.

Goal (not necessarily achieved):
●

Test each function of the product.
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Creating a Function List

To do function testing well, testers often create a function list.
●

A function list is an outline of the program's capabilities.

●

You can create the function list while doing the feature tour.
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Creating a Function List
The best tools for function lists are concept-mapping programs:
●

http://www.mindtools.com/mindmaps.html

We'll create a

●

https://www.educatorstechnology.com/2018/01/9-great-concept-mapping-tools-for.html

function list with

Tool list:
●

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_concept_mapping_and_mind_mapping_software

We prefer:

the XMind
concept-mapping

●

FreeMind: http://freemind.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/Main_Page

tool in our

●

MindMup: https://www.mindmup.com/

speciﬁcation-based

●

XMind: http://www.xmind.net

●

NovaMind: http://www.novamind.com

testing assignment.

●

MindManager: http://www.mindjet.com
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Using Function Testing in Early Testing
of the Product
”This sympathetic approach is really important even
though some testers will ﬁnd its opposite (charge in
and ﬁnd bugs) hard to break.

Test sympathetically
●

What are the developers trying to achieve with

”Jon Bach pointed out to me that in early exploration,
he tests to ﬁnd beneﬁts. I thought this was weird,

this program?

until he pointed out that ﬁnding and recording bugs

●

What would it do if it worked properly?

caused him to lose focus on touring the product and

●

Why would people want to use this?

building his model of it. I've found that getting over

●

What are its strengths?

the habit of driving straight to the bugs is tough. It's

You can use the process of creating the function list
to gain a sympathetic overview of the program's

practice.”
-- Michael Bolton

capabilities.
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Using Function Testing in Early Testing
of the Product
If you run complex tests early, one broken function can block you from running an
entire test.
●

Blocking bugs might prevent you from discovering a broken feature until late in
the project.

Fast scan for serious problems
●

Some aspects of the product are so poorly designed or so poorly implemented
that they must be redone.
○

Better to realize this early.

○

Pointless to test an area in detail if it will be replaced.

Lecture 1 - A Survey of Test Techniques
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Using Function Tests for Smoke Testing
Smoke testing (aka build-veriﬁcation testing):
●

Most tests in a smoke-test suite are function tests.

●

Relatively small set of tests run whenever there is a
new build.

●

Question is whether the build is worth more
thorough testing.

History of ”smoke test”:
● New circuit board (or other
electronic equipment)
● Apply power
● If you get smoke:

In some companies, testers design the smoke tests and

stop testing

give them to the programmers, who run the smoke tests
as part of their build process.
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Using Function Testing Beyond Early Testing

●

You probably run more complex tests that involve several
features.

●

The function list can serve as a coverage guide for this testing.
Are you reaching:
○

every feature?

○

every subfunction of every feature?

○

every option of every feature?
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Using Function Testing as Your Main Technique
If you use function testing as your main test technique:
● You will test the functions one by one (tests are focused on one
function at a time), but you test each one as thoroughly as you
can.
● Extend your function list to include more detail
(see ”The fully-detailed function list”, next slide).
● Focus your testing on the detailed list:
○

Run the speciﬁc tests suggested by the list.

○

Explore freely, using the list as a foundation, not as a

We do not recommend
using function testing
as your main technique.
However, some
companies do this. This
slide is about what they
do.

limit on scope.
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The Fully-Detailed Function List
Category of functions (e.g. Editing)
●

Individual functions (e.g. Cut, Paste, Delete)
○

Inputs to the function
■

Variable
■

Maximum value

■

Minimum value

■

Other special cases

○

Outputs of the function

○

Possible scope of the function (e.g. Delete word, Delete paragraph)

○

Options of the function (e.g. conﬁgure the program to Delete the contents of a row of a table, leaving a blank row
versus Delete the row along with its contents)

○

Error cases that might be reached while using this function

○

Circumstances under which the function behaves diﬀerently (e.g. deleting from a word processor conﬁgured to
track and display changes or not to track changes)
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The Fully-Detailed Function List
Add notes to describe
●

●

of) creates function

○

if the function works

○

if the function does not work

how the function is used
○

●

No one (that we know

how you would know

lists with all this detail
for every function.
But many people ﬁnd

What is the result (the consequence) of running this

it useful to add notes

function?

like these for a few

environmental variables that may constrain the function under

functions.

test
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Risks of Using Function Testing as
Your Main Technique
You can try to stretch
Function testing is primarily a test of capability of individual units of the software.
It de-emphasizes:

- for example with the
much more heavily

●

Interactions of features

●

Special values of data, and interactions of values of several variables

●

Missing features

●

User tasks—whether the customer can actually achieve beneﬁts promised by
the program

●

Interaction with background tasks, eﬀects of interrupts

●

Responsiveness and how well the program functions under load

●

Usability, scalability, interoperability, testability, etc.
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detailed function lists but other techniques
are naturally focused on
concerns that you must
stretch function
testing to (try to) reach.
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Test Techniques: Deﬁned
A technique is:
●

”A body of technical methods (as in a craft, or in scientiﬁc
research).”

●

”A method of accomplishing a desired aim.”
(Merriam-Webster dictionary)

●

”the body of specialized procedures and methods used in any
speciﬁc ﬁeld, esp. in an area of applied science.”

●

”method of performance; way of accomplishing.”
(https://www.dictionary.com/browse/technique)
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Test Techniques: Deﬁned
A test technique is a method of designing, running and interpreting
the results of tests.

●

Techniques involve skill: You get better at applying a technique as you gain
experience with it.

●

Techniques are more action than theory: You might need some theoretical
background to understand a technique, and a technique might apply theoretical
knowledge, but the technique itself is about how to do a type of testing.

●

Techniques are diﬀerent from each other: Any one technique will be more
eﬀective obtaining some types of knowledge (e.g. some types of bugs) but less
eﬀective for others.
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Approaches vs. Techniques
Some testers call exploratory testing and scripted testing test
techniques. You can use any technique in
●

an exploratory way or

●

a scripted way or

●

a way that includes both exploratory and scripted elements

Exploration and script-following reﬂect broad visions about the best
way to organize and do testing, not speciﬁc tactics for designing
individual tests.
Therefore we call them approaches rather than techniques. (Some
people would call them competing paradigms).
Lecture 1 - A Survey of Test Techniques
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Driving Ideas Behind Many Techniques
The ”pure” vision of a technique is a way of doing something. In practice, most test
techniques specify only some of the how-to-do-it details, leaving the others open.

Every test addresses all

The guidance given by a testing technique might focus on any of the following:

of these. A speciﬁc

●

Scope

technique typically

●

Coverage

addresses 1 to 3 of

●

Testers

them, leaving the rest

●

Risks (potential problems)

to be designed into the

●

Activities

individual test.

●

Evaluation/oracles

●

Desired result

Lecture 1 - A Survey of Test Techniques
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Driving Ideas Behind Many Techniques
Scope: what gets tested.

Example: in function testing, test individual functions.

Coverage: intended extent of testing.

Example: in function testing, you test every function. We'll typically analyze scope
(what to test) and coverage (how much of it) together.

Testers: who does the testing.

Example: user testing is focused on testing by people who would normally use the
product.

Risks: potential problem you're testing for.

Example: boundary errors.

Activities: how you actually do the tests.

Example: all-pairs testing speciﬁes how you combine conditions to obtain test cases.

Evaluation/Oracle: how to tell whether the

Example: function equivalence testing relies on comparison to a reference function.

test passed or failed.
Desired result: testing with a tightly-deﬁned Example: build veriﬁcation testing checks whether the build is stable enough for
objective.
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Function Testing as a Technique
Guidance from function testing:
●

Scope: Focus on individual functions, testing them one by one.

●

Coverage: Test every function (or a subset that is a knowable
proportion).

approach to
techniques is based on
Kaner, Bach &

What function testing doesn't specify:

Pettichord (2001)

●

Testers: Who does the testing

●

Risks: What bugs we're looking for

●

Activities: How to run the tests

●

Evaluation/oracles: How to evaluate the test results
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Classifying the Techniques
Many techniques implement more than one underlying idea.
Because of this, how you classify a technique depends on what you
have in mind when you use it.
For example, feature integration testing:
●

is coverage-oriented if you are checking whether every
function behaves well when used with other functions.

●

is risk-oriented if you have a theory of error for interactions
between functions.
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Examples
Here's a loosely organized collection of some (far from all) test techniques.
You cannot possibly absorb all this information in this course.
●

While you take the course, this set will give you a sense of the variety of
techniques;

●

Later, when you are testing programs, we hope you try techniques from the list.
We've provided references for the techniques to facilitate this.

Remember: exam questions will be drawn from the study guide. Before you panic at
all the detail in these slides, look over the questions. We don't expect you to memorize
a lot of detail.
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Coverage-Based Techniques Focus
on What Gets Tested
● Function testing

● Logical expressions

● Feature or function integration

● Multivariable testing

testing

In principle, a
coverage-based
technique sets you up

● State transitions

to run every test of a

● Tours

● User interface testing

given type. In practice,

● Equivalence class analysis

● Speciﬁcation-based testing

● Boundary testing

● Requirements-based testing

● Best representative testing

● Compliance-driven testing

your coverage of that

● Domain testing

● Conﬁguration testing

type of testing.

● Test idea catalogs

● Localization testing
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every test of any type,
but you might measure
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Tester-Based Techniques Focus
on Who Does the Testing
There's a mystique in

● User testing

designing a technique

● Alpha testing

around the type of

● Beta testing

person who tests.

● Bug bashes

However, what they

● Subject-matter expert testing

will actually do may
have little to do with

● Paired testing

what you imagine will

● Eat your own dogfood

happen.

● Localization testing
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Risk-Based Techniques Focus on
Potential Problems
● Boundary testing
● Quicktests
● Constraints
● Logical expressions
● Stress testing
● Load testing
● Performance testing
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● History-based testing
● Risk-based multivariable
testing
● Usability testing
● Conﬁguration/compatibility
testing
● Interoperability testing
● Long sequence regression
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Risk-based testing
starts from an
idea of how the
program could
fail. Then design
tests that try to
expose problems
of that type.
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Activity-Based Techniques Focus
on How You Do the Testing
Because these
● Guerilla testing
● All-pairs testing
● Random testing
● Use cases
● Scenario testing
● Installation testing
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focus on ”how-to”,
● Regression testing

these might be

● Long sequence testing

the techniques

● Dumb monkey testing

that most closely

● Load testing

match the

● Performance testing

classical notion of
a ”technique.”
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Evaluation-Based Techniques
Focus on Your Oracle
Any time you have a

● Function equivalence testing

well-speciﬁed oracle,

● Mathematical oracle

you can build a set of

● Constraint checks

tests around that

● Self-verifying data

oracle. See our
presentation of

● Comparison with saved results
● Comparison with speciﬁcations or other authoritative documents
● Diagnostics-based testing

Hoﬀman's collection
of oracles in
BBST-Foundations.

● Veriﬁable state models
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Desired-Result Techniques Focus
on a Speciﬁc Decision or Document
You are doing
document-focused
testing if you run a set

● Build veriﬁcation

of tests primarily to

● Conﬁrmation testing

collect data needed to

● User acceptance testing

ﬁll out a form or create

● Certiﬁcation testing

a clearly-structured
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There Are Also Glass Box Techniques,
Such As...
● Unit tests

● Protocol testing

● Functional tests below the UI

● Diagnostics-driven testing

● Boundary testing

● Performance testing

● State transitions

● Compliance-focused testing

● Risk-based

● Glass-box regression testing

● Dataﬂows

● Glass-box decision coverage

● Program slicing

● Glass-box path coverage
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Most techniques
that can be done
black-box can also
be used in
glass-box testing.
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What's Diﬀerent About Glass Box Tests?
●

Programmers can see the implementation tradeoﬀs, risks, and special cases in
their code and write tests to focus on them.

●

Programmers can capture state information that is invisible to black box testers.

●

Programmers who create their own test libraries often write more testable
code.

study these techniques
in this course. We're
simply reminding you

●

Test execution is typically automated.

●

Programmers typically run them many times—many tests are run every time
the programmer compiles the software.

●

We won't further

The programmer sees failures immediately. There is no bug-report-writing delay

that the black box
techniques are just a
subset.

or cost.
●

Maintenance of these tests is probably cheaper and easier.
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Coverage-Based Techniques Focus
on What Gets Tested
● Function testing

● Logical expressions

● Feature or function integration

● Multivariable testing

testing

In principle, a
coverage-based
technique sets you up

● State transitions

to run every test of a

● Tours

● User interface testing

given type. In practice,

● Equivalence class analysis

● Speciﬁcation-based testing

● Boundary testing

● Requirements-based testing

● Best representative testing

● Compliance-driven testing

your coverage of that

● Domain testing

● Conﬁguration testing

type of testing.

● Test idea catalogs

● Localization testing
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Function Testing

●

Test each feature or function on its own.

Function testing

●

Scan through the product:

gives you

○

cover every feature or function

coverage of the

○

with at least enough testing to determine

features of the

■

what it does and

■

whether it is (basically) working
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product.
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Feature Integration Testing
●

Test several features or functions together.

●

Typically, do this testing with functions that:
○

will often be used together
■

○

integration

Example: in a spreadsheet, sum part of a column,

testing gives you

then sort data in the column. Sorting should change

coverage of the

the sum if and only if you sort diﬀerent values into

interactions of

the part being summed.

the product's

work together to create a result
■

Feature

features.

Example: select a book, add it to a shopping cart,
pay for the book.
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Tours
A tour is a search through the product to create a collection of
related information about the program.
For example, you can do:

Tours provide a basis
for coverage-based
testing. Create a list of
things to test with a

●

A feature tour, to ﬁnd every feature.

●

A variable tour, to ﬁnd every user-changeable variable.

●

An output tour, to ﬁnd every variable, every report, and every

each member of the

user-visible message the program can create.

list.
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messages), then test
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Equivalence Class Analysis
An equivalence class is a set of values for a variable that you consider equivalent.

Equivalence-class based

Test cases are equivalent if

testing makes testing

(a) they test the same thing,

more eﬃcient by

(b) if one of them catches a bug, the others probably will too, and

reducing redundancy of

(c) if one of them doesn't catch a bug, the others probably won't either.

the tests. As a

The set of values you could enter into a variable is the variable's domain. Equivalence

coverage-oriented

class analysis divides a variable's domain into non-overlapping subsets (partitions)

technique: test all the

that contain equivalent values.

equivalence classes of

In equivalence-class testing, you test one or two values from each partition.
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Boundary Testing

In boundary-value testing, you partition the values of a variable into its equivalence
classes and then test the upper and lower bounds of each equivalence class.
A boundary value is a particularly good member of an equivalence class to test
because:
●

It carries the same risks as all the other members of the class.

●

Boundary values carry an additional risk because oﬀ-by-one errors are
common.
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Boundary-value testing
adds a risk model
to equivalence-class
based testing.
Coverage:
Test every boundary of
every variable.
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Best Representative Testing
The concept of ”best
The best representative of a partition (of the domain of a variable) is the one most
likely to cause the program to fail a test.
●

If you can order values in the domain from small to large, best representatives
are typically boundary values.

●

●

If you cannot order values, you can often ﬁnd a best representative by

representatives”
generalizes domain
testing to non-ordered
sets and to secondary
dimensions.

considering more than one risk. Two values of a variable might be equivalent

Coverage:

with respect to one risk, but not with respect to the other.

test every best

If all values in a partition are truly equivalent, you can use any of them as a best

representative of every

representative.

variable, relative to
every risk.
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Domain Testing
Domain testing formalizes and generalizes equivalence class and

After today, we'll

boundary analysis:

stop talking about

Partition the variable's domain into equivalence classes and

equivalence class

test best representatives

and boundary

●

Test output domains as well as input domains

analysis as

●

Test secondary as well as primary dimensions

techniques. They

●

Test consequences as well as input ﬁlters

are all part of

●

Test multidimensional variables and multiple variables

domain testing.

●

together
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Test Idea Catalogs

You can develop a standard set of tests for a speciﬁc type of object (or risk) and reuse
the set for similar things in this product and later products. Marick suggested that

Coverage:

testers develop these types of lists and called them test idea catalogs.

The catalog lists

●

Marick, B.M. (1994). The Craft of Software Testing: Subsystems Testing Including
Object-Based and Object-Oriented Testing.
○

Updated catalog: http://www.exampler.com/testing-com/writings/catalog.pdf

○

Short catalog: http://www.exampler.com/testing-com/writings/short-catalog.pdf
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Test Idea Catalogs
Kaner, Bach & Pettichord provide examples of test idea catalogs for numeric input
variables in Lessons Learned of Software testing (2001, pp. 45-50) , with more of the same

Coverage:

type of catalogs and additional examples in:
●

Kaner, C., Padmanabhan, S., & Hoﬀman, D. (2013) Domain Testing: A Workbook

●

Hendrickson, E. (2006). “Test Heuristics Cheat Sheet.”

●

The catalog lists

http://testobsessed.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/testheuristicscheatsheetv1.pdf

the test ideas to

Hunter, M. J. (2010). “You are not done yet.”

cover.

http://www.thebraidytester.com/downloads/YouAreNotDoneYet.pdf

●

Nguyen, H.Q., Johnson, B., & Hackett, M. (2003, 2nd ed), Testing Applications on
the Web (Appendices D through H).
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Multivariable Testing

All-pairs testing is the best-known multivariable technique. It is eﬀective for testing
many independent variables.

Mechanical. The tester uses a routine procedure to determine a good set of
tests. Examples: random combinations and all-pairs.

●

Risk-based. The tester combines test values (values of each variable) based on
perceived risks associated with noteworthy combinations.

●

Scenario-based. The tester combines test values on the basis of interesting
stories created for the combinations.
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its coverage (all pairs
of values of interest of

Several classes of multivariable techniques:
●

All-pairs is deﬁned by
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all variables). The
other approaches are
coverage-focused to the
extent that you design
a pool of tests and
attempt to cover it.
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Logical Expressions
Consider a health-insurance program with a decision rule that says:
●

if PERSON-AGE > 50 and

As a

●

if PERSON-SMOKES is TRUE

coverage-oriented

●

then set OFFER-INSURANCE to FALSE

The decision rule expresses a logical relationship. If you make a

technique,
logical-expression
testing attempts to

series of separate decisions, the result is the same as if you had

check every decision

made all those decisions at the same time. Thus, you can test the set

in the program or a

together as one complex logical expression.
Testers often represent decision rules (and combinations of rules) in

theoretically
interesting subset.

decision tables. You can turn each row in the table into a test.
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Logical Expressions
Marick implemented his
approach to testing
logical expressions in a

●
●

Amman, P., & Oﬀutt, J. describe several coverage rules for

program, MULTI. Tim

logical-expression testing (Introduction to Software Testing, 2008.)

Coulter and his

Brian Marick presents a simpler approach to coverage, which
you can apply using MULTI (“Testing for Programmers”, 2000
http://exampler.com/testing-com/writings/half-day-programmer.pdf)

colleagues extended
MULTI and published it
(with Marick's
permission) at
http://sourceforge.net/proj
ects/multi/
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State-Model-Based Testing
●

A program moves from state to state. In a given state, some
inputs are valid and others are ignored or rejected.

●

In response to a valid input, the program under test does
something that it can do, which takes it to a new state.

●

Coverage:
State-model testers
often use specialized
algorithms to walk the

Think of a sequence of length 2 (from a state to a transition to

program through long

the next state), length 3 (state → transition → state →

paths that cover all

transition → state), etc. (Cross-reference: see the Operational

sequences of length 2.

Modes tour.)
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User Interface Testing

●

●

User interface testing is about checking that the elements of

Coverage:
Focus on covering all

the UI have been implemented correctly.

the elements of the

User interface testing is NOT about whether the UI is well

user interface

designed or easy to understand or work with - that's usability
testing.
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(the dialogs, menus,
pull-down lists, and all
the other UI controls).
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Speciﬁcation-Based Testing
●

Spec-based testing is focused on verifying factual claims made
about the product in the speciﬁcation. (A factual claim is any

●

●

statement that can be shown to be true or false.)

Coverage:

This often includes claim made in the manual, in marketing

Test every claim

documents or advertisements, and in technical support

in the documents

literature sent to customers.

that guide testing.

We'll see in a few days that many speciﬁcations are implicit.
For example, many programs do arithmetic but few include
explicit speciﬁcations of the rules of arithmetic.
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Requirements-Based Testing
Requirements-based testing is focused on proving, requirement by
What is called

requirement, that:
●

the program satisﬁes every requirement in a requirements
document, or that

●

requirements-based
testing is typically
focused on written

some of the requirements have not been met.

It might not be possible to answer: ”Does this program actually
meet this requirement” with simple tests.
Requirements that are easily testable are often trivial compared to

requirements. These
are, of course,
incomplete, subject to
frequent change, and
often incorrect.

the ”real” requirements.
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Compliance-Driven Testing

●

Some products must meet externally-imposed requirements
(such as regulatory requirements).

●

Compliance-driven testing is focused on doing the set of tasks
(usually the minimum set) needed to demonstrate compliance
with these requirements.
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Coverage:
Do every task
needed to
demonstrate
compliance.
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Conﬁguration Coverage
●

If you have to test compatibility with 100 printers, and you
have tested with 10, you have achieved 10% printer coverage.
More generally, conﬁguration coverage is the percentage of
conﬁguration tests the program has passed compared to the
number you plan to run.

●

Why call this a test technique? Testers focused on this coverage
objective are likely to craft methods to make high volume
conﬁguration testing faster and easier. This optimization of the
eﬀort to achieve high coverage is the underlying technique.
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Conﬁguration
coverage is the
percentage of
conﬁguration tests
the program has
passed compared
to the number you
plan to run.
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Localization Testing
●

When you adapt a program to run in a diﬀerent language, a
diﬀerent country, or a diﬀerent culture, you make a speciﬁc set
of changes.

●

Software publishers who will localize their software typically
design the software to make localization easy. In such a case,
you can
○

Create a list of the things that can be changed for
localization.

○

Coverage:
Test against
a list of
localization-related
changes and risks.

Test the list to see what was actually changed, whether
the changes worked, and whether anything that should
have been changed was not changed.
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Tester-Based Techniques Focus
on Who Does the Testing
There's a mystique in

●

User testing

●

Alpha testing

●

Beta testing

●

Bug bashes

However, what they

●

Subject-matter expert testing

will actually do may

●

Paired testing

●

Eat your own dogfood

●

Localization testing
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happen.
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User Testing
●

This testing is done by the types of people who would typically
use your product.

●

●

Testers:
Users (ideally,

User testing might be done:
○

at any time during development,

○

at your site or at theirs,

○

in carefully directed exercises or at the user’s discretion.

Some types of user testing, such as task analyses, are more
like joint exploration (involving at least one user and at least
one member of your company's testing team) than like testing

representative of
your market) or
people who the
company treats as
surrogates for
users.

by one person.
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Alpha Testing
●

This testing is done early in development, usually by the software development
group (programmers and/or testers).

●

”Alpha” is a milestone with diﬀerent meanings at diﬀerent companies. In the
typical alpha period:
○

○
●

Testers:
Typically
programmers

the program is stable and complete enough for some level of functional

and in-house

testing,

testers who work

but not yet stable enough for the beta milestone.

Alpha might start immediately after the ﬁrst feature is ﬁnished (for example in
Extreme Programming) or not until all features are ”complete” (coded but

closely with
the programmers.

probably not yet working).
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Beta Testing
Typical case: External users run almost-ﬁnished software on their own computers.

Testers:

This testing starts at the ”beta” milestone.

Typically people

Design beta: User representatives or subject matter experts assess the software's

external to the

design.

company (or at least

Marketing beta: Pre-release to potential large customers, typically later and more

external to the

stable than at ”beta” milestone.

development group).

Compatibility beta: External users test the product's compatibility with their software

Typically representative

or hardware, typically because they have software or hardware that the development

of the market or owners

group doesn't have. Ideally, this starts as soon as the software can be tested for

of market-relevant

compatibility because adapting the software can be diﬃcult under these

equipment.

circumstances.
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Bug Bashes

●

In-house testing using anyone who is available (e.g. secretaries, programmers,
tech support, maybe even some managers).

●

●

Testers:

A typical bug-bash lasts a half-day and is done when the software is close to

Typically employee

being ready to release.

nontesters or

Note: we're listing this technique as an example, not endorsing it. Some

testers who aren't

companies have found it useful for various reasons; others have not.
○

Often an ineﬀective replacement for exploratory testing.

○

Often seen as more eﬀective by non-testing managers than by the

assigned to test
this product.

testers.
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Subject-Matter Expert Testing
●

Give the product to an expert on some issues addressed by
the software, and request feedback (bugs, criticisms, and
compliments).

●

The expert may or may not be someone you would expect to
use the product - her value is her knowledge, not her
representativeness of your market or her skill as a tester.

●

When the expert pairs with a tester or programmer (serves as
a live oracle), the staﬀ gain a new level of training as a side

Tester:
Someone who is
seen as highly
knowledgeable
about the product
category or its
risks.

eﬀect of the testing process.
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Paired Testing
Two testers (or a tester and a programmer) testing together:
●

May share one computer and trade control of it while they test.

●

Or test on their own machines, with dual-monitor systems (one placed for easy

●

Two people

reading by the other tester) so that each tester can easily see what's on the

(testers and/or

other's screen.

programmers)

Collaboration might involve on tester reading (specs, bug reports, etc.) or writing

on the project

up a bug while the other executes tests.
●

Testers:

One tester might protect the other's time by dealing with all the visitors (e.g.
manager nagging for status report).

team, testing
together.

See Pyhäjärvi, M. (2020), “Social Software Testing Approaches” https://bbst.courses/blog/social-software-testing-approaches
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Eating Your Own Dogfood

●

Your company uses and relies on pre-release
versions of its own software.

●

This often yields more critical design feedback than
beta testing.

●

Testers:
In-house users who do real work with
the software.
Caution:
This can miss ways that other

This often provides a harsher and more credible

organizations will use the software.

real-world readiness assessment of the software

It might provide false reassurance

than beta or formal in-house testing.
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Localization Testing

●

The software is adapted to another culture or language.

Testers:

●

The localization testing is done by people from that culture or

People from

who are ﬂuent in that language (probably a native speakers).

(or deeply

These people are regarded as subject matter experts who can

familiar with)

speak authoritatively about the appropriateness of the

the target culture.

●

localization.
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Risk-Based Techniques Focus on
Potential Problems
● Boundary testing
● Quicktests
● Constraints
● Logical expressions
● Stress testing
● Load testing
● Performance testing
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● History-based testing
● Risk-based multivariable
testing
● Usability testing
● Conﬁguration/compatibility
testing
● Interoperability testing
● Long sequence regression
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Risk-based testing
starts from an
idea of how the
program could
fail. Then design
tests that try to
expose problems
of that type.
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Boundary Testing
Boundary testing arises out of a speciﬁc risk:
●

Even if every other value in an equivalence class is treated correctly, the
boundary value might be treated incorrectly (grouped with the wrong class).
○

The programmer might code the classiﬁcation rule incorrectly.

Misclassiﬁcation

○

The speciﬁcation might state the classiﬁcation rule incorrectly.

of a boundary case

○

The speciﬁer might misunderstand the natural boundary in the real

or mishandling

world.
○

The exact boundary might be arbitrary, but coded inconsistently in
diﬀerent parts of the program.

●

Risk(s):

of an
equivalence class.

Example: Class should contain all values < 25 but 25 is treated as a member of
the class as well.
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Quicktests (Risk-Based Testing)
A quicktest is an inexpensive test, optimized for a common type of
software error, that requires little time or product-speciﬁc
preparation or knowledge to perform. For example:
●

Boundary-value tests check whether a variables boundaries
were misspeciﬁed. You don't have to know much about the

●

We cataloged a lot of
quicktests at the 7th
Los Altos Workshop in
Software Testing (1999)

program to do this type of test.

and will look at some

Interference tests interrupt the program while it's busy. For

of these in Lecture 2.

example, you might try cancelling a print job or forcing an
out-of-paper condition while printing a long document.
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Constraints
A constraint is a limit on what the program can handle. For example, if a program can
only handle 32 (or fewer) digits in a variable, the programmer should provide
protective routines to detect and reject any input outside of the 32-digit constraint.
Jorgensen and Whittaker provides detailed suggestions for identifying and testing:

Jorgensen &
Whittaker's approach
to constraints
generalizes the idea of

●

Input constraints

input boundaries to all

●

Output constraints

program data and

●

Computation constraints

activities.

●

Stored-data constraints

See Jorgensen, A.A. (1999). Software Design Based on Operational Modes.
https://cs.ﬁt.edu/media/TechnicalReports/cs-2002-09.pdf and Whittaker, J.A. (2002). How to Break Software.
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Logical Expressions
Marick (2000)

Consider an insurance program's decision rule:
●

if PERSON-AGE > 50 and

“Testing for Programmers”

●

if PERSON-SMOKES is TRUE

http://exampler.com/testing-com/writings/

●

then set OFFER-INSURANCE to FALSE

half-day-programmer.pdf

You can write this decision as a logical express (a formula that evaluates
to TRUE or FALSE).
If you make a series of separate decisions, the result is the same as if
you had made all those decisions at the same time. Thus, you can test
the set together as one complex logical expression.
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Stress Testing

●

Testing designed and intended to overwhelm the product, forcing it to fail.
○

○
●

There are many other

Intentionally subject the program to too much input, too many

deﬁnitions of

messages, too many tasks, excessively complex calculations, too little

”stress testing,”

memory, toxic data combinations, or even forced hardware failures.

including what we are

Explore the behavior of the program as it fails and just after it failed.

calling

What aspects of this program need hardening to make consequences of

”performance testing”

failure less severe?

and ”load testing.”

See for example, Beizer at http://www.faqs.org/faqs/software-eng/testing-faq/section-15.html
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Load Testing
●

●

●

●

Load testing addresses the risk that a user (or group of users) can
unexpectedly run the software or system under test out of resources.

Risks:

A weak load test simply checks the number of users who can connect to a site or

Inappropriate responses

some equivalent count of obvious, simple task.

to high demands or low

A better load testing strategy takes into account that diﬀerent users do diﬀerent

resources. Does the

tasks that require diﬀerent resources. On a system that can handle thousands

program handle its

of connections, a few users doing disk-intensive tasks might have a huge impact.

limitations gracefully or

Additionally, Savoia found that for many programs, as load increased, there was

is it surprised by them?

an exponential increase in the probability that the program would fail basic

Does it fail only under

functional tasks.

extreme cases?

See Savoia, A. (2000). “The science and art of web site load testing”. International Conference on Software Testing Analysis
& Review (STAR East), Orlando. https://www.stickyminds.com/presentation/science-and-art-web-site-load-testing
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Performance Testing

Testers usually run performance tests to determine how quickly the program runs
(does tasks, processes data, etc.) under varying circumstances.

Risks:
Program runs too

In addition, performance tests can expose errors in the software under test or the

slowly, handles some

environment it is running on.

speciﬁc tasks too

Run a performance test today; run the same test tomorrow:

slowly, or changes time

●

If the execution times diﬀer signiﬁcantly and

characteristics because

●

the software was not intentionally optimized, then

of a maintenance error.

●

something fundamental has changed for (apparently) no good reason.
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History-Based Testing
These tests check for errors that have happened before.
●

This includes studying the types of bugs that have occurred in
past versions of this product or in other similar products.
What’s diﬃcult for one product in a class is often diﬃcult for
other products in the same class. This isn’t regression testing,
it’s history-informed exploration.

●

Risks:
Old bugs
reappear.

In a company that has a regression problem (bugs come back
after being ﬁxed), regression tests for old bugs is a risk-based
test technique.
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Risk-Based Multivariable Testing
The most widely discussed multivariable techniques are mechanical
(e.g. all-pairs testing). An algorithm determines what values of which

Risks:

variables to test together.

Inappropriate

A risk-based technique selects values based on a theory of error.

interactions

●

●

Example: you might test conﬁgurations (select video, printer,

between variables

language, memory, etc.) based on troublesome past

(including

conﬁgurations (technical support complaints).

conﬁguration or

Example: you might pick values of variables to use together in

system variables).

a calculation to maximize the opportunity for an overﬂow or a
signiﬁcant rounding error.
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Conﬁguration/Compatibility Testing
Software runs in an environment (the computer or network that it
runs on). Its environmental requirements might be:
●

narrow (only this operating system, that printer, at least this
much memory, works only with this version of that program), or

●

very ﬂexible.

Risk:
Incompatibility
with hardware,
software, or the

Conﬁguration tests help you determine what environments the

system

software will correctly work with.

environment.

Conﬁguration testers often pick speciﬁc devices, or speciﬁc test
parameters, that have a history of causing trouble.
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Interoperability Testing

●

●

●

Test whether the software under test interacts correctly with

Diﬀerence between compatibility

another program, device, or external system.

testing and interoperability testing:

Simple interoperability testing is like function testing: Try the two

● Compatibility—with software or

together. Do they behave well together?

hardware that are part of the

To add depth to this testing, you can design tests that focus

system under test

speciﬁcally on ways in which you suspect the software might not

●

● Interoperability—with software or

work correctly with the other program, device or system.

hardware external to the system

A tester focused on interoperability will probably test from a list

under test

of common problems.
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Usability Testing
Usability tests try to demonstrate that some aspect of the software is unusable for
some members of the intended user community. For example:
●

Too hard to learn

●

Too hard to use

●

Makes user errors too likely

●

Wastes your time

Risks:
Software is unusable
for some members
of the intended user
community. (e.g. too
hard to learn or use,

Usability testing: done by usability testers who might or might not be end users.

too slow, annoying,

User testing: done by users, who may or may not focus on the usability of the

triggers user errors,

software.

etc..)

See Nielsen, J. (1994), “10 Usability Heuristics for User Interface Design” www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/
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Long-Sequence Regression
A program passes a set of tests. Then test the same build of the same software with
the same tests, run many times in a random order. This is long-sequence regression
testing.

The long-sequence
tests hunt bugs that
won’t show up in

Long-sequence regression can expose bugs that are otherwise hard to ﬁnd, such as

traditional testing

intermittent-seeming failures from:

(run tests one at a time

●

memory leaks,

and clean up after each

●

race conditions,

test) and are hard to

●

wild pointers and

detect with source

●

other corruption of working memory or the stack.

code analysis.

McGee, P. & Kaner, C. (2004). “Experiments with high volume test automation.” Workshop on Empirical Research in
Software Testing, International Symposium on Software Testing and Analysis www.kaner.com/pdfs/MentsvillePM-CK.pdf
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Activity-Based Techniques Focus
on How You Do the Testing
● Guerilla testing
● All-pairs testing
● Random testing
● Use cases
● Scenario testing
● Installation testing

Lecture 1 - A Survey of Test Techniques

● Regression testing

Because these focus on
”how-to”, these might

● Long sequence testing

be the techniques that

● Dumb monkey testing

most closely match the

● Load testing
● Performance testing
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”technique.”
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Guerilla Testing
●

Exploratory tests that are usually time-boxed and done by an
experienced explorer: The goal is a fast and vicious attack on
some part of the program.

●

For example, a senior tester might spend a day testing an area
that is seen as low priority and would otherwise be ignored.
She tries out her most powerful tests.
○

If she ﬁnds signiﬁcant problems, the area will be
rebudgeted and the overall test plan might be aﬀected.

○

Activity:
Time-boxed,
risk-based testing
focused on one
part of the
program.

If she ﬁnds no signiﬁcant problems, the area will
hereinafter be ignored or only lightly tested.
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All-Pairs Testing
● Suppose you test N variables together. Pick a few values to test
from each variable.
● Under the all-pairs coverage criterion, your tests must include one

All-pairs speciﬁes a

value for each variable and, across the set of tests, every value of

coverage criterion.

each variable is paired with every value of every other variable.

Activity:

(Cohen, D. M., Dalal, S. R., Fredman, M. L., & Patton, G. C. (1997).

Following the algorithms

“The AETG system: An approach to testing based on combinatorial
design”. https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/
download?doi=10.1.1.260.264&rep=rep1&type=pdf)

(or using
tools) to generate tests
that meet this criterion.

● Testers typically rely on a tool for picking the combinations of
values for the variables. See https://jaccz.github.io/pairwise/tools.html
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Random Testing

In random testing, the tester uses a random number generator to
determine:
●

The values to be assigned to some variables, or

●

The order in which tests will be run, or

●

The selection of features to be included in a this test.
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Drive test
decisions with a
random number
generator.
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Use Cases
A use case describes a system's behavior in response to a request from an actor which
might be a human or another system.

Activity:

The use case describes intended behavior (how the system should work) but not the

The tester creates

motivation of the actor or the consequences for the actor if the request fails. The use

sequence diagrams

case shows the actor's steps and system behavior on a sequence diagram. The

(behavior models) and

diagram's ”happy path” shows the simplest set of steps that lead to success. Other

runs tests that trace

paths show complications, some leading to failures.

down the paths of the

In use-case based testing, you do the modeling and test down the sequence diagram's

diagrams.

paths.

See Utting, M., & Legeard, B. (2007). Practical Model-Based Testing: A Tools Approach
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Scenario Testing
A scenario is a hypothetical story about the software. A scenario
test is a test based on a scenario. A good scenario test has ﬁve
characteristics:
1. The scenario is a coherent story.
2. The story is credible.
3. Failure of the test would motivate a stakeholder with inﬂuence
to argue that it should be ﬁxed.

Activity:
Creating a story (or
a related-family of
stories) and a test
that expresses it.

4. The test is complex (involves several features or data).
5. The test result is easy to evaluate.
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Installation Testing
●

●

●

Check whether a new product, a new version
of the product, or a patch installs well, without

Some discussions of installation testing are risk-focused

interfering with other software.

(such as Bach, J. (1999), “Heuristic risk-based testing”.

Check whether a virgin installation or

http://www.satisﬁce.com/articles/hrbt.pdf), but many are more

re-installation works.

procedural, or more focused on how to automate much of
the installation-test process

Check whether uninstallation works and
reinstallation after uninstallation is possible
(or impossible if it the Digital Rights

automate tests for smooth system installation”.
https://www.stickyminds.com/better-software-magazine/softwar

Management (DRM) forbids it).
●

(e.g. Agruss, C. (2000). “Software installation testing: How to

Installation is often one of the least well-tested

e-installation-testing-how-automate-tests-smooth-system-install
ation).

parts of a program, and therefore a good
place to hunt bugs.
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Regression Testing
Reuse of the same tests after change.
●

The goal of bug ﬁx regression is to prove a bug ﬁx was ineﬀective.

●

The goal of old bugs regression is to prove a software change caused a ﬁxed bug
to become unﬁxed.

●

The goal of side-eﬀect regression is to prove a change has caused something that
used to work to now be broken.

Most discussions of regression testing as a technique consider:
●

How to automate the tests, or

●

How to use tools to select a subset of the tests that might be the most

Activity:
Do the same boring
tests over and over.
Or write and ﬁx and ﬁx
and ﬁx and ﬁx and ﬁx
and ﬁx ”automation”
code to do the same
test over and over.

interesting for the current build.
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Long Sequence Testing
Long sequence testing (LST) is done overnight or for days. Long-sequence regression
is 1 example. You can also create long sequences of tests that have never been run
previously.
●

The goal of LST is to discover errors that short sequence tests miss.

●

These are often basic functional errors that are unnoticed when they occur but
show up as violations of a precondition for a later test.

●

Other errors include, stack overﬂows, wild pointers, memory leaks, and bad
interactions among several features.

●

Activity:
Creating software to
execute LSTs, with
diagnostics to help
troubleshoot the
failures they trigger.

LST is sometimes called duration testing, life testing, reliability testing, soak
testing or endurance testing.
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Dumb Monkey Testing
When a program is in any given state, it will ignore some inputs (or other events) and
respond to others. The program's response takes it to its next state. This is a state
transition.

Activity:

You can feed random inputs to the program to force state transitions. Noel Nyman

Random

calls this ”monkey” testing. If you have:

state-transition

●

a state model that ties inputs to transitions, and

●

an oracle (the ability to tell whether the program transitioned to the correct

tests programmed

state)

to run-until-crash.

then you can do state-model-based testing (Nyman calls this a ”smart monkey”).
If you don't have the oracle, you can still run the monkey, waiting to see if the program
crashes or corrupts data in some obvious way. This is the dumb monkey.
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Performance Testing
”Performance testing is a type of testing intended to determine the
responsiveness, throughput, reliability, and/or scalability of a system under a
given workload…”
”Performance testing is typically done to help identify bottlenecks in a system, establish

Activity:

a baseline for future testing, support a performance tuning eﬀort, determine

Code and execute

compliance with performance goals and requirements, and/or collect

input streams and

other performance-related data to help stakeholders make informed decisions related

execution-timing

to the overall quality of the application being tested.”
(Meier, J.D., Farre, C., Bansode, P., Barber, S., & Rea, D. (2007).

monitors.

Performance Testing Guidance for Web Applications.
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/a2ﬀ/c8cca5b3aa3302dcb3a05517e8c763314a1f.pdf&sa=D&ust
=1603354685461000&usg=AFQjCNFc1RQ1F6lsH6m0c7ZUB4QiQwVdNg)
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Evaluation-Based Techniques
Focus on Your Oracle
Any time you have a

● Function equivalence testing

well-speciﬁed oracle,

● Mathematical oracle

you can build a set of

● Constraint checks

tests around that

● Self-verifying data

oracle. See our

● Comparison with saved results

presentation of

● Comparison with speciﬁcations or other authoritative
documents

Hoﬀman's collection
of oracles in BBST®
Foundations.

● Diagnostics-based testing
● Veriﬁable state models
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Function Equivalence Testing
”Function equivalence tests compare two programs' evaluation of
the same … function.” (Kaner, C., Falk, J., & Nguyen, H.Q. (2nd
Edition, 2000). Testing Computer Software)
●

●

Example:
Hoﬀman's on testing
MASPAR's square root

The function in the software under test is the test function; the

function. See Hoﬀman,

other is the reference function or the oracle function.

D. (2003). “Exhausting

In this type of testing, you might compare the program's
evaluations of hundreds (or billions) of sets of data. At some

your test options”.
https://www.stickyminds.
com/better-software-

point, you either ﬁnd a diﬀerence between the functions or

magazine/exhausting-

conclude you have tested so much that you won't ﬁnd a

your-test-options

diﬀerence with further testing.
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Mathematical Oracle
●

You can often derive a predicted value from the mathematical
attributes of the software under test. For example:
○

invert calculations (square a square root, or invert a
matrix inversion)

○
●

a sine function's shape is predictable

This is like function equivalence testing.
○

You might test with arbitrarily many values.

○

You make and check exact predictions.

○

But you might do everything within the software under
test, without an external reference function.
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Constraint Checks

Check whether some output of the program is impossible:

Something doesn't
have to be truly

●

An American postal code can't be 6 digits.

impossible. It just has

●

A Canadian province's name can be checked against a short list

to be unlikely enough

of provinces.
●

In an order entry system, the order number of an order should
be smaller than the number of an order that was placed later.
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Self-Verifying Data

Embed the correct test result in a set of test data. For example:
●

Add a comment ﬁeld to a database of test case records.

●

Provide a checksum, hash code, or digital signature to
authenticate the result.

Similarly, you could build functions into the program under test that
serve as the equivalent of embedded test data by providing the
should-be-correct result on demand.
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Comparison With Saved Results

Regression testing is the most common example of a technique built
around saved results.
●

Run a test.

●

If the program passes, keep its output data.

●

After a new build, run the test again.

●

Check whether the new test results match the saved test
results.
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Comparison With Speciﬁcations or
Other Authoritative Documents
Speciﬁcation-based testing checks the product against every factual
claim made about the product in the speciﬁcation or any other
document that the program must verify against. (A factual claim is
any statement that can be shown to be true or false.)
●

When you think about every claim, you are thinking about
speciﬁcation-based testing in terms of coverage.

●

When you think about what claims,you are treating the
speciﬁcation as an oracle.
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Diagnostics-Based Testing

Run a test
●

As part of the normal (or test-customized) operation of the
program, the program runs diagnostics. If the test triggers an
unusual state, the program reports a diagnostic issue.

OR
●

The tester runs a diagnostic immediately after running the test.

An oracle is a mechanism or
heuristic principle for determining
whether a program has a problem.
Here, the diagnostics are the
mechanism. They might not tell you
what the ”right” behavior is;

The diagnostics can expose eﬀects of the test that would otherwise be

they alert you that something

invisible, such as memory corruption, assignment of incorrect values to

looks wrong.

internal variables, tasks that were only half-completed, etc.
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Veriﬁable State Models
You have an oracle whenever you can compare your program's
behavior to a model of how it should behave.
When a program is in any given state, it will ignore some inputs (or
other events) and respond to others. The program's response takes
it to its next state. This is a state transition.
You can do state-model-based testing if you have:
●

a state model that ties inputs to transitions, and

●

ability to tell whether the program is actually in the state

We emphasize the
oracle aspect of state
testing to the extent
that we can make a
detailed comparison
between the expected
state and the
test-result state.

predicted by the model.
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Desired-Result Techniques Focus
on a Speciﬁc Decision or Document
You are doing
document-focused
testing if you run a

● Build veriﬁcation

set of tests primarily to

● Conﬁrmation testing

collect data needed to

● User acceptance testing

ﬁll out a form or create

● Certiﬁcation testing

a clearly-structured
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Build Veriﬁcation
It would waste your time to test a build that had problems like
these:

Build Veriﬁcation

●

Missing critical features or ﬁles

Testing is focused

●

Built (accidentally) with an outdated version of some module(s)

around a desired

●

Bugs that signiﬁcantly destabilize the version

result: Determine
whether the build is

Many groups follow the rule that if the program fails ANY build

complete enough and

veriﬁcation tests, the build is sent back to the programmers without

stable enough to

further testing.

warrant more
thorough testing.

The suite of BVTs is typically automated, and contains a relatively
small number of tests.
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Conﬁrmation Testing
●

Test groups might run a carefully designed suite of
conﬁrmation tests when their company is required to
demonstrate that the program has certain characteristics or
operates in a certain way.

●

For example, some contracts for custom software provide for a
user acceptance test and set detailed expectations about the
testing. The testers might create a suite of demonstrations that
the program meets these expectations. (These tests might or
might not be the actual suite used by the customer for
acceptance testing.)
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User Acceptance Testing

In early times, most software development was done under contract. A customer (e.g.
the government) hired a contractor (e.g. IBM) to write a program. The customer and
contractor would negotiate the contract. Eventually the contractor would say that the
software is done and the customer or her agent (such as an independent test lab)
would perform acceptance testing to determine whether the software should be
accepted.
If software failed the tests, it was unacceptable and the customer would refuse to pay
for it until the software was made to conform to the promises in the contract (which

This is the same
meaning we adopted
in Foundations.
As we noted then,
there are many other
deﬁnitions of
”acceptance testing.”

were what was checked by the acceptance tests).
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Certiﬁcation Testing
The test group might be required to certify (attest in writing) that the product has
speciﬁc characteristics. For example:
●

Certify compliance with IEEE Standard for Floating-Point Arithmetic (Std 754).

●

Certify that all classes of the code were inspected.

●

Certify the software was tested to a level of 100% statement-and-branch
coverage.

The test group does whatever tasks are needed to be able to honestly make the
required certiﬁcation. (It may be as simple as running a standard certiﬁcation suite.) To
the extent that these tasks include testing, they may not look like good testing. The test
group will probably do the minimum necessary for the certiﬁcation. Narrowing the
focus is part of the technique.
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Review
●

You should know what function tests are and how to tour a program to ﬁnd
most of its functions.

●

When someone describes a technique to you, you should be able to ﬁgure out
its scope and whether it is focused mainly on:

●

○

coverage

○

risk

○

who does the testing

○

how to do the test

○

how to evaluate the test

○

certifying the program meets a speciﬁc criterion

You should be able to imagine relying on that technique but changing it (or
using other techniques) to strengthen the areas that are out of focus (e.g.
improve coverage or be more sensitive to risk or adapt the technique for end
users).
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Black Box Software Test Design
Lecture 2
Risk-Based Testing
Cem Kaner J.D., PH.D.
Professor Emeritus, Software Engineering, Florida Institute of Technology
Rebecca L. Fiedler, M.B.A., PH.D.
Retired, President of Kaner, Fiedler & Associates

Copyright © 2020 Altom Consulting. This material is based on BBST Foundations, a CC Attribution licensed lecture by Cem
Kaner and Rebecca Fiedler, available at http://testingeducation.org/BBST. This work is licensed under the Creative Commons with
Attribution - ShareAlike. To view a copy of this license, visit https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Course Overview: Fundamental Topics
1.

Function testing & tours
A taxonomy of test techniques

2.

Risk-based testing, failure mode analysis and quicktests
Testing strategy. Introducing the Heuristic Test Strategy Model

3.

Speciﬁcation-based testing
Work on your assignment

4.

Use cases and scenarios
Comparatively evaluating techniques.

5.

Domain testing: traditional and risk-based
When you enter data, any part of the program that uses that data is a risk. Are you designing for that?

6.

Testing combinations of independent and interacting variables.
Combinatorial, scenario-based, risk-based and logical-implication analyses of multiple variables.
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Today’s Readings
Required
● Quicktests: Hendrickson, E. (2006). “Test heuristics cheat sheet”. testobsessed.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/testheuristicscheatsheetv1.pdf
● Guidewords: Bach, J. (2019). “Heuristic test strategy model”, Version 5.7.5. https://www.satisﬁce.com/download/heuristic-test-strategy-model
● Failure modes: Vijayaraghavan, G., & Kaner, C.(2003). “Bug taxonomies: Use them to generate better tests”. Software Testing Analysis &
Review Conference. http://www.testingeducation.org/a/bugtax.pdf
Useful to skim
Quicktests
● Edgren, R. (2011). “The Little Black Book on Test Design”. http://thetesteye.com/blog/2011/09/the-little-black-book-on-test-design/
● Hunter, M. J. (2010). “You are not done yet”. http://www.thebraidytester.com/downloads/YouAreNotDoneYet.pdf
● Kaner & Johnson (1999) “Styles of exploration”, 7th Los Altos Workshop on Software Testing www.kaner.com/pdfs/LAWST7StylesOfExploration.pdf
● Whittaker, J.A. (2002) How to Break Software
Guidewords
● HAZOP Guidelines (2011). “Hazardous Industry Planning Advisory Paper No. 8”, NSW Government Department of Planning.
https://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/-/media/Files/DPE/Guidelines/hazardous-industry-planning-advisory-paper-no-8-hazop-guidelines-2011-01.pdf

Failure modes
● Kaner (1988), Testing Computer Software - list of common software problems
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Test Design

In Lecture 1, we:
●

Studied two related techniques (touring and function testing).

●

Raced through a zillion other techniques.

●

Studied seven common attributes of test techniques.
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Test Strategy

Today, we look at a few concepts important for developing a testing

Context and

strategy:

information

●

Test cases

objectives are

●

Comparing test techniques in terms of their strengths and

(or should be)

blind spots

the drivers of any

●

Context factors that inﬂuence test strategy

testing strategy.

●

Information objectives that drive test strategy
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What's a Test Case?
Should your designs focus on procedure?
“A set of test inputs, execution conditions, and expected results developed for a
particular objective, such as to exercise a particular program path or to verify
compliance with a speciﬁc requirement.“ (IEEE)

Focus on the test idea?
“A test idea is a brief statement of something that should be tested. For example,
if you're testing a square root function, one idea for a test would be ‘test a
number less than zero’. The idea is to check if the code handles an error case.“
(Marick, http://www.exampler.com/testing-com/tools.html)
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Test Cases

A test case
We're more interested in the informational goal.

is a question

The point of running the test is to gain information, for example

you ask the

whether the program will pass or fail the test.

program.
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Testing Strategy

Your testing strategy is
●

the guiding framework for deciding what tests (what test
techniques) are best suited to your project,

●

given your project's objectives and constraints (your context)

●

and the informational objectives of your testing.

See Bach’s “Heuristic Test Planning: Context Model“
Testing Strategy
https://www.satisﬁce.com/download/rapid-software-testing-context-model
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Attributes of “Good“ Tests
(More on this in Lecture 4)

● Power

● Maintainable

Most tests have these

● Valid

● Information value

attributes to some

● Value

● Coverage

degree. To evaluate a

● Credible

● Easy to evaluate

● Representative

● Supports troubleshooting

● Non-redundant

● Appropriately complex

or less of it. Compared

● Motivating

● Accountable

to those, where does

● Performable

● Aﬀordable

● Reusable

● Opportunity Cost
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Everyone Tests in a Context
●

●

Harsh constraints
○

Complete testing is impossible

○

Finite project schedules and budget

○

Limited skills of the test group

You might do your testing before, during or after the product under test is
released.

●

Improvement of product or process might or might not be an objective of
testing.

●

You test on behalf of stakeholders
○

Project manager, marketer, customer, programmer, competitor, attorney

○

Which stakeholder(s) this time?
■

What information are they interested in?

■

What risks do they want to mitigate?
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it is our task to learn
(or ﬁgure out) what
services our clients
want or need this time,
and under these
circumstances.
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Everyone Tests in a Context
Examples of context factors that drive and constrain testing. These diﬀer from project to project:
● Who are the stakeholders with inﬂuence?

● How to recognize failure?

● Are there non-stakeholders with inﬂuence (e.g.

● How to decide what result variables to attend to?

regulators)?

● How to decide what other result variables to attend to in the

● What are the goals and quality criteria for the project?
● What skills and resources (such as time, money, tools,
data, technology and testability support) are available?
● What's in the product?

● How to troubleshoot and simplify a failure, so as to better
○ motivate a stakeholder who might advocate for a ﬁx?
○ enable a ﬁxer to identify and stomp the bug more

● How could it fail?

quickly?

● Potential consequences of potential failures?
● Who might care about which consequence of what failure?
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unsatisﬁed implications, traps, and missed opportunities?
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Everyone Tests in a Context
Context: Imagine 2 companies making similarly-capable products for the same market.
PROJECT 1 Resources

PROJECT 2 Resources

● Mature product.

● New product. Tight schedule.

● Lots of automated GUI regression test code, created in

● No pre-existing tests.

previous versions.

● Testers know the subject matter, the product environment,

● Some testers have good programming skills and know the
regression tool's language.

and some are excellent bug hunters.
● None of the testers are skilled programmers.

● Time available in the schedule for a thorough round of
regression test code maintenance.
If I was managing this project, I would probably plan for

If I was managing this project, I'd probably plan for intensely

a lot of automated GUI regression testing.

exploratory testing: Risk-focused, no automated regression,
not much test documentation.
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Testing Strategy in Context

Sometimes,
Your goal should NOT be to impose “best practices“ or “standards“

doing the best you

on your client.

can under the

Your goal should be to help your client do the best that it can under
the circumstances.
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Common Information Objectives
●

Find important bugs

●

Assess the quality of the product

●

Help managers assess the progress of the project

●

Help managers make release decisions

●

Block premature product releases

●

Help predict and control product support costs

●

Check interoperability with other products

●

Find safe scenarios for use of the product

●

Assess conformance to speciﬁcations

●

Certify the product meets a particular standard

●

Ensure the testing process meets accountability standards

●

Minimize the risk of safety-related lawsuits

●

Help clients improve product quality & testability

●

Help clients improve their processes

●

Evaluate the product for a third party
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testing tools and
strategies and will
yield diﬀerent tests,
test documentation
and test results.
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Strategy and Design
Think of the design task as applying the strategy to the choosing of speciﬁc test techniques and generating test ideas and
supporting data, code or procedures:
●

Who’s going to run these tests? (What are their skills/knowledge)?

●

What kinds of potential problems are they looking for?

●

How will they recognize suspicious behavior or “clear“ failure? (Oracles?)

●

What aspects of the software are they testing? (What are they ignoring?)

●

How will they recognize that they have done enough of this type of testing?

●

How are they going to test? (What are they actually going to do?)

●

What tools will they use to create or run or assess these tests? (Do they have to create any of these tools?)

●

What is their source of test data? (Why is this a good source? What makes these data suitable?)

●

Will they create documentation or data archives to help organize their work or to guide the work of future testers?

●

What are the outputs of these activities? (Reports? Logs? Archives? Code?)

●

What aspects of the project context will make it hard to do this work?
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Techniques and Strategy
We can't teach you enough about design in this course to make you
eﬀective at developing a test strategy for a complex product.
What we hope to do is teach you:
●

enough

●

about enough techniques

●

for you to understand how much ﬂexibility is available to you

●

for tailoring your testing activities

●

to your information needs

●

in your context.
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Risk

The possibility of suﬀering harm or loss

For testing purposes,
the most important concern is:

In software testing, we think of risk on three dimensions:

● how the product can fail.

●

How the program could fail

For project management:

●

How likely it is that the program could fail in that

● how likely

way

● what consequences

●

What the consequences of that failure could be
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Risk-Based Testing

For the test designer, the essence of risk-based testing is:
●

Imagine how the product can fail

●

Design tests to expose these (potential) failures
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Diﬀerent Approaches to Risk
1.

Quicktests

2.

Exploratory Guidewords

3.

Failure Mode & Eﬀects Analysis

4.

Project-level risks

This list of quicktests evolved out of a bug taxonomy (Testing Computer Software) created to give testers ideas for testing
common bugs. We extended it in presentations to the 7th Los Altos Workshop on Software Testing (Exploratory Testing, July
1999), http://www.kaner.com/pdfs/LAWST7StylesOfExploration.pdf. Several additions come from Bach & Bolton's Rapid Software
Testing course. Another useful collection of quicktest ideas, in an very interesting structure, was developed in Alan Jorgensen
(1999)'s Software Design Based on Operational Modes https://cs.ﬁt.edu/media/TechnicalReports/cs-2002-09.pdf. Whittaker, J.A. (2002)
How to Break Software presented an expansion of this work, with more examples.
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Quicktests?
A quicktest is
●

inexpensive,

●

easy to design, and

Use quicktests because

requires little knowledge, preparation or time to perform.

they are eﬀective.

●

Underlying every quicktest is a theory of error.
If an error is so common that you are likely to see it
●

in many applications,

●

on several platforms

If a type of test doesn’t
expose many bugs
in your environment,
use something else.

you can develop a test technique optimized for that type of error.
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Classic Quicktest: Shoe Test
This is a trivially simple

Move the cursor to an input ﬁeld. Put your shoe on the keyboard.

introductory example.
With all the valuable

Go to lunch. Basically, you’re using the auto-repeat on the keyboard

ideas for quicktesting

for a cheap stress test.

that follow, it is

●

This was one of the ﬁrst tests for input buﬀer overﬂows.

●

It was an eﬀective test for a remarkably long time.

disappointing when a
student relies on this
as an example in an
exam...
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Another Classic Example of a Quicktest
Intended domain:

Traditional boundary testing:

● 0 < X < 100
● Same as 1 ≤ X ≤ 99

●

All you need is the variable, and its possible values.

●

You need very little information about the meaning of the

Common coding errors:

variable (why people assign values to it, what it interacts with).

● 0 ≤ X (accepts 0)

You test at boundaries because miscoding of boundaries is a

● X ≤ 100 (accepts 100)

●

common error.
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Why Are Quicktests Black Box?
Simple boundary errors could be easily exposed by code inspection. So are many other
types of bugs exposed by quicktests.
The obvious question:
●

Why run quicktests instead of doing more thorough code inspection?

Our answer:
●

As testers, we test the code that we get.
○

If you routinely ﬁnd certain types of errors, you should design tests that
are optimized to ﬁnd these types of errors cheaply, quickly, and without
requiring tremendous skill.
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Common Ideas for Quicktests
● User interface design errors
● Boundaries
● Overﬂow
● Calculations and operations
● Initial states
● Modiﬁed values
● Control ﬂow
● Sequences
● Messages

Lecture 2 - Risk-Based Testing

● Timing and race conditions
● Interference tests
● Error handling

This is a convenient
way to categorize a lot
of quicktests, but it’s

● Failure handling

not an authoritative

● File system

structure. You can sort

● Load and stress
● Conﬁguration

the same tests in many
ways.

● Multivariable relationships
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User Interface Design Errors
Tour the user interface for things that are confusing, unappealing,
time-wasting or inconsistent with relevant design norms.
Examples of test ideas:
●

Check for conformity to Apple’s Human Interface Guidelines

●

Read menus, help and other onscreen instructions

●

Try out the features

●

Watch the display as you move text or graphics

●

Force user errors. Intentionally misinterpret instructions, do
something “foolish“ and see what happens
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Boundaries
The program expects variables to stick within a range of permissible values.
Examples of test ideas:
●

Try inputs that:
○

are too big or too small

○

are too short or too long

○

create an out-of-bounds calculation

○

combine to create out-of-bounds output
■

can’t be stored

■

can’t be displayed

■

can’t be passed to external app
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Overﬂow or Underﬂow

These values are far too large or too small for the program to handle.

“Overﬂow“ values are

Examples of test ideas:

too big for the program

●

Input empty ﬁelds or 0’s

to process or store. A

●

Paste huge string into an input ﬁeld

value can be out of

●

Calculation overﬂows (individual inputs are OK but an operation (add, multiply,

bounds but not be so

string concatenate) yields a value too big for the data type, e.g. integer overﬂow)

big that it causes an

or for a result variable that will store or display the result

overﬂow.

●

Read/write a ﬁle with too many elements (e.g. overﬂow a list or array)
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Invalid Calculations & Operations
Calculation involves evaluation of expressions, like 5*2. Some expressions evaluate to
impossible results. Others can’t be evaluated because the operators are invalid for the

Most errors that create

type of data.

a risk of invalid

Examples of test ideas:

operations or

●

Enter data of the wrong type (e.g. non-numbers into a numeric ﬁeld)

impossible calculations

●

Force a divide by zero

are either caught at

●

Force a divide by near-zero

compile time or are

●

Arithmetic operations on strings

more easily visible to

●

String operations on numbers

a reader of the code.

●

Arithmetic involving multiple numeric types: If you get a result, is it the type you
expect?
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Invalid Calculations & Operations

Caution:
●

Some people think they can check calculations primarily with
quicktests.

●

Many calculations involve several variables that all have to be
set carefully to achieve a powerful test.

●

Because you have to know what you're doing, calculation tests
are often not quicktests.
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Initial States

What value does a variable hold the ﬁrst time you use it?

A variable can be in

A variable might be:

any one of these 5

●

Uninitialized (not explicitly set to any value; holds random bits)

states. You have a bug

●

Initialized (set to starting value, often 0; often given default value later)

if the program

●

Default (set to a meaningful starting value)

operates on the

●

Assigned or calculated (intentionally set to a value appropriate to current

assumption that the

need)

variable is in one of the

Carried over (brings a previously assigned value to a new calculation that might

other states.

●

expect the default value)
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Initial States Examples
1.

2.

Start with a fresh copy of the program (no saved data). Enter data into one
dialog. Then do an operation (calculation or save) that uses data that you

We explored many

explicitly entered and data that have not been entered (you have not done any

initial state bugs in

operation that would display those data).

Testing Computer

Are the unassigned data:

Software.

○

Uninitialized?

Whittaker also

○

Initialized but to inappropriate values?

illustrates several

○

Default values?

throughout How to

Start with a variable that has a reasonable value. Enter an impossible value and

Break Software.

try to save it, or erase the value. Does the program insert the old value? Default
value? Something else?
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Modiﬁed Values
Set a variable to a value; then change it. This creates a risk if some other part of the
program depends on this variable.
Examples of test ideas:
●

In a program that calculates sales tax, buy something, calculate the tax, then
change the person's state of residence.

●

Change the location (address) of a device (make the change outside the
program under test).

●

Specify the parameters for a container of data (e.g. a frame that displays data,
or an array that holds a number of elements). Then increase the amount of
data. If there is auto-resize, increase and then decrease several times.
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Control Flow
The control ﬂow of a program describes what it will do next. A control ﬂow error occurs

If the programmers

when the program does the wrong next thing.

achieved a high level of
structural coverage in

Example of a test idea:
A jump table associates an address with each event in a list. (An event might be a
speciﬁc error or pressing a speciﬁc key, etc.) Press that key, jump to (or through the
pointer in) the associated address.
When the program changes state, it updates the addresses, so the same actions do
new things. If it updates the list incompletely or incorrectly, some new responses will
be wrong. Table-driven programming errors are often missed by tests focused on
structural coverage.
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special data values,
interrupts or exceptions,
race conditions or
memory corruption.
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Sequences
A program might pass a simple test but fail the same test embedded in a longer
sequence.
Examples of test ideas:
●

Repeat the same test many times, especially good targets:
○

Anything that creates an error message

○

Anything that halts a task in the middle. Exception-handler may not free
up memory or reset variables the program was in the middle of
calculating.

○

Anything that makes the program call itself (recursion) (Will this
terminate? Will it exhaust system resources before terminating?)

●

Run a suite of automated regression tests in a long randomized sequence.
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Messages
If the program communicates with an external server or system, corrupt the messages
between them.
Examples of test ideas:
●

Corrupt the connection string. Some programs have a conﬁguration ﬁle that
includes a connection string to a remote resource, such as the database. What if
the string is a little wrong? Can the program gain access anyway? How will it
function without access?

●

Program A sends a message to B, expecting a response. Normally, B will report
success or failure. Corrupt the response so that it has elements of both (success
and failure) and see which (if either) Program A believes.

●

Corrupt the response so that it contains huge strings. Will this overﬂow a buﬀer
or overwhelm Program A's error processing? (see Jorgensen, A.A. (2003).
“Testing with hostile data streams”.
http://cs.ﬁt.edu/media/TechnicalReports/cs-2003-03.pdf).
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Timing, Including Race Conditions

Timing failures can happen if the program needs access to a resource by a certain time,
or must complete a task by a certain time. This is a race condition if the program
expects event A before B but gets B ﬁrst.
Examples of test ideas:
●

When providing input to a remote computer, don’t complete entry until just
before, just as, or just after the application times out (stops listening for your
input).

●

Delay input from a peripheral by making it busy, paused, or unavailable.
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Interference Tests
In interference testing, you do something to interfere with a task in progress. This
might cause a timeout or a failed race condition. Or the program might lose data in
transmission to/from an external system or device.
Examples of test ideas:
●

Create interrupts

●

Change something the task depends on

●

Cancel a task in progress

●

Pause a task in progress

●

Compete for a resource needed by the task

●

Swap task-related code or data out of memory
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Interference Tests: Interrupts
Generate interrupts:
●

from a device related to the task
○

e.g. pull out a paper tray, perhaps one that isn’t in use
while the printer is printing

●

from a device unrelated to the task
○

e.g. move the mouse and click while the printer is
printing

●

from a software event
○

e.g. set another program's (or this program's)
time-reminder to go oﬀ during the task under test
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Interference Tests: Change
Change something this task depends on:
●

swap out a disk

●

disconnect/reconnect with a new IP address

●

disconnect/reconnect with a new router that uses diﬀerent
security settings

●

change the contents of a ﬁle that this program is reading

●

change the printer that the program will print to (without
signaling a new driver)

●

change the video resolution
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Interference Tests: Cancel
●

Cancel the task
○

●

at diﬀerent points during its completion

Cancel some other task while this task is running
○

a task that is in communication with this task (the core
task being studied)

○

a task that will eventually have to complete as a
prerequisite to completion of this task

○

a task that is totally unrelated to this task
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Interference Tests: Pause
Find some way to create a temporary interruption in the task.
●

Pause the task
○

for a short time

○

for a long time (long enough for a timeout, if one will
arise)

●

For example,
○

Put the printer on local

○

Sleep the computer

○

Put a database under use by a competing program, lock
a record so that it can’t be accessed—yet.
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Interference Tests: Swap
Swap a process out of memory while it's running
●

(e.g. change focus to another application; keep loading or adding applications
until the application under test is paged to disk.)

●

Leave it swapped out for 10 minutes (whatever the timeout period is). Does it
come back? What’s its state? What’s the state of processes that are supposed to
interact with it?

●

Leave it swapped out much longer than the timeout period. Can you get it to the
point where it is supposed to time out, then send a message that is supposed to
be received by the swapped-out process, then time out on the time allocated for

A “process“ is a
program, typically one
that is running now,
concurrently with
other programs
(processes).

the message? What are the resulting state of this process and the one(s) that
tried to communicate with it? Swap a related process out of memory while the
process under test is running.
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Interference Tests: Compete
●

Compete for a device (such as a printer):
○

Put device in use, then try to use it from software under test.

○

Start using device, then use it from other software.

○

If there is a priority system for device access, use software that has
higher, same and lower priority access to the device before and during
attempted use by software under test.

●

Compete for processor attention:
○

Some other process generates an interrupt (e.g. ring into the modem, or
a time-alarm in your contact manager).

○
●

Try to do something during heavy disk access by another process.

Send this process another job while one is underway
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Error Handling
Errors in dealing with errors are among the most common bugs.
These include:
●

failure to anticipate the possibility of errors and protect against them

●

failure to notice error conditions, and

●

failure to deal with detected errors in a reasonable way.

Examples of test ideas:
●

Make the program generate every error message. If two errors yield the same
message, create both.

●

After eliciting an error message, repeat the error several times. Check for a
memory leak.

●

After eliciting an error message, keep testing. Look for side eﬀects of the error.
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Failure Handling
After you ﬁnd a bug, you can look for related bugs.
Examples of test ideas:
●

Keep testing after the failure. What vulnerabilities does
recovery from the failure expose? (For example, data might not
be properly saved after an exception-handling exit from a
task.)

●

Test for related bugs while troubleshooting this failure. Look
for more serious or diﬀerent symptoms by varying the test
conditions.

●

Test for related bugs after this bug was ﬁxed.
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File-System
Read or write to ﬁles under conditions that should cause a failure. How does the
program recover from the failure?
Examples of test ideas:
●

Read or write:
○

To a nonexistent ﬁle

○

To a locked (read-only) ﬁle

○

To a ﬁle that's open in another process (maybe another instance of this
process) but not locked

○

To a ﬁle when you have insuﬃcient privileges

○

To a ﬁle that exceeds the maximum ﬁle size

○

To a ﬁle that will overﬁll the disk (when writing) or memory (when reading)

○

To a disk with bad sectors

○

To a remote drive that is not connected

○

To a drive that is disconnected during the read or write
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Load
Signiﬁcant background activity eats resources and adds delays. This
can yield failures that would not show up on a quiet system.
Examples of test ideas:
●

Test (generally) on a signiﬁcantly busy system.

●

Run several instances of the same application in parallel. Open
the same ﬁles.

●

Try to get the application to do several tasks in parallel.

●

Send the application signiﬁcant amounts of input from other
processes.
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Conﬁguration Problems

Check the application’s compatibility with diﬀerent system
conﬁgurations:
●

Progressively lower memory and other resources until the
product gracefully degrades or ungracefully collapses.

●

Change the letter of the system hard drive.

●

Turn on “high contrast“ and other accessibility options.

●

Change localization settings.
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Multivariable Relationships

Any relationship between two variables is an opportunity for a
relationship failure.
Examples of test ideas:
●

Test with values that are individually valid but invalid together
(e.g. February 30).

●

Try similar things with dissimilar objects together (e.g. copy,
resize or move) graphics and text together.
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Quicktests Have Limits
Some people (incorrectly) characterize exploratory testing as if it
were primarily a collection of quicktests.
As test design tools, these are like good candy:
●

Yummy,

●

Popular,

●

Impressive, but

●

Not very nutritious. (They don't take you to the deeper issues

Quicktests are a
great way to
START testing a
product.

of the program.)
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Summary: Quicktests & Risk-Based Testing
For the test designer, the essence of risk-based testing is:
a. Imagine how the product can fail
b. Design tests to expose these (potential) failures.
We've seen how quicktests address these tasks:
a.

Use your experience (or the experience of others) to build a
list of failures that are commonplace across many types of
programs

b.

Design straightforward tests that are focused on these
speciﬁc bugs.
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Diﬀerent Approaches to Risk

1.

Quicktests

2.

Exploratory Guidewords

3.

Failure Mode & Eﬀects Analysis

4.

Project-Level Risks
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Guidewords

Guidewords are widely used in HAZOPs (hazard & operability
studies). Typically, a team analyzes a system together, covering each
part of the system under evaluation using the guide words as a list
of risk ideas.

See HAZOP Guidelines (2011). Hazardous Industry Planning Advisory Paper No. 8, NSW Government Department of
Planning_https://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/-/media/Files/DPE/Guidelines/hazardous-industry-planning-advisory-paper-no-8-hazop
-guidelines-2011-01.pdf
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Guidewords

Today's presentation of HTSM is just an overview.
We come back to it in more detail in Lecture 3, and
you will learn to apply it in your assignment.

See https://www.satisﬁce.com/download/heuristic-test-strategy-model
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Heuristic Test Strategy Model
HTSM provides a customizable three-level collection of guide words.
Example:
●

Product elements
○

Structure
■

Code

As with the HAZOPS use of guide words, the goal is to evaluate each
part of the system under test from several directions, identifying a
diverse collection of risks.
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HTSM: Project Environment
These categories lay out the context of the product, including factors that constrain
what can be done in testing or that facilitate testing or test management.
●

Mission

●

Information

●

Developer relations

●

Test team

●

Equipment & tools

●

Schedule

●

Test items

●

Deliverables
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HTSM: Product Elements
These categories lay out the content of the application under test.
This is what you’re testing.
●

Structure

●

Function

●

Data

●

Interfaces

●

Platform

●

Operations

●

Time
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HTSM: Quality Criteria
Operational criteria

Development criteria

● Capability

● Supportability

● Reliability

● Testability

● Usability

● Maintainability

● Charisma

● Portability

● Security

● Localizability

● Scalability
● Compatibility
● Performance
● Installability
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Using HTSM to Guide Testing
●

Pick a guide word (e.g. interfaces).

●

Identify “all“ aspects of the program that match the guide word.

●

One by one, what could go wrong with each?

●

You can also combine guide words
○

From diﬀerent categories (for example: Product elements:
interfaces with Project environment: mission.)

○

This is a useful
structure for
exploratory
testing.

From the same category (for example: Product elements:
interfaces with Product elements: data.)
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Diﬀerent Approaches to Risk
1.

Quicktests

2.

Exploratory Guidewords

3.

Failure Mode & Eﬀects Analysis

4.

Project-level risks

For the test designer, the essence of risk-based testing is:
a)

Imagine how the product can fail.

b)

Design tests to expose these (potential) failures.
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Failure Mode Lists/Risk Catalogs/
Bug Taxonomies

●

A failure mode is, essentially, a way that the program could fail

●

One way to structure risk-based testing is with a list of failure
modes

●

○

also called a risk catalog

○

or a bug taxonomy

Use each failure mode as a test idea (something to create a
test for)
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Our First List of Quicktests Was
Derived From a Bug Catalog
Testing Computer Software listed almost 500 common bugs. We
used the list for:
●

Generating test ideas (Getting unstuck)

●

Structuring exploratory testing

●

Auditing test plans

●

Training new staﬀ into risk-oriented thinking

See http://www.testingeducation.org/BBST/testdesign/Kaner_Common_Software_Errors.pdf
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Example: Portion of Risk Catalog
for Installer Products
Wrong ﬁles installed

Files clobbered

Other apps clobbered

● temporary ﬁles not cleaned up

● older ﬁle replaces newer ﬁle

● ﬁle shared with another product is

● old ﬁles not cleaned up after upgrade

● user data ﬁle clobbered during

● unneeded ﬁle installed

upgrade

● needed ﬁle not installed

modiﬁed
● ﬁle belonging to another product is
deleted

● correct ﬁle installed in the wrong
place

From Bach, J. (1999). “Heuristic risk-based testing”.
https://www.satisﬁce.com/download/heuristic-risk-based-software-testing
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Building a Failure Mode Catalog
Giri Vijayaraghavan and Ajay Jha followed similar approaches in developing their catalogs:
●

Used HTSM as a starting structure

●

Filled-in real life examples of failures from magazines, web discussions, some corporations’ bug databases, interviews
with people who had tested their class of products

●

Extrapolated to other potential failures

●

Extended to potential failures involving interactions among components

See:
●

“A Risk Catalog for Mobile Applications”, http://www.testingeducation.org/articles/AjayJha_Thesis.pdf

●

“A Taxonomy of E-Commerce Risks and Failures”, http://www.testingeducation.org/a/tecrf.pdf

●

“Bug taxonomies: Use them to generate better tests”, http://www.testingeducation.org/a/bugtax.pdf
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Failure Mode & Eﬀects Analysis

FMEA is a more common, formalized approach to risk-based evaluation of many types
of products.
Failure mode analysis
Failure modes

is an eﬀective vehicle

Consider the product in terms of its components. For each component:

for generating test

●

Imagine how it could fail (failure modes). For each failure mode, ask questions:
○

What would that failure look like?

○

How would you detect that failure?

○

How expensive would it be to search for that failure?
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Failure Mode & Eﬀects Analysis
Widely used for safety analysis.
“Accident investigators tend to take an expansive approach

Eﬀect analysis
●

when determining the “cause“ of an accident. Aware that

For each failure mode:
○

Who would that failure impact?

○

How much variation would there be in

change. “It's better if you don't ﬁnd the exact cause

the eﬀect of the failure?

because then only one thing will get ﬁxed,“ according to an

How serious (on average) would that

NTSB investigator. Instead, for every serious accident the

failure be?

NTSB recommends a laundry list of changes in FAA

How expensive would it be to ﬁx the

regulations.“

○

○

underlying cause?
●

regulations are inﬂuenced by accident reports,

On the basis of the analysis, decide whether it
is cost eﬀective to search for this potential

investigators often seek to eﬀect the greatest possible

Cheit R.E. (1990, 71) Setting Safety Standards: Regulation in
the Public and Private Sectors.
http://ark.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft8f59p27j/

failure.
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Using Failure Mode Catalogs

Generate test ideas
●

Find a potential defect in the list.

●

Ask whether the software under test could have this defect.

●

If it is theoretically possible that the program could have the defect, ask how
you could ﬁnd the bug if it was there.

●

Ask how plausible it is that this bug could be in the program and how serious
the failure would be if it was there.

●

If appropriate, design a test or series of tests for bugs of this type.
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Using Failure Mode Catalogs
Provide a structure for exploratory testing

As you learn more

Exploratory software testing is

about how the product

●

a style of software testing that

can fail, design new

●

emphasizes the personal freedom and responsibility of the individual tester

tests to explore

●

to continually optimize the value of her work

potential failures.

●

by treating

And do new research

●

○

test-related learning,

(or follow new

○

test design,

hunches) to ﬁnd more

○

test execution, and

new categories of ways

○

test result interpretation as

the product can fail.

mutually supportive activities that run in parallel throughout the project.
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Using Failure Mode Catalogs
Audit test plans
The “test plan“ is a document that describes the planned testing. Often, this document
is very detailed. In some companies use the test plan to fully specify the testing that will
be done.
●

Pick categories to sample from the test idea list.

●

From each category, ﬁnd a few potential defects in the list.

●

For each potential defect, ask whether the software under test could have this
defect.

●

If it is theoretically possible that the program could have the defect, ask whether
the test plan could ﬁnd the bug if it was there.
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Using Failure Mode Catalogs

Training new staﬀ into risk-oriented thinking
●

Expose staﬀ to what can go wrong.

●

Challenge them to design tests that could trigger those
failures.
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Diﬀerent Approaches to Risk
1.

Quicktests

2.

Exploratory Guidewords

3.

Failure Mode & Eﬀects Analysis

4.

Project-Level Risks

For the test designer, the essence of risk-based testing is:
a)

Imagine how the product can fail.

b)

Design tests to expose these (potential) failures.
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Project-Level Risk Analysis

Project-level risk analyses consider what might make the project as a whole fail.
Project risk management involves:
●

Identifying issues that might cause the project to fail or fall behind schedule or
cost too much or alienate key stakeholders

●

Analyzing potential costs associated with each risk

●

Developing plans and actions to reduce the likelihood of the risk or the
magnitude of the harm

●

Continuous assessment or monitoring of the risks (or the actions taken to
manage them)
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Classic, Project-Level Risk Analysis

The problem for our purposes is that the
traditional analysis at this level is more oriented
to project managers. It doesn't give you much
guidance as to how or what to test.
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Project Risk Heuristics:
Where to Look for Errors
As testers, you
can use risks
New things: less likely to have revealed its bugs yet.

associated with

New technology: same as new code, plus the risks of unanticipated

the running of the

problems.

project to suggest

Learning curve: people make more mistakes while learning.

speciﬁc ideas that

Changed things: same as new things, but changes can also break

can guide your

old code. Poor control: without SCM, ﬁles can be overridden or lost.

testing.
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Project Risk Heuristics:
Where to Look for Errors
Late change: rushed decisions, rushed or demoralized staﬀ lead to
mistakes.

Weinberg provides
useful insights into the
challenges of rushed

Rushed work: some tasks or projects are chronically underfunded

work and late changes.

and all aspects of work quality suﬀer.

See Weinberg, G.

Fatigue: tired people make mistakes.

(1993). Quality Software

Distributed team: a far ﬂung team often communicates less or less
well.

Management. Volume 2:
First Order Measurement.
Chapter 10.

Other staﬀ issues: alcoholic, mother died, two programmers who
won’t talk to each other (neither will their code)...
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Project Risk Heuristics:
Where to Look for Errors
Surprise features: features not carefully planned may have
unanticipated eﬀects on other features.
Third-party code: external components may be much less well
understood than local code, and much harder to get ﬁxed.
Unbudgeted: unbudgeted tasks may be done shoddily.
Ambiguous: ambiguous descriptions (in specs or other docs) lead to
incorrect or conﬂicting implementations.
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Project Risk Heuristics:
Where to Look for Errors
Conﬂicting requirements: ambiguity often hides conﬂict, result is
loss of value for some person.
Mysterious silence: when something interesting or important is not
described or documented, it may have not been thought through, or
the designer may be hiding its problems.
Unknown requirements: requirements surface throughout
development. Failure to meet a legitimate requirement is a failure of
quality.
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Project Risk Heuristics:
Where to Look for Errors
Evolving requirements: people realize what they want as the product
develops. Adhering to a start-of-the-project requirements list may meet
the contract but yield a failed product.
Buggy: anything known to have lots of problems has more.
Recent failure: anything with a recent history of problems.
Upstream dependency: may cause problems in the rest of the system.
Downstream dependency: sensitive to problems in the rest of the
system.
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Project Risk Heuristics:
Where to Look for Errors
Distributed: anything spread out in time or space, that must work
as a unit.
Open-ended: any function or data that appears unlimited.
Complex: what’s hard to understand is hard to get right.
Language-typical errors: such as wild pointers in C.
Little system testing: untested software will fail.
Little unit testing: programmers normally ﬁnd and ﬁx most of their
own bugs.
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Project Risk Heuristics:
Where to Look for Errors
Previous reliance on narrow testing strategies: can yield a
many-version backlog of errors not exposed by those techniques.
Weak test tools: if tools don’t exist to help identify/isolate a class of
error (e.g. wild pointers), the error is more likely to survive to testing
and beyond.
Unﬁxable: bugs that survived because, when they were ﬁrst
reported, no one knew how to ﬁx them in the time available.
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Project Risk Heuristics:
Where to Look for Errors

Untestable: anything that requires slow, diﬃcult or ineﬃcient
testing is probably undertested.
Publicity: anywhere failure will lead to bad publicity.
Liability: anywhere that failure would justify a lawsuit.
Critical: anything whose failure could cause substantial damage.
Precise: anything that must meet its requirements exactly.
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Project Risk Heuristics:
Where to Look for Errors
Easy to misuse: anything that requires special care or training to
use properly.
Popular: anything that will be used a lot, or by a lot of people.
Strategic: anything that has special importance to your business.
VIP: anything used by particularly important people.
Visible: anywhere failure will be obvious and upset users.
Invisible: anywhere failure will be hidden and remain undetected
until a serious failure results.
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Review
●

●

Test design:
○

test cases & techniques

○

testing strategy: based on...
■

information objectives

■

context factors

Risk-based testing
○

Quicktests

○

Exploratory guidewords and the

○

HTSM

○

Failure mode & eﬀects analysis

○

Project-level risks
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Black Box Software Test Design
Lecture 3
Spec-Based Testing
Cem Kaner J.D., PH.D.
Professor Emeritus, Software Engineering, Florida Institute of Technology
Rebecca L. Fiedler, M.B.A., PH.D.
Retired, President of Kaner, Fiedler & Associates

Copyright © 2020 Altom Consulting. This material is based on BBST Foundations, a CC Attribution licensed lecture by Cem
Kaner and Rebecca Fiedler, available at http://testingeducation.org/BBST. This work is licensed under the Creative Commons with
Attribution - ShareAlike. To view a copy of this license, visit https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Course Overview: Fundamental Topics
1.

Function testing & tours
A taxonomy of test techniques

2.

Risk-based testing, failure mode analysis and quicktests
Testing strategy. Introducing the Heuristic Test Strategy Model

3.

Speciﬁcation-based testing
Work on your assignment

4.

Use cases and scenarios
Comparatively evaluating techniques.

5.

Domain testing: traditional and risk-based
When you enter data, any part of the program that uses that data is a risk. Are you designing for that?

6.

Testing combinations of independent and interacting variables.
Combinatorial, scenario-based, risk-based and logical-implication analyses of multiple variables.
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Today’s Readings
Required reading
●

Bach, J., “Heuristic test strategy model”, Version 5.7.5 (2019). https://www.satisﬁce.com/download/heuristic-test-strategy-model

Recommended reading
●

Adler, M., & Van Doren, C. (1972). How to Read a Book. Touchstone

●

Gause, D.C., & Weinberg, G.M. (1989). Exploring Requirements: Quality Before Design. Dorset House

●

Moon, B.M., Hoﬀman, R.R., Novak, J.D., & Canas, A.J. (Eds., 2011). Applied Concept Mapping: Capturing, Analyzing, and
Organizing Knowledge. CRC Press

●

McMillan, D., “Mind Mapping 101”. (2011). http://www.bettertesting.co.uk/content/?p=956

●

McMillan, D., “Tales from the trenches: Lean test case design”. (2010). http://www.bettertesting.co.uk/content/?p=253
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What Is Spec-Based Testing?
1. Activities focused on testing the product against claims made in
speciﬁcations.
This is what we mean by spec-based testing.
2. Testing focused on logical relationships among variables that are often
detailed in speciﬁcations.
We study this as multivariable testing.
3. Activities focused on proving that statements in a speciﬁcation (and code that
implements the statements) are logically correct.
This is taught in more theoretical courses.
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Critical Questions
1. What is the speciﬁcation?
2. Why did they create it?
3. Who are the stakeholders?
4. What are you trying to learn or achieve with the spec?
5. What are the consequences of nonconformity?
6. What claims does the speciﬁcation make?
7. What ambiguities must be resolved?
8. How should you use it to create tests?
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What Is the Speciﬁcation?
Include any document that:
●

describes the product, and

●

drives development, sale, support, use, or purchase of the
product, and

●

was created by the maker or other vendor of the product
OR

○

would be accepted by the maker or other vendor of the
product as an accurate or controlling description.
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documents

either
○

The complete set
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created by third
parties or after the
product is ﬁnished
or by third parties.
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What Is the Speciﬁcation?

What is the scope of this speciﬁcation?
●

Some specs cover the entire product, others describe only part
of it (such as error handling).

●

Some specs address the product from multiple points of view,
others only from one point of view.
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What Is the Speciﬁcation?
Do you have the right speciﬁcation?
●

Do you have the current version?

●

Is the spec kept under source control?

●

How do you verify the version?

Is this a stable speciﬁcation?
●

Is the product under change control?

●

Is the spec under change control?
○

Should it be?
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Implicit Speciﬁcations

Some aspects of the product are clearly understood, but not described in detail in the
formal speciﬁcations because:
●

they are determined by controlling cultural or technical norms (and often
described in documents completely independent of this product), or

●

they are deﬁned among the staﬀ, perhaps in some other document.

Finding documents that describe these implicit speciﬁcations is useful: Rather than
making an unsupported statement like ”this is inappropriate” or ”users won’t like it”,
you can use implicit speciﬁcations to justify your assertions.
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Examples of Implicit Speciﬁcations

●

Published style guide and UI standards

●

Published standards (such as C-language or IEEE Floating
Point)

●

3rd party product compatibility test suites

●

Localization guide (probably published for localizing products
on your platform)

●

Published regulations
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Examples of Implicit Speciﬁcations
●

Marketing presentations (e.g. documents that sell the concept
of the product to management)

●

Internal memos (e.g. project manager to engineers, describing

Look for in-house
documents that

feature deﬁnitions)

describe the product to

●

User manual draft (and previous version’s manual)

inﬂuential

●

Product literature (advertisements and other promotional
documents)

stakeholders.
(”In-house” means
created by the company

●

Sales presentations

●

Software change memos that come with each new internal

for its own use.)

version of the program
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Examples of Implicit Speciﬁcations

●

Bug reports (responses to them)

●

Look at customer call records from the previous version. What bugs were found
in the ﬁeld?

●

Usability test results (and corporate responses to them)

●

Beta test results (and corporate responses to them)

●

3rd party tech support databases, magazines and web sites with:
○

discussions of bugs in your product

○

common bugs in your niche or on your platform

○

discussions of how some features are supposed (by some) to work
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Examples of Implicit Speciﬁcations
●

Reverse engineer the program

●

Look at header ﬁles, source code, database table deﬁnitions

●

Prototypes, and lab notes on the prototypes

●

Interview people, such as
○

development lead

○

tech writer

○

customer service

○

subject matter experts

○

project manager

○

development staﬀ from the last version
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Examples of Implicit Speciﬁcations
●

Specs and bug lists for all 3rd party tools that you use
○

Example: If your company develops software for the
Windows platform, the Microsoft Developer Network has
lots of relevant info

●

●

Get lists of compatible equipment and environments
○

Interface speciﬁcations

○

Protocol speciﬁcations

Reference materials that can be used as oracles for the
content that comes with the program (e.g. use an atlas to
check your online geography program)
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Examples of Implicit Speciﬁcations
●

Look at competing products:
○

○

○

●

Similarities and diﬀerences between the beneﬁts and

Anything that

features oﬀered by the products

drives people's

How the other products describe their design,

expectations of

capabilities and behaviors

the product is a

What weaknesses they have, what bugs they have or

(explicit or

publicly ﬁxed

implicit)

Make precise comparisons with products you emulate. If

speciﬁcation.

product X is supposed to work ”just like” Y, compare X and Y
thoroughly.
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Critical Questions
1. What is the speciﬁcation?

Questions like these

2. Why did they create it?

analysis behind

frame the context

3. Who are the stakeholders?
4. What are you trying to learn or achieve with the spec?
5. What are the consequences of nonconformity?

speciﬁcation-driven
testing. There is no one
best way to test
against a speciﬁcation.

6. What claims does the speciﬁcation make?

The details of your

7. What ambiguities must be resolved?

testing are determined

8. How should you use it to create tests?
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Why Did They Create It?

●

Add an enforceable description to a contract for custom software?

●

Present a product vision? (Details illustrate the intent of the product but will
change in implementation.)

●

Provide an authoritative description for development?

●

Provide a description that marketers, sales or advertisers can rely on?

●

Facilitate and record agreement among stakeholders? About speciﬁc issues or
about the whole thing?

●

Provide support material for testers/tech support staﬀ/technical writers?

●

Comply with regulations?
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Critical Questions
1. What is the speciﬁcation?
2. Why did they create it?
3. Who are the stakeholders?
4. What are you trying to learn or achieve with the spec?
5. What are the consequences of nonconformity?
6. What claims does the speciﬁcation make?
7. What ambiguities must be resolved?
8. How should you use it to create tests?
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Who Are the Stakeholders?
●

Who is the champion of this document?

●

Who cares whether the program matches the spec, and why
do they care?

●

Who cares if the spec is kept up to date and correct?

●

Who doesn’t care if it is kept up to date?

●

Who is accountable for its accuracy and maintenance?

●

Who will have to deal with corporate consequences if it is
inaccurate?

●

Who will invest in your developing an ability to understand the
speciﬁcation?
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Critical Questions
1. What is the speciﬁcation?
2. Why did they create it?
3. Who are the stakeholders?
4. What are you trying to learn or achieve with the spec?
5. What are the consequences of nonconformity?
6. What claims does the speciﬁcation make?
7. What ambiguities must be resolved?
8. How should you use it to create tests?
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What Are You Trying to Learn
or Achieve With the Spec?
●

Learn about the product?

●

Support project manager’s use of the spec as a driver of the project?

●

Prevent problems (via design review) before they are coded in?

●

During test planning, identify testing issues before you get code?

●

Source of test ideas while testing?

●

Source of evidence that product behaviors are or are not bugs?

●

Manage contract-related risks?

●

Manage regulatory risks?

●

Help company assess product drift?
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Critical Questions
1. What is the speciﬁcation?
2. Why did they create it?
3. Who are the stakeholders?
4. What are you trying to learn or achieve with the spec?
5. What are the consequences of nonconformity?
6. What claims does the speciﬁcation make?
7. What ambiguities must be resolved?
8. How should you use it to create tests?
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Consequences of Nonconformity?
Nonconformity with the speciﬁcation will sometimes carry legal implications:
●

In custom software, a spec that is part of the contract creates a warranty. The
non-conforming product is defective and the buyer can refuse to pay or
demand a discount.

●

In software sold to the public, specs create warranties (whether the vendor
intends them as warranties or not):
http://www.kaner.com/pdfs/liability_sigdoc.pdf

●

A claim that a product is compatible with another creates warranties that the
product won’t fail compatibility tests:
http://www.kaner.com/pdfs/liability.pdf
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Critical Questions
1. What is the speciﬁcation?
2. Why did they create it?
3. Who are the stakeholders?
4. What are you trying to learn or achieve with the spec?
5. What are the consequences of nonconformity?
6. What claims does the speciﬁcation make?
7. What ambiguities must be resolved?
8. How should you use it to create tests?
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What Claims Does the Spec Make?
Active reading
●

●

Speciﬁcations can run thousands of pages

skills and

○

spread across multiple documents

strategies are

○

which incorporate several other documents by reference

essential for

○

using undeﬁned, inconsistently deﬁned or

eﬀective

idiosyncratically deﬁned vocabulary.

speciﬁcation

Speciﬁcation readers often suﬀer severe information overload.
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Active Reading (Example)
Prioritize what you read, by
●

Surveying (read table of contents, headings, abstracts)

●

Skimming (read quickly, for overall sense of the material)

●

Scanning (seek speciﬁc words or phrases)

Search for information in the material you read, by
●

Asking information-gathering questions and search for their answers

●

Creating categories for information and read to ﬁll in the categories

●

Questioning/challenging/probing what you’re reading

Gause, D.C., & Weinberg, G.M. (1989). Exploring Requirements: Quality Before Design is a superb source
for context-free questions.
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Active Reading (Example)

Organize it
●

Read with a pen in your hand

●

If you underline or highlight, don’t do so until AFTER you’ve read the section

●

Make notes as you go
○

●

Key points, Action items, Questions, Themes, Organizing principles

Use concise codes in your notes (especially on the book or article). Make up 4 or
5 of your own codes. These two are common, general-purpose:
○

? means I have a question about this

○

! means new or interesting idea
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Active Reading (Example)
Organize it
●

Spot patterns and make connections
○

●

Create information maps

Relate new knowledge to old knowledge

Explain it
●

The core ideas, the patterns, the relationships...

●

To yourself or to someone else

Plan for your retention of the material
●

Cubing as a post-reading exercise
https://historytech.wordpress.com/2008/05/15/tip-of-the-week-cubing/

●

SQ3R (survey/question/read/recite/review)

●

Archival notes
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Using the Heuristic Test Strategy
Model for Active Reading

See https://www.satisﬁce.com/download/heuristic-test-strategy-model
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Using HTSM for Active Reading
This model provides a structure for:
●

Sorting/classifying a complex body of information

●

Generating test ideas
○

about the classiﬁed information or about combinations
of the classiﬁed information

○

Guide words (HAZOPS)
■

We talked about this when we covered risk-based
testing

○

Generative taxonomy
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Using Bach's HTSM for Active Reading
Every statement in the speciﬁcation describes some aspect(s) of the
project or product
●

Product Elements: things you can test

●

Project Environment: aspects of the project that facilitate or
constrain the testing eﬀort

●

Quality Criteria: what stakeholders value about the product.
Quality criteria are multidimensional, and often incompatible
with each other. A speciﬁc criterion might be essential for one

Create a map of
the HTSM, then
sort every
statement of
interest into the
structure created
by the map.

product and not very important for another.
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Concept Maps

●

FreeMind: http://freemind.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/Main_Page

●

MindMup: https://www.mindmup.com

●

MindManager: https://www.mindmanager.com

●

XMind: http://www.xmind.net

●

For a very useful list of tools, see Wikipedia:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concept_mapping_program
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Create a Map of This Model
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Project Environment Map
●

Mission. Your purpose on this project, as understood by you and
your customers.

●

Project
Environment

Information: Information about the product or project that is
needed for testing

●

Developer Relations: How you get along with the programmers

●

Test Team: Anyone who will perform or support testing

●

Equipment & Tools: Hardware, software, or documents required to

Test
Technique

administer testing
●

Schedule: The sequence, duration, and synchronization of project
events

●

Test Items: The product to be tested

●

Deliverables: The observable products of the test project
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Product Elements Map
●

Structure: Everything that comprises the physical
product

●

Functions: Everything that the product does

●

Data: Everything that the product processes

●

Interfaces: Every conduit by which the product is

Project
Environment

Test
Technique

accessed or expressed
●

Platform: Everything on which the product depends
(and that is outside your project)

●

Operations: How the product will be used

●

Time: Any relationship between the product and time
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Quality Criteria Map: Operational Criteria
●

Capability: Can it perform the required functions?

●

Reliability: Will it work well and resist failure in all required situations?

●

Usability: How easy is it for a real user to use the product?

●

Charisma: How appealing is the product?

●

Security: How well is the product protected against unauthorized use or

Project
Environment

intrusion?
●

Test
Technique

Scalability: How well does the deployment of the product scale up or
down?

●

Compatibility: How well does it work with external components &
conﬁgurations?

●

Performance: How speedy and responsive is it?

●

Installability: How easily can it be installed onto its target platforms?
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Quality Criteria Map: Development Criteria
●

Supportability: How economical will it be to provide
support to users of the product?

●

Project
Environment

Testability: How eﬀectively can the product be
tested?

●

Maintainability: How economical is it to build, ﬁx or

Test
Technique

enhance the product?
●

Portability: How economical will it be to port or
reuse the technology elsewhere?

●

Localizability: How economical will it be to adapt the

Quality
Criteria

Product
Elements

product for other places?
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The Full Model Has Depth

See https://www.satisﬁce.com/download/heuristic-test-strategy-model
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You Can Customize the Model
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So Add a Level to the Map
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You Can Customize the Model:
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You Can Customize the Model:

I added Beneﬁts to
Product Elements,
because this helps me
think about scenarios.
I also added Michael
Bolton’s treatment of
time and timing.
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You Can Customize the Model:
Quality criteria are particularly prone to variation across contexts:

●

The more some criterion matters to you, the more ﬁnely you will analyze it.

Most people who
work seriously
with this model
customize it to
meet their needs.

Emilsson, Jansson & Edgren present their customization in “Software Quality Characteristics 1.0” at
http://thetesteye.com/posters/TheTestEye_SoftwareQualityCharacteristics.pdf
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Using HTSM for Active Reading

●

Each statement of interest goes onto the map

●

Add notes to include:

through an

○

Test ideas

○

Special data values

○

Interactions with other variables

○

Why this item is important
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Critical Questions
1. What is the speciﬁcation?
2. Why did they create it?
3. Who are the stakeholders?
4. What are you trying to learn or achieve with the spec?
5. What are the consequences of nonconformity?
6. What claims does the speciﬁcation make?
7. What ambiguities must be resolved?
8. How should you use it to create tests?
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Ambiguity Analysis
Many sources of ambiguity in software design & development. A few examples:
●

Wording or interpretation of specs or standards

●

”Technical terms” have speciﬁc meanings to some readers but incompatible
dictionary-meanings to most

●

Expected responses of the program to invalid or unusual inputs

●

Behavior of undocumented features

●

Conduct and standards of regulators/auditors

●

Customers’ interpretation of their needs and the needs of the users they
represent

●

Deﬁnitions of compatibility among 3rd party products

Whenever there is ambiguity, there is opportunity for a defect.
Many testers ﬁnd Richard Bender's notes particularly helpful. http://benderrbt.com/Ambiguityprocess.pdf
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Critical Questions
1. What is the speciﬁcation?
2. Why did they create it?
3. Who are the stakeholders?
4. What are you trying to learn or achieve with the spec?
5. What are the consequences of nonconformity?
6. What claims does the speciﬁcation make?
7. What ambiguities must be resolved?
8. How should you use it to create tests?
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Driving Tests From the Spec
For every statement of fact in the speciﬁcation:
●

Create at least one test that tries to prove the statement false

●

Create tests that vary the parameters of the statement (e.g.

The level of depth you
will choose should

test boundary conditions)

depend on the kinds

●

Create tests of the reasonable implications of the statement

of information you're

●

Create tests of this statement in conjunction with related
statements

●

looking for and the
risks you're trying to
manage.

Create tests of scenarios that apply the statement in the
process of achieving a program beneﬁt.
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Traceability Matrix

Test 1

Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

X

X

X

Test 2
Test 3

X
X

X

Test 5
Totals

2
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A traceability
matrix maps tests
to test items.

X
X

Test 4

Item 4

For each test

X

item, you can
trace back to the

X
X

X

4

1

tests that test it.
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Traceability Matrix
●

Useful for tracking speciﬁcation coverage

●

Each test item in its own column
○

A test item is anything that must be tested: might be a function, a
variable, an assertion in a speciﬁcation, a device that must be tested.

●

One row per test case

●

A cell shows that this test tests that test item

●

If a feature changes, you can quickly see which tests must be reanalyzed,
probably rewritten.

●

In general, you can trace back from a given item of interest to the tests that
cover it.

●

This doesn’t specify the tests, it merely maps their coverage.
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Review
●

Speciﬁcation-based testing
○

Discovering what the speciﬁcation is and what it says is
probably the hardest task

○

■

Implicit, explicit speciﬁcations

■

HTSM as an active reading tool

Important to analyze the content and context of the
speciﬁcation

○

Spec-driven testing can be done at many levels of
thoroughness. Simple checking is common, but it won't
tell you much.
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Black Box Software Test Design
Lecture 4
Scenario Testing
Cem Kaner J.D., PH.D.
Professor Emeritus, Software Engineering, Florida Institute of Technology
Rebecca L. Fiedler, M.B.A., PH.D.
Retired, President of Kaner, Fiedler & Associates

Copyright © 2020 Altom Consulting. This material is based on BBST Foundations, a CC Attribution licensed lecture by Cem
Kaner and Rebecca Fiedler, available at http://testingeducation.org/BBST. This work is licensed under the Creative Commons with
Attribution - ShareAlike. To view a copy of this license, visit https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Course Overview: Fundamental Topics
1.

Function testing & tours
A taxonomy of test techniques

2.

Risk-based testing, failure mode analysis and quicktests
Testing strategy. Introducing the Heuristic Test Strategy Model

3.

Speciﬁcation-based testing
Work on your assignment

4.

Use cases and scenarios
Comparatively evaluating techniques.

5.

Domain testing: traditional and risk-based
When you enter data, any part of the program that uses that data is a risk. Are you designing for that?

6.

Testing combinations of independent and interacting variables.
Combinatorial, scenario-based, risk-based and logical-implication analyses of multiple variables.
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Today’s Readings
Required reading
●

Bolton, Michael (2007), “Why We do Scenario Testing”, www.developsense.com/blog/2010/05/why-we-do-scenario-testing/

●

Carroll, John M. (1999). “Five reasons for scenario-based design”. Proceedings of the 32nd Hawaii International
Conference on System Sciences,
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.459.7467&rep=rep1&type=pdf

●

Kaner, Cem (2003). “An Introduction to Scenario Testing”, http://www.kaner.com/pdfs/ScenarioIntroVer4.pdf

●

Kaner, C. (2003). “What Is a Good Test Case?”, http://www.kaner.com/pdfs/GoodTest.pdf

Recommended reading
●

Buwalda, Hans (2004) “Soap Opera Testing,“ presented at International Software Quality Week Europe conference,
Brussels. https://www.logigear.com/logi_media_dir/Documents/whitepapers/soap_opera_testing.pdf

●

Charles, Fiona A. (2009). “Modeling Scenarios Using Data”, STP Magazine.
http://quality-intelligence.com/articles/Modelling%20Scenarios%20Using%20Data_Paper_Fiona%20Charles_CAST%202009_Final.pdf

●

Collard, R. (1999, July) “Developing Test Cases from Use Cases“, available at
https://www.stickyminds.com/better-software-magazine/test-design-developing-test-cases-use-cases

●

Hackos, J.T. & Redish, J.C. (1998). User and Task Analysis for Interface Design. Wiley
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Scenarios for Beginners
“Use case“ is a popular and inﬂuential design idea in software
engineering.
“A use cases speciﬁes a sequence of actions, including variants, that
the system can perform and that yields an observable result of value
to a particular actor.“ (p. 41)

See Jacobson, I., Booch, G. & Rumbaugh, J. (1999). The Uniﬁed Software Development Process
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Scenarios for Beginners
Concepts within the use case:
●

Actor: a person, process or external system that interacts with
your product.

●

Action: “An action results in a change of state and is realized
by sending a message to an object or modifying a value in an
attribute.“ (Kruchten, P., (2003). The Rational Uniﬁed Process: An
Introduction. 3d edition. p. 426). (Something the actor does as
part of the eﬀort to achieve the goal.)

●

Goal. The goal is to reach a desired state of the system (the
observable result of value).
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Scenarios for Beginners
Concepts within the use case:
●

Sequences of actions: “A speciﬁc ﬂow of events through the
system. Many diﬀerent ﬂows are possible and many of them
may be very similar. To make a use-case model understandable,
we group similar ﬂows of events into a single use case.“
Kruchten, P. (2003, 3rd Ed.). The Rational Uniﬁed Process: An
Introduction

●

Sequence diagram: A diagram that shows actions and states of
a use case, emphasizing the ordering of the actions in time.
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Scenarios for Beginners
●

Brainstorm and list the primary actors.

●

Brainstorm and exhaustively list user goals for the system.

●

Capture the summary goals (higher-level goals, which include several sub-goals.
These capture the meaningful beneﬁts oﬀered by the system).

●

Select one use case to expand.

●

Capture stakeholders and interests, preconditions and guarantees.

●

Write the main success scenario.

●

Brainstorm and exhaustively list extension conditions (such as alternate
sequences to achieve the same result, or sequences that lead to failure).

Taken/summarized from Cockburn, A.(2001). Writing Eﬀective Use Cases
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Scenarios for Beginners
The Rational Uniﬁed Process deﬁnes scenarios in terms of use cases.
Under their deﬁnition:
●

A scenario is an instantiation of a use case (specify the values of the use case’s
data to create one instance of the use case).

●

A RUP-scenario traces one of the paths through the use case. If you actually
execute the path, you are running a scenario test. See Collard, R. (July/August
1999). “Test design: Developing test cases from use cases”. (pp. 31-36).
https://www.stickyminds.com/better-software-magazine/test-design-developing-testcases-use-cases

●

Thorough use-case-based testing involves tracing through all (most) of the paths
through all (most) of the use cases, paying special attention to failure cases.
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Beneﬁts of Use-Case Based Testing
Encourages the tester to:
●

Incompetent use-case

Identify the actors in the system
○

Human,

○

Other processes or systems.

modelers consider
only the happy paths
(“main success

●

Inventory the possible actor goals.

●

Identify the beneﬁts of the system (via identifying the summary goals).

●

Develop some method (sequence diagrams, outlines, textual descriptions,
whatever) for describing a sequence of actions and system responses that
ultimately lead to a result.

●

scenarios“) or
simplistic deviations
from them. This is
common, but foolish.

Develop variations of a basic sequence, to create meaningful new tests.
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Evaluating This Approach

●

●

A use-case based approach to testing provides a good starting point if you don’t

This basic approach to

know much about the application.

scenario testing is

○

Provides a structure for tracing through the application

easier for students

○

As simple as function testing but works several functions together

because a course gives

The Rational Uniﬁed Process, and the concept generally of use cases, have been

students little time to

widely adopted in the academic community and (especially use cases) in the

develop a deep

agile development community.

appreciation of the

○

Atif Memon has published an interesting line of research on automated

software under test.

development of scenario paths.
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Evaluating This Approach

This approach abstracts out the human element:
●

Because the actor may not be human, actors are described in ways that are
equally suitable for things that have no consciousness.

●

Human goals go beyond a desired program state. They are more complex.

●

In humans, goals are intimately connected with motivation—Why does this
person want to achieve this goal? How important is it to them? Why?

●

In humans, failure to achieve a goal causes consequences, including emotions.
How upset will the user be if this fails? Why?
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Evaluating This Approach
●

There can be scenarios with no people in them, but when there are people,
scenario writers are interested in them.

●

Even if all the obvious actors are human, there is a person who has started the
scenario in motion. The scenario analyst will be on the lookout for this
human-in- the-background and will be interested in the motivation and
reactions of that person.

●

More generally, what I know as “scenarios“ involves a much richer view of the
system and the people who use it, including details that use-case authors would
normally exclude (see Cockburn's recommendations on what to include and

Even though use-case
based testing is useful
in its own right, as a
basic approach to
scenario testing, it
misses the deep value
of what we know as
scenario analysis.

what to abstract out).
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The Scenario Concept
Early scenarios: Imagine a hypothetical future event or crisis
●

What eﬀects or side-eﬀects is it likely to have?

●

How will existing systems or policies deal with it?

See:
●

Alexander, I., & Maiden, N. (2004). Scenarios, Stories, Use Cases: Through the Systems Development Life-Cycle. Wiley.

●

Kahn, H. (1967). “The use of scenarios”. In Kahn, Herman & Wiener, Anthony (1967). “The Year 2000: A Framework for
Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years”, pp. 262-264. www.hudson.org/research/2214-the-use-of-scenarios

●

Wack, P. (1985b). “Scenarios: Shooting the rapids”. Harvard Business Review 63(6), 139-150.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/4489875/Wack-Shooting-the-rapids

●

Walker, W.E. (1994). The use of scenarios and gaming in crisis management planning and training. Presented at the
conference, The Use of Scenarios for Crisis Management, Netherlands Ministry of Home Aﬀairs, at the Netherlands
Institute for Fire Service & Disaster Mgmt, Arnhem, November (pp. 16-18).

●

Wikipedia: “Scenario planning“ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scenario_planning
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Kahn's List of Beneﬁts of
Scenario-Based Thinking
●

Call attention to the larger range of possibilities that must be considered in the analysis of the future.

●

Dramatize and illustrate the possibilities.

●

Force analysts to deal with details and dynamics that they might avoid if they focus on abstract considerations.

●

Illuminate interactions of psychological, social, economic, cultural, political, and military factors, including the inﬂuence of
individual personalities ... in a form that permits the comprehension of many interacting elements at once.

●

Consider alternative possible outcomes of certain real past and present events.

Abstracted from Kahn, H. (1967). “The use of scenarios”. In Kahn, Herman & Wiener, Anthony (1967).
“The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years”, pp. 262-264
www.hudson.org/research/2214-the-use-of-scenarios
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Exemplars From Other Fields
Here are a couple of other papers that you might ﬁnd interesting. These illustrate
scenario-based planning in other ﬁelds.
●

Alexander D. reports on using scenarios to teach principles of emergency
planning and management. See: “Scenario methodology for teaching principles
of emergency management. Disaster Prevention & Management”, (2000), Vol.
9(2), (pp. 89-97)

●

Rippel & Teply report on using scenarios to test banks' ability to withstand
stressors (what they call “risk events“). See: “Operational Risk -- Scenario
Analysis”. Working Papers IES 2008/15, Charles University Prague, Faculty of
Social Sciences, Institute of Economic Studies, revised Sep 2008.
http://ideas.repec.org/p/fau/wpaper/wp2008_15.html
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The Postage Stamp Bug

Scenario 1:
A real user wants the program to place
the logo in exactly the place that the logo
should be.

http://www.girlscouts.org/who_we_are/
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The Postage Stamp Bug

Scenario 2:
●

Create designs that copy PageMaker templates.

●

Surprise!
○

Some of the designs need a graphic pasted at the postage
stamp bug location.
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The Software Scenario
A scenario is a coherent story about how someone uses
(or tries to use) the program.
A scenario test uses a scenario as a tool for evaluating a program’s behavior.
The elements of the story (adapted from Carroll, J.M. (1999). “Five reasons for
scenario-based design”.
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.459.7467&rep=rep1&type=pdf )

●

Setting

●

Agents or actors

●

Goals or objectives

●

Motivations and emotions

●

Plot (sequences of actions and events)

●

Actions & events can change the goals
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Attributes of Scenario Tests
Ideal scenario test has several characteristics:
●

The test is based on a coherent story about how the program is used,
including goals and emotions of people.

●

The story is credible. Stakeholders will believe that something like it probably
will happen.

●

The story is motivating. A stakeholder with inﬂuence will advocate for ﬁxing a
program that failed this test.

●

The story involves complexity: a complex use of the program or a complex
environment or a complex set of data.

●

Test results are easy to evaluate. This is important for scenarios because they
are complex.
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What Testers Learn From Scenarios
Many test techniques tell you how the program will behave in the
ﬁrst few days that someone uses it.
●

Good scenario tests go beyond the simple uses of the program
to ask whether the program is delivering the beneﬁts it should
deliver.

●

Good scenarios often give you insight into frustrations that an
experienced user will face—someone who has used the
program for a few months and is now trying to do signiﬁcant
work with the program.
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Approaches to Combination Testing
●

●

●

Mechanical (or procedural). The tester uses a
routine procedure to determine a good set of

Scenario-based thinking

tests.

provides a strategy for

Risk-based. The tester combines test values (the

selecting meaningful

values of each variable) based on perceived risks

combinations, such as

associated with noteworthy combinations.

combinations important to

Scenario-based. The tester combines test values

the experienced user.

on the basis of interesting stories created for the
combinations.
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17 Lines of Inquiry for Suites of Scenarios
The postage stamp bug is an example
of this kind of scenario.
This is NOT the most important kind

1. Create follow-up tests for bugs that look
controversial or deferrable.

of scenario.
The next 16 start from ideas about
the user, the program, the task, or
the market. They are the basis for
SUITES of scenarios rather than one
scenario focused on one bug.
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Consider a Hypothetical Example
Imagine the GetAJob product.
It helps the user:
●

Create resumes

●

Print business cards

●

Mine job openings from the web

●

Enter data into standard job application forms on the web

●

Track contacts with employers

●

Track contacts with recruiters

●

Track job-seeking expenses

●

etc.
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17 Lines of Inquiry for Suites of Scenarios
2. List possible users. Analyze their interests and objectives.
●

Interests: broader motivators of the person.

●

Objectives: Speciﬁc tasks the user wants to achieve with the
program.

●

Examples:
○

The traditionalist

○

The young networker

○

The socialite salesperson

○

The support group
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17 Lines of Inquiry for Suites of Scenarios

3. Work alongside users to see how they work and what
they do.
●

What are they doing? Why?

●

What confuses them?

●

What irritates them?

All of those become tests...
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17 Lines of Inquiry for Suites of Scenarios

4. Interview users about famous challenges and failures of the
old system.
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17 Lines of Inquiry for Suites of Scenarios

5. Look at the speciﬁc transactions that people try to complete,
such as opening a bank account or sending a message.
You can design scenarios (one, or probably more) for each
transaction, plus scenarios for larger tasks that are composed of
several transactions.

Transaction processing systems: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transaction_processing
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17 Lines of Inquiry for Suites of Scenarios

This is the closest analog to

6. Work with sequences
●

People (or the system) typically do tasks (like Task
X) in an order. What are the most common orders
(sequences) of subtasks in achieving X?

●

It might be useful to map Task X with a behavior
diagram.
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But feel free to consider
motivation and consequence,
not just the goal and the
alternate sequences.
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17 Lines of Inquiry for Suites of Scenarios

7. Consider disfavored users.
How do they want to abuse your system? Analyze their interests,
objectives, capabilities, and potential opportunities.

Gause & Weinberg discuss disfavored users in Exploring Requirements.
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17 Lines of Inquiry for Suites of Scenarios

8. What forms do the users work with? Work with them (read,
write, modify, etc.)
●

GetAJob probably:
○

Oﬀers several standard resume templates

○

Automatically ﬁlls in ﬁelds in employer-site or
recruiter-site forms
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17 Lines of Inquiry for Suites of Scenarios
9. Write life histories for objects in the system.
●

How was the object created, what happens to it,
how is it used or modiﬁed, what does it interact

●

Just as you can create a list of
possible users and base your

with, when is it destroyed or discarded?

scenarios on who they are and what

GetAJob, for example, includes:

they do with the system, you can
create a list of objects and base your

○

Resumes

○

Contacts

they’re used, and what the system

○

Downloaded ads

can do with them.

○

Links to network sites

○

Emails
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17 Lines of Inquiry for Suites of Scenarios
10. List system events. How does the system handle them?
●

An event is any occurrence that the system is designed to
respond to.
○

Business events, such as going to an interview,
sending a resume, getting called by a prospective
employer. (Robertson & Robertson are helpful for
identifying these)

○

Anything that causes an interrupt is an event the
system has to respond to.
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17 Lines of Inquiry for Suites of Scenarios
11. List special events.
The system might change how it works or do special processing in
the context of this event.
●

Predictable but unusual occurrences

●

Examples:
○

Last (ﬁrst) day of the quarter or of the ﬁscal or calendar
year

○

While you installing or upgrading the software

○

Holidays
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17 Lines of Inquiry for Suites of Scenarios
12. List beneﬁts and create end-to-end tasks to check them.
●

What beneﬁts is the system supposed to provide?

●

For example, if the current project is an upgrade, what beneﬁts
will the upgrade bring?

●

Don’t rely only on an oﬃcial list of beneﬁts. Ask stakeholders
what they think the beneﬁts of the system are supposed to be.

●

Look for misunderstandings and conﬂicts among the
stakeholders.
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17 Lines of Inquiry for Suites of Scenarios
13. Work with competing systems, or read books/articles about
what systems like this are supposed to do
●

What programs compete with the GetAJob system? How do
they work? If you knew them well, what would you expect of
GetAJob?

●

What programs oﬀer some of the capabilities of GetAJob? For
example, if you knew contact management programs well,
what expectations would you have of GetAJob's contact
management features?
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17 Lines of Inquiry for Suites of Scenarios
14. Study complaints about this system's predecessor or
competitors.
●

Software vendors usually create a database of customer
complaints.

●

Companies that write software for their own use often have an
in-house help desk that keeps records of user problems.

●

Look for complaints about your product or similar ones online.

●

Read the complaints. Take “user errors“ seriously—they reﬂect
ways that the users expected the system to work, or things
they expected the system to do.
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17 Lines of Inquiry for Suites of Scenarios

15. Create a mock business. Treat it as real and process its data.
●

Choose the characteristics of the business well. Simulate a
business that ﬁts the proﬁle of your intended users.

●

Create events that are realistic for that business, and see how
your system copes with them.

●

When you run into problems or limitations, consider (and
describe) how they impact your simulated business.
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17 Lines of Inquiry for Suites of Scenarios
This is a historically

16. Try converting real-life data from a competing or

common way to test a

predecessor application.

program, but many

●

Test GetAJob 3.0 by feeding it user ﬁles from previous versions

people use it without a
clear oracle.

○

Does it remember all the contacts?

How will you recognize

○

Does it look up the right receipts and do the right

an error, such as one

calculations for job-hunting tax deductions?

that is formatted

○

How can you tell?
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17 Lines of Inquiry for Suites of Scenarios

17. Look at the output that competing applications can create.
●

How would you create these reports/displays/export ﬁles/
whatever in your application?
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To Create a Suite of Scenarios:
●

Wiser to design a collection of scenarios by following one line
of inquiry at a time than by combining them

●

For example, list of types of objects in the system (so that you
can develop a set of possible life histories for each)

●

Given an item in the list, ask scenario- building questions

●

Do this for several scenarios
○

Can build several scenarios for each item (type of object)
in the list
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To Create a Suite of Scenarios:
Given an item in the list, ask the scenario questions:
●

●

How to create a story that people will listen to?
○

Setting

● Coherent story

○

Agents or actors

● Credible

○

Goals or objectives

● Motivating

○

Plot (sequences of actions and events)

● Complex

○

Actions and events can change goals

● Easy to evaluate

○

Emotions

Note: the expected result of the story is the result you
expect if the program is working correctly.
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To Create a Suite of Scenarios:

Ask the scenario questions:
●

What would make a story about this be credible?
○

When would this come up, or be used?

○

Who would use it?

○

What would they be trying to achieve?

○

Competitor examples?

○

Spec/support/history examples?
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To Create a Suite of Scenarios:
Given an item in the list, ask scenario-building questions:
●

What is important (motivating) about this?
○

Why do people care about it?

○

Who would care about it?

○

What does it relate to that modiﬁes its importance?

○

What gets impacted if it fails?

○

What does failure look like?

○

What are the consequences of failure?
■

● Coherent story
● Credible
● Motivating
● Complex
● Easy to evaluate

Does it ever take on urgency?
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Motivating Scenarios

●

Scenarios are powerful tools for building a case that a bug
should be ﬁxed.
○

Makes the problem report meaningful to a powerful
stakeholder who should care about this particular failure.

●

Inability to develop a strong scenario around a failure may be a
signal that the failure is not well understood or not important.
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To Create a Suite of Scenarios:
Given an item in the list, ask the scenario questions:
●

How to increase complexity?
○

What does this naturally combine with?

○

What beneﬁts involve this and what collection of things
would be required to achieve each?

○

Can you make it bigger? Do it more? Work with richer
data? (What boundaries are involved?)

○

● Coherent story
● Credible
● Motivating
● Complex
● Easy to evaluate

Will any eﬀects of the scenario persist, aﬀecting later
behavior of the program?
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Scenario Complexity
●

Test each feature in isolation (or in small mechanical clusters of features) before
testing it inside scenarios.
○

Reach straightforward failures sooner and more cheaply.

○

If you keep and reuse tests, it is better to expose weak designs with
cheap function tests than more expensive scenarios.

○

Combination failures are harder to troubleshoot. Simple failures that
appear ﬁrst inside a combination can be unnecessarily expensive to
troubleshoot.

○

Scenarios are prone to blocking bugs: a broken feature blocks running
the rest of the test. Once that feature is ﬁxed, the next broken feature
blocks the test.

●

Adding complexity arbitrarily won't work. The story must still be coherent and
credible.
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Scenario Complexity

Scenario testing provides one approach to designing tests that combine several
variables or sequences of operations.
●

Mechanical
○

●

Combinations that you can generate by following a routine procedure

Risk-based
○

Combinations that are perceived as more likely to yield failure or yield

We'll return to
combination tests
in Lecture 6.

consequences that are more serious if failure occurs
●

Scenario-based
○

Combinations that can provide insight into the value of the product
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To Create a Suite of Scenarios:

Given an item in the list, ask the scenario questions:
●

●

How to design an easy-to-evaluate test?
○

Self-verifying data sets?

○

Automatable partial oracles?

○

Known, predicted result?

Evaluability is important because so many failures have

● Coherent story
● Credible
● Motivating
● Complex
● Easy to evaluate

been exposed by a good scenario but missed by the tester.
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Practical Tips for Describing the Scenario
●

Sketch the story, brieﬂy. You don't have to write down the details of the setting
and motivation if you understand them. (Add these details to your bug reports,
as needed.)
○

Some skilled scenario testers add detail early. See Buwalda, H. (2004).
“Soap Opera Testing”. International Software Quality Week Europe
conference, Brussels.
http://www.logigear.com/resource-center/software-testing-articles-by-logigear-st
aﬀ/246-soap-opera-testing.html

●

Only write down the steps that are essential (essential = you will forget or your
are likely to make a mistake).

●

Your expected result is ALWAYS correct program behavior.
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Scenarios & Requirements Analysis
●

The requirements analyst tries to foster agreement about the system to be
built. The tester exploits disagreements to predict problems with the system.

●

The tester doesn’t have to decide or recommend how the product should work.
Her task is to expose credible concerns to the stakeholders.

●

The tester doesn’t have to make design tradeoﬀs. Her task is to expose the
consequences of those tradeoﬀs, especially consequences that are
unanticipated or more serious than expected.

●

The tester doesn’t have to respect prior agreements. (Caution: testers who
belabor the wrong issues lose credibility.)

●

Designing scenario
tests is much like doing
a requirements
analysis, but it is not
requirements analysis.
They rely on similar
information but use it
diﬀerently.

The scenario tester’s work need not be exhaustive, just useful.
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Coverage
●

In general, you cannot guarantee high code coverage from
scenario testing.

●

Each line of inquiry is like a tour.
○

You could explore that line thoroughly to achieve a level
of coverage. Examples—cover many:

○

■

system events

■

objects created by the system

■

required beneﬁts

■

features

However, coverage-oriented testing often uses simpler
tests.
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Reusing Scenarios
●

●

●

●

Documenting and reusing scenarios seems eﬃcient because it

Regression testing

takes work to create a good scenario.

based on scenario

Scenarios often expose design errors but you soon learn what

tests might be less

a test teaches about the design.

powerful and less

Scenarios expose coding errors because they combine many

eﬃcient than

features and much data. However, to cover more

regression based

combinations, you need new tests, not repetition of old ones.

on other

It might be more eﬀective to do regression testing using

techniques.

single-feature tests or unit tests, not scenarios.
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Generalizing...
●

We’ve now looked at
○

Function testing

○

Risk-based testing

○

Scenario testing

○

Speciﬁcation-based testing

●

And we’ve noted the existence of about another 70 techniques.

●

What sets techniques apart from each other?

●

What makes a test a good or bad instance of a speciﬁc
technique?
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Two Examples of Test Techniques
Scenario testing

Risk-based testing

● Tests are complex stories that capture how the ● Tests are derived from ideas about how the
program will be used in real-life situations.
program could fail.
● These are combination tests, whose
combinations are credible reﬂections of real
use.
● These tests are highly credible (stakeholders
will believe users will do these things) and so
failures are likely to be ﬁxed.
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● These tests might focus on individual variables
or combinations.
● These tests are designed for power and
eﬃciency - ﬁnd the bug quickly - rather than
for credibility. Extreme-value tests that go
beyond reasonable use are common.
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Techniques Diﬀer in Core Attributes
of “Good“ Tests
Most tests have these

● Power

● Maintainable

● Valid

● Information value

● Value

● Coverage

test, imagine possible

● Credible

● Easy to evaluate

tests that would have

● Representative

● Supports troubleshooting

● Non-redundant

● Appropriately complex

● Motivating

● Accountable

● Performable

● Aﬀordable

● Reusable

● Opportunity Cost
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degree. To evaluate a

more of the attribute or
less of it. Compared to
those, where does this
one stand?
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Power
A test is powerful if it is designed to be likely to expose a type of
error.
●

A test can be powerful even if it doesn’t ﬁnd a bug. The
question is: if the program has a bug of this type, will this test
expose it?

●

A test can be powerful with respect to some types of bugs but
weak with respect to others.

●

A more powerful test is more likely to expose a type of bug
than a test that is less powerful for bugs of that kind.
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Validity
A test is valid if you can be sure that the problems it reveals are
genuine problems.
●

As an example of invalidity, imagine a failure that occurs only
on a system that has insuﬃcient memory (below the
minimum-published requirements).
○

Some companies will treat this as a problem if the
program doesn’t fail gracefully.

○

Others will reject the failure, and the test, as
unreasonable.
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Value
A test has value if it reveals things that your clients want to know
about the product or project.
●

Low-value example: some companies treat corner cases as low
value. They consider the extreme values so extreme that they
don’t care what happens if someone actually pushes the
program to those limits.

●

High-value example: Toys“R“Us lost a lot of money because
their website couldn’t handle high pre-Xmas volume. This was
an extreme value that they would have wanted to know about,
and that they probably spend a lot of money now to study.
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Credible

A test is credible if the stakeholders will believe that people will
actually do the things that were done in this test, or that events like
the ones studied in this test are likely to happen.
●

When someone says “no one would do that“, they are
challenging the credibility of the test.

●

When someone says, “I don’t care what would happen if
someone did this“, they are challenging the value of the test.
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Representative

Call a test representative if it is focused on actions or events most
likely to be tried or encountered by real users.
●

A test can be credible but unrepresentative.
○

A test that emulates a situation that arises 0.05% of the
time is credible but not very representative.

○

A test that emulates a situation that arises every day is
representative.
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Non-Redundant
Two tests can be similar in fundamental ways. For example, they
might be focused on the same risk. They might rely on the same
data or on values that are only trivially diﬀerent.
A test technique is focused on non-redundancy if it selects one test
from a group of similar ones and treats that test as a representative
of the larger group.
Domain testing is an example of a technique that is focused on
non-redundancy.
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Motivating
A test is motivating if the stakeholders will want to ﬁx problems
exposed by this test.
●

Motivating: A problem might be serious enough or potentially
embarrassing enough that the company will want to ﬁx it even
if it is not credible (unlikely to ever arise in practice).

●

Not motivating: A problem might be credible and valuable (the
company is glad to know about it), but the company doesn’t
think it is important enough to ﬁx. (Perhaps it documents the
bug instead to facilitate later tech support.)
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Performable
A test is performable if the tester can do the test as designed.
●

A manual test that requires the tester to type lots of data
without making mistakes is not very performable. Nor is a test
that requires the tester to do something at an exact time.

●

You can often improve performability by storing
diﬃcult-to-enter data in ﬁles that can be loaded into the test or
by automating some pieces of the test that are hard to do by
hand.
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Reusable

A test is reusable if it is easy and inexpensive to reuse it.
●

Tests that are not very performable are not easily reused.

●

However, a test can be highly performable today but hard to
reuse because the program’s design changes frequently (so
reuse will require maintenance).
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Maintainable

A test is maintainable if it is easy to revise in the face of product
changes.
●

Good maintainability is critically important for automated
regression testing.

●

Maintainability is irrelevant for many exploratory tests. If you
don’t intend to reuse it, you don’t have to invest time making it
maintainable.
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Information Value
The information value of a test reﬂects the extent to which the test
will increase your knowledge (reduce “uncertainty“), whether the
program passes or fails the test.
●

Conjectures &
Refutations) inspired

The question this asks is whether you are designing the test so

our emphasis on the

that you will learn something of value whether the program

information value of

passes or fails the test.
●

Karl Popper (e.g.

Most regression tests have relatively little information value.

tests. Boris Beizer
describes the low
information value of

They are more like demonstrations than like tests because no

regression tests as the

one expects them to expose many bugs. “Pass“ teaches you

“Pesticide Paradox.“

almost nothing.
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Information Value
Exploratory software testing is
●

a style of software testing that

●

emphasizes the personal freedom and responsibility of the individual
tester

●

to continually optimize the value of her work

●

by treating

●

○

test-related learning,

○

test design,

○

test execution, and

○

test result interpretation as

mutually supportive activities that run in parallel throughout the project.
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Coverage
Coverage measures the amount of testing of a given type that you
have completed, compared to the population of possible tests of
this type.
A test technique is focused on coverage if a designer using the
technique could readily imagine a coverage measure related to the
technique and would tend to create a set of tests that would have
high coverage according to that measure.
No individual test has much coverage, but a group of tests can have
high coverage.
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Easy to Evaluate

A test is easy to evaluate if the tester can determine easily and
inexpensively whether the program passed or failed the test.
●

Scenario tests are often hard to evaluate because the test
creates a lot of output that has to be inspected by a human.
(This is such a problem that we emphasize evaluability as a
criterion for good scenarios.)
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Supports Troubleshooting
A test supports troubleshooting if it provides useful information
for the debugging programmer.
●

Long-sequence tests must be very carefully designed to
support troubleshooting. When a test fails after 10 hours of
execution of a long sequence, it can be very hard to ﬁgure out
what went wrong, when.

●

Programs often output event logs that provide diagnostic
information about unusual or undesirable events. These
illustrate ways that the software under test can make tests
more or less eﬀective at supporting troubleshooting.
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Appropriately Complex

The design objective is that you should use more complex tests as a
program gets more stable.
●

Early in testing, complex tests are almost impossible to run.
You will waste time trying to run complex tests before the
program is stable enough to handle them.

●

Later, you can ﬁnally run tests that realistically reﬂect the ways
that experienced users will drive the program.
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Accountable
A test is accountable if you can explain what you did, justify why

Session-based test

you did it, and provide that you actually conducted the test.

management is a

●

●

Accountability is often critical for companies whose tests are

popular method

audited or otherwise likely to be inspected by regulators or in

for improving the

court.

accountability

Accountability can be very costly, and the cost of it can drive

of exploratory

people to rely on regression tests (old, documented tests)

testing.

rather than inventing new ones.
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Aﬀordability
The cost of a test includes time and eﬀort associated with it as well
as its directly ﬁnancial costs.
As an attribute of a test technique, aﬀordability is concerned with:
●

The absolute cost of testing in this way.

●

Whether you could ﬁnd this information more cheaply (more
eﬃciently).

A technique is more aﬀordable if it is designed to reveal better
information at the same cost or equivalent information at a lower
cost.
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Opportunity Cost
Because you have an inﬁnite number of potential tests, and
therefore an inﬁnite number of potential test-related task, every test
and every task has opportunity costs.
The opportunity cost of a test refers to what you could have done
instead, if you hadn’t spent your resources running this test.
A common kind of discussion is whether achieving 5% more
coverage of a certain kind is worth the opportunity cost (a diﬀerent
set of tests or reports will never be started if you spend your
resources this way).
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Review (1)
●

Designing for early testing
○

●

●

simple tests (e.g. function, domain, use-case, simple combinations)

Designing for later testing
○

Complex combinations

○

Meaningful scenarios

○

Data-intense (or otherwise complex-to-test) risks

Scenarios
○

Coherent story

○

Credible

○

Motivating

○

Complex

○

Easy to evaluate
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Review (2)
Good test design involves developing tests that
●

Can help you satisfy your information objectives for this project (or this part of
it)

●

Address the things that you want to test in ways that can reveal the information
that you want to ﬁnd out about them

●

Are achievable within your constraints

●

Include the support materials (code, documentation, etc.) you will need for the
level of reuse you consider appropriate

●

Are optimized for the qualities (e.g. power) most important for your purposes

No one technique will ﬁll all of your needs. Use many techniques, designing each test in
a way that makes a given design problem seem easy and straightforward.
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Black Box Software Test Design
Lecture 5
Domain Testing
Cem Kaner J.D., PH.D.
Professor Emeritus, Software Engineering, Florida Institute of Technology
Rebecca L. Fiedler, M.B.A., PH.D.
Retired, President of Kaner, Fiedler & Associates

Copyright © 2020 Altom Consulting. This material is based on BBST Foundations, a CC Attribution licensed lecture by Cem
Kaner and Rebecca Fiedler, available at http://testingeducation.org/BBST. This work is licensed under the Creative Commons with
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Course Overview: Fundamental Topics
1.

Function testing & tours
A taxonomy of test techniques

2.

Risk-based testing, failure mode analysis and quicktests
Testing strategy. Introducing the Heuristic Test Strategy Model

3.

Speciﬁcation-based testing
Work on your assignment

4.

Use cases and scenarios
Comparatively evaluating techniques.

5.

Domain testing: traditional and risk-based
When you enter data, any part of the program that uses that data is a risk. Are you designing for that?

6.

Testing combinations of independent and interacting variables.
Combinatorial, scenario-based, risk-based and logical-implication analyses of multiple variables.
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Today’s Readings
Required
●

none for this lecture

Useful to skim
●

Hamlet, D. & Taylor, R. (1990). “Partition testing does not inspire conﬁdence”. IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering,
16(12), pp. 1402-1411. https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/8e68/36093c152992fba2bd66e4e35318fde7a7b2.pdf

●

Kaner, C. (2004). “Teaching domain testing: A status report”. Paper presented at the Conference on Software Engineering
Education & Training. http://www.kaner.com/pdfs/teaching_sw_testing.pdf

●

Kaner, C., Hoﬀman, D., & Padmanabhan, S. (2013). Domain Testing: A Workbook.

●

Myers, G. J. (1979). The Art of Software Testing. Wiley

●

Padmanabhan, S. (2004). Domain Testing: Divide and Conquer. M.Sc. Thesis, Florida Institute of Technology.
http://www.testingeducation.org/a/DTD&C.pdf

●

http://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stratiﬁed_sampling
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Today's Learning Objectives

●

Able to apply the traditional approach to straightforward cases

●

Aware of the underlying complexity of "equivalence" and "boundary."
Understand the basis for the claim that partitioning and selecting boundaries
require judgment, not just mechanical application of algorithms

●

Understand the diﬀerence(s) between primary and secondary dimensions

●

Understand the diﬀerences between input variables and result variables, and
applicability of domain testing to both

●

Familiar with a conceptual structure for applying this analysis to a broad range
of situations
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Opening Example

PowerPoint’s Page Setup dialog lets
you specify several aspects of the
design of a slide. Let’s focus on one
of them, Page Width.
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Opening Example
How wide is the widest page?
●

I don’t see an answer in Help
or any documentation.

●

Should I insist on a
speciﬁcation that tells me
the range of this variable?

●

I’ll try a big number and see
what happens.
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Opening Example

How wide is the widest page?
●

I type in 999 inches
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Opening Example

When I click OK, PowerPoint
changes the 999 to 56 inches.
●

I guess that’s the limit.
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Opening Example
So what happens if I change the width from 10 inches to 56?
A blank slide looks like this at 10.

And like this at 56.
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Opening Example

As I try out the dialog, I see that it accepts two digits after the
decimal point.
●

It treats 10.12
○

the same as 10.123

○

but diﬀerently from 10.129

○

which it turns into 10.13
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Opening Example
We’ve been inferring the design of the program from its behavior.
●

Sometimes you have a speciﬁcation.

●

Often, all you have is

All of the oracle
heuristics that we

○

the behavior, and

studied in Foundations

○

your common sense, and

are relevant to

○

your skill as empirical researchers.

When you infer the design from behavior, pay careful attention to

evaluating the "facts"
that we discover about
the program's design.

how the program uses that variable or feature. Are any details of the
use inconsistent with the apparent design?
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Opening Example

●

The upper limit on width appears
to be 56 inches.

●

●

Try 0 for a lower limit:
○

PowerPoint changes it to 1

○

PowerPoint changes 0.9 to 1

Therefore, the lower limit on
width appears to be 1 inch.
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Opening Example
What should I test?
●

You could test:
1.00, 1.01, 1.02, 1.03, …
all the way through
...55.97, 55.98, 55.99, 56.00.

●

There are 5601 possible tests from 1 inch to 56 inches.

●

What will you learn from testing 15.44 that you won’t have

Rather than
running all 5601
tests, you need a
sampling strategy.

already learned from 15.43?
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The Problem You Have to Solve
Domain testing
(boundary and
equivalence class
●

You cannot aﬀord to run every possible test.

analysis) is our

●

You need a method for choosing a few powerful tests that will

ﬁeld's most

represent the rest.

widely used way
to address this
problem.
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Domain Deﬁnitions
A domain is a set of values associated with a function.
Consider the variables X and Y and the function f, where

The input domain is the set of values over which the function is deﬁned.
This is the set of values of X.
○

●

the program as a
collection of functions
that process input data

y = f(x)
●

Domain testing treats

We will call X the input variable.

The output domain is the set of possible outputs of the function.
This is the set of values of Y.
○

The output domain is also called the range of the function.

○

We will call Y the result variable.
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in order to provide
results. Domain testing
selects optimal values
of the input domain or
output domain for
testing.
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Equivalence

●

●

Treat two tests as equivalent if:
○

they are so similar that

○

it seems pointless to test them both.

Thus,
○

Two tests are equivalent if you expect the same results
from each.

●

An equivalence class is a set of equivalent tests.
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Equivalence
Treat

We identiﬁed four substantially diﬀerent deﬁnitions

●

individual values as

●

equivalent to the nearest boundary

●

of equivalence in “Teaching domain testing: A status
report” and Domain Testing: A Workbook, but we’ll stick

value (1 and 56)

with this subjective deﬁnition in this course.

if you believe that,

See Kaner, C. (2004a). “Teaching domain testing: A

○

for any value X not on the
boundary

○

status report”. Paper presented at the Conference on
Software Engineering Education & Training.
http://www.kaner.com/pdfs/teaching_sw_testing.pdf

if the program fails with X, it

and Kaner, C., Padmanabhan, S., & Hoﬀman, D. (2013)

will also fail with one or both of

Domain Testing: A Workbook.

the boundary cases.
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Boundary Cases
The dialog is designed to reject (replace) any value
●

less than 1 or

●

greater than 56.

Programmers often make a coding error at the boundary:
●

accepting as valid a value that is barely too small or barely too
large, or

●

rejecting as invalid a value that is the smallest valid or the
largest valid one.

In testing a range like 1 to 56, testers often test just at the boundaries
(1 and 56), treating the interior values as equivalent to these.
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Check the Invalid Values

Just as you should test the “valid” boundaries, you should test the
invalid ones:
●

0.99 inches

●

56.01 inches

If the program is going to erroneously treat any invalid input as if it
were valid, it will make that mistake with boundary cases because
they are the closest values to the valid ones.
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The Classic Boundary/Equivalence Class Table

Variable

Valid case
equivalence
class

Invalid case
equivalence
class

1 to 56 inches
Page width

Lecture 5 - Domain Testing

Boundaries &
special cases

Notes

1.0
56
<1

0.99

>56

56.01

Copyright © 2020 Altom

Fixed-point
variable rounded
to 2 digits after
decimal point.
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Don't Do This
●

Some people pack all the sets and all the tests into one row of the table.

●

This is easy to understand while you're creating it, but harder to read later.

●

It is too easy to not notice important tests or to get confused about the reason some test was
included.

Variable

Page width

Lecture 5 - Domain Testing

Valid case
equivalence
class

1 to 56 inches

Invalid case
equivalence
class

< 1, > 56

Copyright © 2020 Altom

Boundaries &
special cases
0.99, 1,
56, 56.01

Notes
Fixed-point
variable rounded
to 2 digits after
decimal point.
373

Do This
●

Separate the tests for the diﬀerent equivalence classes

●

One test per line

●

Explain any facts about the variable or reasoning about the tests that are not obvious

Variable

Valid case
equivalence
class

Invalid case
equivalence
class

1 to 56 inches
Page width

Lecture 5 - Domain Testing

Boundaries &
special cases

Notes

1.0
56
<1

0.99

>56

56.01
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Fixed-point
variable rounded
to 2 digits after
decimal point.
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Considering the Consequences

It’s not enough to just check whether the program accepts valid
inputs and rejects invalid inputs.
●

In unit testing, checking the input ﬁlters is appropriate.

●

In system testing, checking only the input ﬁlters, without
considering the consequences of the input values, is a
hallmark of amateurish testing.
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Test of Resizing a Slide That Has Text Only
●

This paragraph has text.

●

This paragraph has text that runs across more than one line so
that you can see what happens when you resize the width of
the slide.

●

This paragraph has even more text that runs across even more
than one line so that you can see what happens when you
resize the width of the slide. Lots and lots and lots of text

The next cluster
of slides illustrates
some tests of
consequences
of changing page
width.

running on and on down line after line after line.
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Test of Resizing a Slide That Has Text Only
●

Test with 56 inches wide and 7.5 inches tall.

●

The slide stretches to become very wide

●

The text stays the same size (e.g. 24 points) but is no longer wrapped because it ﬁts on one line

●

The slide stretches so much that when we paste it here, the text is unreadably small. Let’s
rescale to a narrower still-wide slide.
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Test of Resizing a Slide That Has Text Only
●

This paragraph has text

●

This paragraph has text that runs across more than one line so
that you can see what happens when you resize the width of
the slide

●

This paragraph has even more text that runs across even more

This is a copy of
the original again...

than one line so that you can see what happens when you
resize the width of the slide. Lots and lots and lots of text
running on and on down line after line after line.
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Test of Resizing a Slide That Has Text Only
●

18 inches wide and 7.5 inches tall.
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Test Resizing a Slide With a Table

Variable

Valid case
equivalence
class

Invalid case
equivalence
class

1 to 56 inches
Page width

Lecture 5 - Domain Testing

Boundaries &
special cases

Notes

1.0
56
<1

0.99

>56

56.01
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Fixed-point
variable rounded
to 2 digits after
decimal point.
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Test Resizing a Slide With a Table
●

18 inches wide and 7.5 inches tall.

●

The columns are wider. The text is the same.
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Test Resizing a Slide With a Graphic
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Test Resizing a Slide With a Graphic
●

18 inches wide * 7.5 inches tall

●

The text stays the same size. The graphic is stretched.
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Test Resizing a Slide With a Graphic
●

25 inches wide * 7.5 inches tall

●

The text stays the same size. The graphic is even more obviously stretched.
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Test Resizing a Slide With an Imported Table

Variable

Valid case
equivalence
class

Invalid case
equivalence
class

1 to 56 inches
Page width

Lecture 5 - Domain Testing

Boundaries &
special cases

Notes

1.0
56
<1

0.99

>56

56.01
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Fixed-point
variable rounded
to 2 digits after
decimal point.
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Test Resizing a Slide With an Imported Table
●

18 inches wide and 7.5 inches tall.

●

Everything inside the table is resized.
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Test Resizing a Slide With an Imported Table
●

25 inches wide and 7.5 inches tall.

●

Shows the resizing (and distortion of the text) even more clearly.
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Tests of Resizing
●

Sowmya Padmanabhan used slide resizing as part of her thesis
research on how people learn domain testing.

●

●

At that time,

● The input ﬁeld
ﬁlter was ﬁne.

○

text was also distorted

○

resizing the page multiple times often

● Handling of the
actual data

■

corrupted the graphics

that was input

■

after more resizes, crashed.

was broken.

Despite extensive training, not one student found this bug.
See Padmanabhan, S. (2004). Domain Testing: Divide and Conquer. http://www.testingeducation.org/a/DTD&C.pdf
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Testing for Consequences
●

●

●

People don’t buy a program so that they can enter data into

You should be

ﬁelds like page width

especially

They buy it to create things (analyses or graphics or ....)

interested in

○

They enter the data

the consequences

○

for the program to use the data

when the

○

to achieve the result.

program allows

If you don’t test the result (the eﬀect of the data you enter)
○

Your tests are missing the point.

○

Their value is minimal.
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Summary to This Point
We have studied several parts of the domain testing process:
●

Identify the variable of interest

●

Determine the type of the variable and the values it can take

See the slides at

●

Determine how the program uses this variable

the end of the

●

Partition the variable into valid and invalid equivalence classes

lecture for a more

●

Test with boundary values

complete schema

●

Test for consequences of the data entered, not just the input

for domain testing.

ﬁlter
●

Describe the tests in a classical boundary/equivalence class
table
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Deﬁnitions
Input domain: the set of possible values that you can input to the
variable.
Output domain: the set of possible values of an output variable
(such as the actual displayed width of the slide).
Equivalent values: two or more values of a domain that you expect
to yield equivalent (pass/fail) test results.
Equivalence class: a subset of a domain that has equivalent
elements.
Partition: separation of a domain into non-overlapping equivalence

In domain testing, we
partition a domain into
sub-domains
(equivalence classes)
and then test using
best representatives
(e.g. boundary values)
from each sub-domain.

classes.
Input ﬁlter: code that blocks input of invalid values.
Lecture 5 - Domain Testing
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Primary Dimension of a Variable
The Page Width variable is looking for values that run from 1 to 56.
●

A variable doesn’t only vary on a single dimension. However,
some of these are incidental, having more to do with the
implementation than with the purpose of the variable.

●

You can usually determine the primary dimension by asking
what you’re trying to control or to learn from the variable.

Too small

Just right

1
Lecture 5 - Domain Testing

Too big

56
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Secondary Dimensions
The non-primary dimensions on which a variable can
vary. Examples:
●

Myers' triangle program is one of the classic examples

Number of digits

of domain testing. His analysis and many others (e.g.

○

0 (empty ﬁeld)

○

1 to 4 (1 to 56.00)

○

5 or more

○

The most interesting test might use

Binder’s) provide many tests along secondary
dimensions (e.g. testing non-numbers) but they don't

thousands of digits
●

The character set (ASCII codes)
○

0 to 47 (“/” is 47) (non-digits)

○

48 to 57 (“0” to “9”) (digits)

○

58 to 127 (“:” is 58) (non-digits)

Lecture 5 - Domain Testing
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distinguish between primary and secondary
dimensions. This has caused much confusion.
See Myers, G. J. (1979). The Art of Software Testing.
Binder, R. (2000). Testing Object-Oriented Systems (p. 5).
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Secondary Dimensions
Examples
●

Number of digits

●

Character codes (ASCII)

●

Leading spaces

●

○

none (this is the typical case)

○

1 (not unusual)

○

>1 (how many can you have?)

Spaces between digits
○

0 (typical)

○

>0 (OpenOﬃce ignores “invalid” characters inside a number string)

Lecture 5 - Domain Testing
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Secondary Dimensions on the Classical Table
Variable

Valid case
Equivalence class

Invalid case
Equivalence class

1 to 56 inches

Boundaries &
special cases
1.0
56

Page width

Notes

<1

0.99

>56

56.01

1 to 4 characters

Fixed-point
variable rounded
to 2 digits after
decimal point.

1
55.99

Lecture 5 - Domain Testing

0 (no characters)

Delete the value in the
ﬁeld

>5

55.999

Easy to pass

55.9999...

1000 digits
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Some Primary Dimensions Are Not
Appropriate for Domain Testing

Domain analysis is pointless with binary variables
because there are no "equivalent" values that you can
skip.

Lecture 5 - Domain Testing
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Secondary Dimensions on the Classical Table
Variable

Valid case
Equivalence class

Invalid case
Equivalence class

1 to 56 inches

Boundaries &
special cases
1.0
56

Page width

Notes

<1

0.99

>56

56.01

1 to 4 characters

Fixed-point
variable rounded
to 2 digits after
decimal point.

1
55.99

Lecture 5 - Domain Testing

0 (no characters)

Delete the value in the
ﬁeld

>5

55.999

Easy to pass

55.9999...

1000 digits
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Choosing Boundaries
●

If you can order the values that a variable can take, from
smallest to largest:
○

The upper boundary of an equivalence class is the largest
value in the set. Call this boundary value UB.

○

Let ∆ (delta) be the smallest possible diﬀerence between
two values
■

Between integers, ∆ = 1

■

Between ﬁxed-point with 5 signiﬁcant digits after

Page width
example:
● UB + ∆ = 56.01
● UB = 56
● LB = 10
● LB - ∆ = 9.99

the decimal, ∆ = 0.00001
●

The next boundary of interest is UB + ∆

Lecture 5 - Domain Testing
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Multiple Valid Classes

Think of course grades:
●

A (90 to 100)

●

B (80 to 89)

●

C (70 to 79)

●

D (60 to 69)

●

F (0 to 59)

How should you show these in the table?

Lecture 5 - Domain Testing
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Multiple Valid Classes
Variable

Valid case
Equivalence class

Invalid case
Equivalence class
>100

90 - 100

Boundaries &
special cases

Notes

101

∆ is 1

100

A

90
80 - 89

89

B

80
Grade

70 - 79

79

C

70
60 – 69

69

D

60
50 - 59

59

F

0
<0
Lecture 5 - Domain Testing
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Hidden Boundaries
The cumulative chi-square probability
distribution function
𝜈
𝜈
𝜈
𝜈

Abramowitz & Stegun (1964)
The shape parameter of this function is 𝜈 ("nu").

𝜈
𝜈

By Geek3 - Own work, CC BY 3.0, cropped and k replaced with 𝜈
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=9884225
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Hidden Boundaries
●

A program might use 3 or more diﬀerent formulas to calculate Chi-Square
probability values, depending on 𝜈, the number of degrees of freedom.

●

Unless you know this internal implementation detail, your testing will probably

This is an example

treat 𝜈 = 31 in the same equivalence class as 𝜈 = 101, even though the

of the subjectivity

approximation formulas are entirely diﬀerent.

of testers’
classiﬁcations
into equivalence
classes.

Abramowitz & Stegun (1964), Handbook of Mathematical Functions, p. 941, http://people.math.sfu.ca/~cbm/aands/frameindex.htm
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Equivalence Is Risk-Based
Consider the Page Width example again.
1)
2)

All values greater than 56 are equivalent relative to the risk

The code might

that the program's error handling fails with values > 56.

CORRECTLY say:

In addition, the program might fail when it incorrectly accepts
56.01 as valid (The programmer wrote the inequality wrong:
Statement d instead of Statement a or b).

56.01 belongs to two equivalence classes. It can trigger a failure in
two ways (1 & 2). The other members of the class only have the one

a. Accept all X ≤ 56 or
b. Accept all X < 56.01
Or it might
INCORRECTLY say:
c. Accept all X < 56 or
d. Accept all X ≤ 56.01

way (1).

Lecture 5 - Domain Testing
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Equivalence Is Risk-Based

Consider the risk of an input overﬂow.
●

●

How many digits can the program cope with?
○

Will it fail with an entry of 999? 9999?

○

What about 999... (255 characters)?

Suppose the system is designed to truncate any input string > 5 characters.
○

Relative to the input overﬂow risk:
■

Entries with 1 to 5 digits are equivalent.

■

6 chars is the smallest out-of- bounds case.

■

56.01 is equivalent to 99,999 but not 100,000.

Lecture 5 - Domain Testing
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Equivalence Is Risk-Based

Suppose { x1, x2, x3, ..., xn} is a set of equivalent values.
●

These are equivalent with respect to some risk

●

But they might not be equivalent with respect to some other risks

●

For example, as you've seen: {56.01, ..., 99999, 100,000} are equivalent with
respect to some risks
■
○

they're all bigger than 56,

But not with respect to others
■

56.01 is in its own boundary-risk class

■

100,000 is in the greater-than-6-digits class, but 56.01 is not.
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Best Representative
A best representative of an equivalence class is the test within that class
most likely to make the program fail.
●

Often, the best representative is:
○ at least as likely to trigger a failure as any other member of the set
(when you consider the risk they are equivalent against)
■

56.01 is at least as likely to trigger a bigger-than-56 failure as any
other value bigger than 56

○

more likely to trigger a failure than the other members (relative to
some other risk)
■

Boundaries (extreme
values) are typical best
representatives.
A set can have more
than one "best
representative": think
of a set that has more
than one boundary.

56.01 can trigger a boundary failure. None of the other members
of the bigger-than-56 class can do that.

Lecture 5 - Domain Testing
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Non-Ordered Variables
Imagine testing a program’s compatibility with printers.
●

●

●

●

There are thousands of diﬀerent printers, so you need a

Kaner, C., Falk, J.,

sampling strategy.

& Nguyen, H.Q.

Most printers are “compatible” with some other printer(s), so

presented this

you can group printers into equivalence classes.

analysis in detail in

But you can’t put printers into an order, so “boundary values”

Testing Computer

don’t exist.

Software (2nd

Best representatives of a compatibility set will diﬀer from the

Edition, 2000a).

others in terms of vulnerability to some other risk (e.g.
memory management)
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Non-Ordered Variables
More examples:

●

●

○

don't ﬁt the traditional mold for equivalence classes

○

so many values that you must sample from them

○

What are their boundary cases?

Membership in a common group
○

employees vs. non-employees

○

full-time vs. part-time vs. contract

Equivalent output events
○

perhaps any report will do to answer a simple question like: Will the
program print reports?

●

Sometimes, a set has
no best representative.
If there is no reason to
choose one member of
a set over another,
there is no best
representative
(or all of them are).

Equivalent environments
○

diﬀerent languages, same O/S
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In Summary: Equivalence Classes and
Representative Values
●

Two tests belong to the same equivalence class if you expect the same result
(pass/fail) of each. Testing multiple members of the same equivalence class is,
by deﬁnition, redundant testing.

●

In an ordered set, boundaries mark the point or zone of transition from one
equivalence class to another. The program is more likely to fail at a boundary,
so these are the best members of (simple, numeric) equivalence classes to use.

●

More generally, you look to subdivide a space of possible tests into relatively
few classes and to run a few cases of each. You’d like to pick the most powerful
tests from each class. We call those most powerful tests the
best representatives of the class.

●

Xref: stratiﬁed sampling: http://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stratiﬁed_sampling
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Summary of Our Process (So Far)
●

Identify the variable of interest.

●

Identify its primary dimension.

●

Determine the type of the variable (along the primary dimension) and the values
it can take.

●

Determine how the program uses this variable.

●

Determine whether you can order the variable's values (from smallest to
largest).

●

Partition the variable's domain into equivalence classes.

●

Test with best representatives.

●

Test for consequences of the data entered, not just the input ﬁlter.

●

Describe the tests in a classical boundary/equivalence class table.

●

Identify secondary dimensions. Analyze them in the traditional way.

Lecture 5 - Domain Testing
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In domain testing, we
partition a domain into
sub-domains
(equivalence classes)
and then test using
best representatives
(e.g. boundary values
from each sub-domain.
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The Myers Example

“Before beginning this book, it is strongly recommended that you take the following
short test. The problem is the testing of the following program:
The program reads three integer values from a card. The three values are
interpreted as representing the three sides of a triangle. The program prints a
message that states whether the triangle is scalene, isosceles, or equilateral.
On a sheet of paper, write a set of test cases (i.e. speciﬁc sets of data) that you feel
would adequately test this program.”

Glen Myers (1979). The Art of Software Testing (p.1)
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Common Test Ideas for Page Width
(Floating Point Fields)
Page too small ( < 1)

Too few characters

Leading zero

Unicode chars not in ASCII

Lower bound (1)

Max number of digits

Many leading zeros

No decimal point

Upper bound (56)

Max number of digits,
plus a decimal point

Leading "+" sign

Two decimal points

Page too wide (> 56)

Max digits plus spaces

Many leading "+"
signs

Commas (thousands
separators)

Too many digits

Mix leading "+" and spaces

Commas in
inappropriate places

Negative number

Way too many digits

Non-digits (such as "/" and ":" )

Expressions

Far below the lower
bound (e.g. -999...)

Whitespace only
(spaces or tabs)

Uppercase letters

Scientiﬁc notation

Far above the upper
bound

Leading space

Lowercase letters

Scientiﬁc notation
with invalid values

Empty cell

Many leading spaces

Upper ASCII chars

Scientiﬁc notation:
out-of-bounds values

0
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A New Table: Risk/Equivalence
Variable

Risk
(potential
failure)

Class that should
not trigger this
failure

Impossibly small
page

Class that might
trigger this
failure

≥ 1.00

Test cases
(best
representatives)

Notes

1.00
<1

0.99
0

Page
width

-1
Distorted graphics

Don't resize the page

don't resize

Resize a page that
has no graphics

resize blank slide
Place graphics. Use
diﬀerent formats.
Resize to diﬀerent
height/width ratio
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1.00
56.00

Stretch only width.
Don't stretch width
and height
proportionally
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Risk/Equivalence Analysis
Focus on the individual variable
●

or on a small group of related variables (because that’s what
you do in domain testing)

Identify “all” the ways the variable could be involved in a failure
●

For each risk, create equivalence classes
○

One set shouldn’t trigger this failure (in the old jargon,
“valid cases”)

○

The others should have the potential to trigger the failure

○

The best representative in each class is the one most
likely to trigger the failure
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Adding Expected Results to the Tables
●

Some people prefer to add an Expected Results column to
their domain testing tables

●

You can add this column to either table, the classical one or
the risk/equivalence one.

●

What value is the expected value?
○

The one the program SHOULD give if it is working
correctly

○

Not the one you hope to see if it fails.

○

Describe hoped-for failures in your Notes column.

Lecture 5 - Domain Testing
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Sometimes you'll
run tests without
knowing your
expected results.
If you don't know
the answer, try it
and ﬁnd out.
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Comparing the Tables
The Classical
Table
The Risk/
Equivalence
Table

● The classical table excels at making boundary tests obvious, so that with a minimum of training, people can
create the table or read and understand it.
● The risk-oriented table is a little more complex to work with when you are dealing with simple variables. We
often prefer the classical table for simple, academic examples.
● The weakness of the very simple examples is that they are divorced from real-life software. You analyze a
variable, but you don’t know why a program needs it, what the program will do with it, what other variables
will be used in conjunction with it. As soon as you know the real-life information, many risks (should) become
apparent, risks that you can study by testing diﬀerent values of this variable.
● The risk-oriented table helps you organize that testing. Any time you are thinking beyond the basic “too big/
too small” tests, this style of table might be more helpful than the classical one.

In practice: I often create the classical table early in testing, shifting to the risk/equivalence table as I learn more about software
under test.
Lecture 5 - Domain Testing
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Result Variables
Suppose:
●

I, J, and K are unsigned integers.

●

K = f (I, J) = I * J
○

Input domain: {(I,J)}

○

Output domain {K}

K is a result variable.
●

You can enter values into I and J.

●

You cannot enter values into K.

●

The program calculates the value of K.
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Result Variables
K = f (I, J) = I * J

If you WERE

Do a domain analysis on K.

testing I or J, you

●

This is a reasonable requirement.

should also test K

●

It’s like testing:

because the value

○

the balance (how much money you have) in your
checking account

○

the amount on your paycheck (hours * rate of pay –
deductions)
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of K is a
consequence of
the values you
enter into I or J.
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The Analysis (Result Variable)
This table shows what values of K you want to test.
Now you have to ﬁgure out what values of I and J to use in order to generate those values of K.

Variable

Valid case
equivalence
class

Invalid case
equivalence
class

0 to MaxInt
K

Boundaries &
special cases
0

Notes
Unsigned (all values
positive)

MaxInt
<0

Can’t do that

> MaxInt

MaxInt + 1

I, J can't be negative

MaxInt * MaxInt
Lecture 5 - Domain Testing
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The Analysis (Result Variable)
Consider K = 0. Several (I,J) pairs will yield this value of K.
An (I,J) pair includes a value of I and a value of J. For example,
(1, 2) means I = 1 and J =2
The full set can be described like this:
{(I, J) | I * J = 0}
This is read as “The set of all pairs of I and J such that I times J
equals 0”.
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The Analysis (Result Variable)
Continuing the analysis:
{(I, J) | I * J = 0}
=

{(I, J) | I = 0 or J = 0}

This is an equivalence set on the (I, J)’s. The set includes
●

(0, 0),

●

(1, 0),

●

(MaxInt, 0)

●

(0, 1)

●

(0, MaxInt)

●

intermediate values, like (0, 2000).
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The Analysis (Result Variable)

Variable

Valid case
equivalence
class

Invalid case
equivalence
class

0 to MaxInt

Boundaries
& special
cases
0

I

J

0

0

0

MaxInt

MaxInt

0

Notes
{(I, J) | I = 0 or J = 0}

MaxInt

K
<0

Can’t do that

> MaxInt

MaxInt + 1
MaxInt * MaxInt
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The Analysis (Result Variable)
Continuing the analysis:
{(I, J) | I * J = MaxInt}
For example, if MaxInt is 216-1, then this equivalence set on the (I, J)’s includes
●

(1, MaxInt) and (MaxInt,1)

●

(3, 21845) and (21845, 3)

●

(5, 13107) and (13107, 5)

●

(15, 4369) and (4369, 15)

●

(17, 3855) and (3855, 17)

●

(51, 1285) and (1285, 51)

●

(85, 771) and (771, 85) and

●

(255, 257) and (257, 255)

Lecture 5 - Domain Testing

For other values
of MaxInt, the set
will be diﬀerent.
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The Analysis (Result Variable)

Variable

Valid case
equivalence
class

Invalid case
equivalence
class

0 to MaxInt

Boundaries
& special
cases
0

MaxInt

K
<0

Can’t do that

> MaxInt

MaxInt + 1

I

J

0

0

0

MaxInt

MaxInt

0

1

MaxInt

MaxInt

1

Notes
{(I, J) | I = 0 or J = 0}

{(I, J) | I * J = MaxInt}

MaxInt * MaxInt
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The Analysis (Result Variable)

Variable

Valid case
equivalence
class

Invalid case
equivalence
class

0 to MaxInt

0

MaxInt

K

Lecture 5 - Domain Testing

Boundaries
& special
cases

I

J

0

0

0

MaxInt

MaxInt

0

1

MaxInt

MaxInt

1

<0

Can’t do that

> MaxInt

MaxInt + 1

2^(N/2)

2^(N/2)

MaxInt * MaxInt

MaxInt

MaxInt

Copyright © 2020 Altom

Notes
{(I, J) | I = 0 or J = 0}

{(I, J) | I * J = MaxInt}

where MaxInt = 2^N - 1
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Result Variables: Generalizing the Notation
(y1, y2, ..., ym) = f (x1, x2 , ..., xn )
●

X = (x1, x2, ..., xn) is the input variable

●

{(x1, x2, ..., xn)} is the input domain

Reminder:
(I, J) is a 2-tuple, and
(x1, x2, ..., xn) is an n-tuple.
If you've forgotten this,

●

Y = (y1, y2, ..., ym) is the result variable

●

{(y1, y2, ..., ym)} is the output domain

look back at your course
notes from Foundations.

Y = f (X) is the same as (y1, y2, ..., ym) = f (x1, x2, ..., xn)
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Result Variables: A 4-Step Summary
This is just the ﬁrst

When Y = F(X),

part of the design of

To test Y

the test.

1. Figure out what values of Y you want to test
2. Figure out what values of X will generate that value of Y
3. For a given Y, there will be an equivalence set of X values.
Identify the set

consequences?
● What are the
oracles (for the
result, and for each

4. Pick one or more X's from the set

Lecture 5 - Domain Testing
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Looking Ahead at Multi-Dimensional Variables
Independent Components
Page Setup has ﬁve independent

For our purposes,

variables:

“independent” means

●

Page Width (1 to 56)

that the value of one

●

Page Height (1 to 56)

variable doesn’t limit

●

Number slides from... (0 to

the values you can

9999)

enter into the other

●

Slide orientation

variable.

●

Notes orientation
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Looking Ahead at Multi-Dimensional Variables
Non-independence example:
●

Is 31 a valid day of the month?
○

December 31 is valid

You need a sampling

○

February 31 is not

strategy - we can’t test

Components constrain each other:
●

Date ﬁeld (Year – Month – Day)

all possible dates (and
the consequences of

○

Some years have 366 days, most have 365

selecting each date) -

○

Some months have

but simplistic testing

■

31 days

at the boundaries

■

30 days

won’t work.

■

29 days

■

28 days
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Summary: A Schema for Domain Testing
1. Characterize the variable
●

Identify the potentially interesting variables.

●

Identify the variable(s) you can analyze now. This is the variable(s) of interest.

●

Determine the primary dimension of the variable of interest.

●

Determine the type and scale of the variable's primary dimension and what
values it can take.

●

Determine whether you can order the variable's values (from smallest to
largest).

●

Determine whether this is an input variable or a result (or both).

●

Determine how the program uses this variable.

●

Determine whether other variables are related to this one.
From Kaner, Hoﬀman & Padmanabhan (2013). Domain Testing: A Workbook
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Summary: A Schema for Domain Testing
2. Analyze the variable and create tests
●

Partition the variable (its primary dimension)
○

If the dimension is ordered, determine its sub-ranges and transition
points.

○
●

If the dimension is not ordered, base partitioning on similarity.

Lay out the analysis in the classical boundary/equivalence class table. Test with
best representatives.

●

Create tests for the consequences of the data entered, not just the input ﬁlter.

●

Identify secondary dimensions. Analyze them in the classical way.

●

Summarize your analysis with a risk/equivalence table.

From Kaner, Hoﬀman & Padmanabhan (2013). Domain Testing: A Workbook
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Summary: A Schema for Domain Testing

3. Generalize to multidimensional variables
●

Analyze independent variables that should be tested together.

●

Analyze variables that hold results.

●

Analyze non-independent variables. Deal with relationships
and constraints.

From Kaner, Hoﬀman & Padmanabhan (2013). Domain Testing: A Workbook
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Summary: A Schema for Domain Testing

4. Prepare for additional testing
●

Identify and list unanalyzed variables. Gather information for
later analysis.

●

Imagine (and document) risks that don't necessarily map to an
obvious dimension.

From Kaner, Hoﬀman & Padmanabhan (2013). Domain Testing: A Workbook
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Closing Thoughts
● Domain analysis is a sampling strategy to cope with the
problem of too many possible tests.
● Traditional domain analysis considers numeric input
and output ﬁelds.

● When you apply the concepts, domain testing starts out
straightforward, but anything beyond the basics requires
judgment.
○ When you say that this is equivalent to that, that’s a

● Boundary analysis is optimized to expose a few types
of errors such as miscoding of boundaries or ambiguity
in deﬁnition of the valid/invalid sets.
○ However, there are other possible errors that
boundary tests are insensitive to.
● The underlying concepts are simple.

judgment call on your part. They are probably equivalent in
some ways and not equivalent in others.
● To a large degree, your decisions about equivalence, and your
selection of speciﬁc values to test will be driven by the risk you
want to explore about how the program might fail and how
these variables might help you make the program fail in this
way.
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Black Box Software Test Design
Lecture 6
Multivariable Testing
Cem Kaner J.D., PH.D.
Professor Emeritus, Software Engineering, Florida Institute of Technology
Rebecca L. Fiedler, M.B.A., PH.D.
Retired, President of Kaner, Fiedler & Associates

Copyright © 2020 Altom Consulting. This material is based on BBST Foundations, a CC Attribution licensed lecture by Cem
Kaner and Rebecca Fiedler, available at http://testingeducation.org/BBST. This work is licensed under the Creative Commons with
Attribution - ShareAlike. To view a copy of this license, visit https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Course Overview: Fundamental Topics
1.

Function testing & tours
A taxonomy of test techniques

2.

Risk-based testing, failure mode analysis and quicktests
Testing strategy. Introducing the Heuristic Test Strategy Model

3.

Speciﬁcation-based testing
Work on your assignment

4.

Use cases and scenarios
Comparatively evaluating techniques.

5.

Domain testing: traditional and risk-based
When you enter data, any part of the program that uses that data is a risk. Are you designing for that?

6.

Testing combinations of independent and interacting variables.
Combinatorial, scenario-based, risk-based and logical-implication analyses of multiple variables.
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Today’s Readings
Required reading
●

Czerwonka, J. (2008), “Pairwise testing in the real world: Practical extensions to test-case scenarios”.
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc150619.aspx

Recommended reading
●

Bach, J., and P. Schroeder (2004), “Pairwise Testing: A Best Practice that Isn’t.” Proceedings of the 22nd Paciﬁc Northwest
Software Quality Conference, 180–196. http://www.testingeducation.org/wtst5/PairwisePNSQC2004.pdf

●

Bolton, M. (2007). “Pairwise testing”. http://www.developsense.com/pairwiseTesting.html

●

Cohen, D. M., Dalal, S. R., Fredman, M. L., & Patton, G. C. (1997). “The AETG System: An Approach to Testing Based on
Combinatorial Design”. IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering, 23(7).
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.260.264&rep=rep1&type=pdf

●

For more references, see http://www.pairwise.org/
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Independent Variables:
The Page Setup Example
The PowerPoint Page Setup dialog shows several independent variables, including:

For our purposes,

●

Page Width (1 to 56)

“independent” means

●

Page Height (1 to 56)

that the value of one

●

Number slides from... (0 to 9999)

variable doesn’t
limit the values you
can enter into the
other variable.
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What Should You Test Together, and Why?

●

Before testing variables in combination, test them individually

●

Why bother to test them together?
○

Unexpected constraints on what you can enter

○

Unexpected consequences of the combination
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What Values Should You Test?
Remember from BBST Foundations:
Consider variables V1, V2, ..., Vk
where
V1 has N1 possible values,
V2 has N2 possible values, etc.
and the variables are all independent.
The number of tests of combinations of the Vi's is
N1 * N2 * ... * Nk
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What Values Should You Test?

In this case, there are
●

5601 possible values of Page Width

●

5601 possible values of Page Height

●

10000 possible values of starting page number
= 5601 * 5601 * 10000
= 313,712,010,000 possible tests

With so many possibilities, you have to select your tests with care.
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What Values Should You Test?

●

The last calculation ignored invalid values.

●

Typically:
○

○

In this section of

Test invalid values in tests of the individual variables and

this course, we

don’t test them in combination testing, or

will ignore

Include a few tests with invalid values, each with a

invalid values.

carefully chosen set of values to maximize the chance of
exposing a suspected error.
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Page Width & Page Height

●

1 ≤ Height ≤ 56

●

1 ≤ Width ≤ 56

56

All values on the square or inside it are valid
page sizes.
With independent variables, test at intersections
of boundaries (the corners):

1

(1, 1), (1, 56), (56, 1), (56, 56)
1
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Page Width, Page Height & Page Number

56
shows the valid domain.
The 8 corners are the usual valid-boundary tests.

Height

With three independent variables, the cube

Page
Number
9999

1
1
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Width

56

0
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Combination Chart

In a combination test, test several
variables together.
Each test explicitly sets values for each
variable under test.
The combination chart shows the variable
settings for each test.
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Width

Height

Page
Number

Test 1

1

1

0

Test 2

1

1

9999

Test 3

1

56

0

Test 4

1

56

9999

Test 5

56

1

0

Test 6

56

1

9999

Test 7

56

56

0

Test 8

56

56

9999
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Combination Coverage: All Singles

The All Singles coverage criterion is met if you include each value of
each variable in at least one test.
Width

Height

Page Number

Test 1

1

1

0

Test 2

56

56

9999
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Combination Coverage: All Pairs

The All Pairs coverage criterion is met if you include each pair of
values of each pair of variables in at least one test.
Width

Height

Page Number

Test 1

1

1

0

Test 2

1

56

9999

Test 3

56

1

9999

Test 4

56

56

0
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Combination Coverage: All Triples
Width

Height

Page
Number

Test 1

1

1

0

The All Triples coverage criterion is met if

Test 2

1

1

9999

you include each 3-tuple of values of each

Test 3

1

56

0

group of 3 variables in at least one test.

Test 4

1

56

9999

Test 5

56

1

0

Test 6

56

1

9999

Test 7

56

56

0

Test 8

56

56

9999
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Combination Coverage: All N-tuples

If you test N variables together, you meet
the All N-tuples criterion by including
every possible combination of the
variables.
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Width

Height

Page
Number

Test 1

1

1

0

Test 2

1

1

9999

Test 3

1

56

0

Test 4

1

56

9999

Test 5

56

1

0

Test 6

56

1

9999

Test 7

56

56

0

Test 8

56

56

9999
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Conﬁguration Testing: Independent Variables
Classic example of combination testing:
●

O/S:

Windows, MacOS, Linux

●

Printer:

HP, Epson, Lexmark

●

Memory:

Low, Medium, High

●

Processor:

1-core, 2-core, 4-core

●

Graphics:

Slow, medium, fast

●

Hard drive:

0 drives, 1 drive, 2 drives

●

Number of possible tests =
3 * 3 * 3 * 3 * 3 * 3 = 729
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Setting Up for Combination Testing
(If You’re Creating the Combination Table by Hand)

1.

Select the variables to test

2.

Select the test values for each variable
○

You want the smallest reasonable set for each variable
because you are multiplying the numbers

3.

Assign 1-character abbreviations for each value of each
variable, to make the chart simple

4.

Decide on your coverage criterion

5.

Create the combination chart
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In the conﬁg test
example, we’ve
done the ﬁrst two
steps already.
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Abbreviations of Our Variables
O/S:

Processor:

Memory:

1. Windows 7

1. 1-core

1. Low

2. VISTA

2. 2-core

2. Medium

3. XP

3. 4-core

3. High

Printer:

Graphics:

Hard drive:

1. HP

1. Slow

1. 0 drives

2. Epson

2. Medium

2. 1 drive

3. Lexmark

3. Fast

3. 2 drives
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Setting Up for Combination Testing
(If You’re Creating the Combination Table by Hand)

1.

Select the variables to test

2.

Select the test values for each variable
○

You want the smallest reasonable set for each variable
because you are multiplying the numbers

3.

Assign 1-character abbreviations for each value of each
variable, to make the chart simple

4.

Decide on your coverage criterion

5.

Create the combination chart
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In the conﬁg test
example, we’ve
done the ﬁrst two
steps already.
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All Singles
Test
●

every value
○

(every value you decided to test)

●

of each variable

●

at least once.
O/S

Printer

Memory

Processor

Graphics

Drive

Test 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Test 2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Test 3

3

3

3

3

3

3
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All Pairs

Add one variable to the table at a time.
Sort the variables
●

put the variable with the most values in the ﬁrst column

●

the second-most values in the second column

●

for example, if you were testing 4 types of printers (and stayed
with 3 of everything else), we’d add printers ﬁrst
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All Pairs
In this case, each variable has 3 values.
The number of pairs of the ﬁrst two values is 3 * 3 = 9
O/S

Printer

Test 1

1

1

Test 2

1

2

Test 3

1

3

Test 4

2

1

Test 5

2

2

Test 6

2

3

Test 7

3

1

Test 8

3

2

Test 9

3

3
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Processor

Graphics

Drive
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All Pairs
Add the third variable.
O/S

Printer

Memory

Test 1

1

1

1

Test 2

1

2

2

Test 3

1

3

3

Test 4

2

1

2

Test 5

2

2

3

Test 6

2

3

1

Test 7

3

1

3

Test 8

3

2

1

Test 9

3

3

2
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Graphics

Drive
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All Pairs
Add the fourth variable.
O/S

Printer

Memory

Processor

Test 1

1

1

1

1

Test 2

1

2

2

2

Test 3

1

3

3

3

Test 4

2

1

2

3

Test 5

2

2

3

1

Test 6

2

3

1

2

Test 7

3

1

3

2

Test 8

3

2

1

3

Test 9

3

3

2

1
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Drive
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All Pairs
O/S

Printer

Memory

Processor

Graphics

Test 1

1

1

1

1

1

Test 2

1

2

2

2

2

Test 3

1

3

3

3

3

ﬁfth variable

Test 4

2

1

2

3

1

Test 5

2

2

3

1

3

Start by checking for all-pairs

Test 6

2

3

1

2

2

in the ﬁrst and ﬁfth columns.

Test 7

3

1

3

2

2

Test 8

3

2

1

3

1

No extra tests are needed

Test 9

3

3

2

1

3

We’ll need more rows for a

(yet).

Drive

Test 10
Test 11
Test 12
Test 13
Test 14
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All Pairs

Now take care of the second
and ﬁfth columns.
I’m showing the values you
need for testing.
You can ﬁll any other values in

O/S

Printer

Memory

Processor

Graphics

Test 1

1

1

1

1

1

Test 2

1

2

2

2

2

Test 3

1

3

3

3

3

Test 4

2

1

2

3

1

Test 5

2

2

3

1

3

Test 6

2

3

1

2

2

Test 7

3

1

3

2

2

Test 8

3

2

1

3

1

Test 9

3

3

2

1

3

Tests 10 and 11 and achieve

Test 10

1

3

coverage.

Test 11

3

1

Drive

Test 12
Test 13
Test 14
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All Pairs

Third column and ﬁfth.

O/S

Printer

Memory

Processor

Graphics

Test 1

1

1

1

1

1

Test 2

1

2

2

2

2

Test 3

1

3

3

3

3

Test 4

2

1

2

3

1

Test 5

2

2

3

1

3

Test 6

2

3

1

2

2

Test 7

3

1

3

2

2

Test 8

3

2

1

3

1

Test 9

3

3

2

1

3

Test 10

1

1

3

Test 11

3

3

1

Drive

Test 12
Test 13
Test 14
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All Pairs

Fourth column and ﬁfth.

O/S

Printer

Memory

Processor

Graphics

Test 1

1

1

1

1

1

Test 2

1

2

2

2

2

Test 3

1

3

3

3

3

Test 4

2

1

2

3

1

Test 5

2

2

3

1

3

Test 6

2

3

1

2

2

Test 7

3

1

3

2

2

Test 8

3

2

1

3

1

Test 9

3

3

2

1

3

Test 10

1

1

2

3

Test 11

3

3

2

1

Test 12

1

2

Test 13

3

2

Drive

Test 14
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All Pairs

And here’s the 6th variable.
The more you have, the harder
it gets, but the greater the
savings compared to the total
number of combinations.

O/S

Printer

Memory

Processor

Graphics

Drive

Test 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Test 2

1

2

2

2

2

2

Test 3

1

3

3

3

3

3

Test 4

2

1

2

3

1

2

Test 5

2

2

3

1

3

1

Test 6

2

3

1

2

2

3

Test 7

3

1

3

2

2

3

Test 8

3

2

1

3

1

3

Test 9

3

3

2

1

3

2

1

1

2

3

2

3

3

2

1

1

2

2

1

2

3

Test 13

2

3

2

1

Test 14

3

Test 10
Test 11

3

Test 12
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Greetings From Open Oﬃce Impress
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Let’s Put a Table on the Slide

What can you do with a table?
●

You can add up to 75 rows and up to 75 columns.

●

What can you ﬁt in these rows and columns?

●

You can specify the height and width of the cells.

●

The possible values depend on the number of rows/columns
compared to the size of the page.
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Setting Up for Combination Testing
(If You’re Creating the Combination Table by Hand)

1.

Select the variables to test

2.

Select the test values for each variable
○

You want the smallest reasonable set for each variable
because you are multiplying the numbers

3.

Assign 1-character abbreviations for each value of each
variable, to make the chart simple

4.

Decide on your coverage criterion

5.

Create the combination chart
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Setting Up for Combination Testing

The printable area within a cell is also changed by the thickness
of the cell’s border.
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Add Some Text
●

Sans Serif faces are plain, like this one.

●

Serif typefaces have little doo-dads
(called serifs). Some programs
mis-estimate the size of a character with
a serif, especially letters like W and W.

●

If the W is too wide to fully ﬁt in the
cell, many programs will print
placeholder text (like “...”) instead of
half the character.
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Combinations
Now organize this to facilitate all-pairs combination testing...
ROWS: 1 row, 75 rows

1, 75

ROW HEIGHT: small, large, max possible for this table

S, L, M

COLUMNS: 1 column, 75 columns

1, 75

COLUMN WIDTH: small, large, max possible for this table

S, L, M

BORDER: none, wide, max for this cell

N, W, M

TYPEFACE: Arial (sans serif), Century (serif), Century italic

A, C, I

TEXT SIZE: Barely ﬁts, Barely too big, Way too big

F, T, W
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Create the Combination Table
●

Start by organizing the variables: most values-to-test to fewest

●

Set up the ﬁrst pairs
Row height

Column width

1

S

S

2

S

L

3

S

M

4

L

S

5

L

L

6

L

M

7

M

S

8

M

L

9

M

M
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Typeface

Text size

Rows

Columns
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Add the Next Variable
●

Check to make sure that every value of this variable pairs with every value of every other variable
Row height

Column width

Border

1

S

S

N

2

S

L

W

3

S

M

M

4

L

S

W

5

L

L

M

6

L

M

N

7

M

S

M

8

M

L

N

9

M

M

W
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Text size

Rows

Columns
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Add the Next Variable
●

Check to make sure that every value of this variable pairs with every value of every other variable
Row height

Column width

Border

Typeface

1

S

S

N

A

2

S

L

W

C

3

S

M

M

I

4

L

S

W

I

5

L

L

M

A

6

L

M

N

C

7

M

S

M

C

8

M

L

N

I

9

M

M

W

A
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Rows

Columns
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Add the Next Variable
Row height

Column width

Border

Typeface

Text size

1

S

S

N

A

F

2

S

L

W

C

T

3

S

M

M

I

W

4

L

S

W

I

F

5

L

L

M

A

T

6

L

M

N

C

W

7

M

S

M

C

T

8

M

L

N

I

W

9

M

M

W

A

F

10

S

L

M

C

F

11

L

M

N

I

T

12

M

S

W

A

W
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Add the Next Variable
Row height

Column width

Border

Typeface

Text size

Rows

Columns

1

S

S

N

A

F

1

1

2

S

L

W

C

T

1

75

3

S

M

M

I

W

75

1

4

L

S

W

I

F

75

75

5

L

L

M

A

T

75

1

6

L

M

N

C

W

1

75

7

M

S

M

C

T

75

1

8

M

L

N

I

W

1

1

9

M

M

W

A

F

75

75

10

S

L

M

C

F

1

75

11

L

M

N

I

T

75

1

12

M

S

W

A

W

1

1
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Some Terminology
Jorgensen makes three distinctions that students often ﬁnd
helpful in puzzling through the coverage decisions made in a
combination test:
●

“Exhaustive” vs. “Equivalence class”

●

“Robust” vs. “Normal”

●

“Strong” vs. “Weak”

See Jorgensen, P. (2008, 3rd Ed.). Software Testing: A Craftsman’s Approach
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Terminology: Exhaustive Versus Equivalence
Consider a single variable with one dimension and a simple class of
valid values:
0 < X < 24
Run two tests for every boundary:
●

the boundary-valid values ( 24-∆ and 0+∆)

●

the boundary-invalid values (24 and 0)

You end up with 4 values:
●

Too-low (TL) and valid lowest (VL)

●

Too-big (TB) and valid biggest (VB) where
TL = VL- ∆ and TB=VB+∆
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Terminology: Exhaustive Versus Equivalence
In combination testing,
when we say “combine

●

●

In multi-dimensional testing, start by testing each dimension

every value of a

on its own, reasonably thoroughly.

variable”, we mean

Then decide to either test

every value that we
have decided to test.

○

exhaustively (every value of the variable), or using only

○

equivalence class representatives

exhaustive sample,

(such as TL, VL, VB and TB)

the equivalence class

This may be an

subset, or some other
deﬁned list.
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Some Terminology

I typically do
"robust" testing
●

“Normal”: Includes only “valid” cases

●

“Robust”: Includes error cases as well

of individual
variables and
"normal" testing
of combinations.
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Some Terminology

●

“Weak”: Each value of each variable will appear in at least one
combination. (All singles)

●

“Strong”: Each value of each variable appears in combination
with each other variable. (All N-tuples)
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3-Variable Example

●

Three numeric variables, V1, V2 and V3.

●

Equivalence class and boundary analysis yields these test
values
○

V1: TL, VL, VB and TB

○

V2: TL, VL, VB and TB

○

V3: TL, VL, VB and TB
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TL: too low
VL: valid lowest
VB: valid biggest
TB: too big
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Weak Robust Equivalence
V1

V2

V3

Test 1

VL

VL

VL

Test 2

VB

VB

VB

expect to ﬁnd in Test 3

Test 3

TL

TL

TL

that you would not

Test 4

TB

TB

TB

ﬁnd in a test of single

What bug do you

dimension, with a bad
●

All singles, including invalid values

value? Why do you

●

Create enough tests to cover every value of every variable, once. If the largest

need a combination of

number of values is N, you need only N tests

invalid values?

●

Note the collisions of error cases. If Test 3 fails, is it because of the bad value of
V1, V2, V3, or some combination of them?
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Weak Robust Equivalence Revised
V1

V2

V3

Test 1

VL

VL

VL

Test 2

VB

VB

VB

Test 3

TL

VL

VB

Test 4

VB

TL

VL

Test 5

VL

VL

TL

Test 6

TB

VB

VL

Test 7

VL

TB

VB

Test 8

VB

VL

TB

Treat error cases specially:
●

All-singles for “valid" (non-error) inputs

●

Add tests that allow one error per test case.
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Weak Normal Equivalence
V1

V2

V3

Test 1

VL

VL

VL

Test 2

VB

VB

VB

We often add a
few market-critical

All singles
●

Only valid values

combinations to

●

Test invalid cases in single-variable tests, not combination tests.

an all-singles set

Note the coverage that you do and do not achieve:
●

You have a test for every valid value of interest of every variable

●

You might catch some interactions among variables, but there is no coverage of

of tests.

interactions.
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Strong Normal Equivalence
V1

V2

V3

Test 1

VL

VL

VL

Test 2

VL

VL

VB

Test 3

VL

VB

VL

Test 4

VL

VB

VB

Test 5

VB

VL

VL

Test 6

VB

VL

VB

Test 7

VB

VB

VL

Test 8

VB

VB

VB

●

All N-tuples

●

Valid values only

dimensions, and you test only VL

●

Test error cases in one-variable tests

and VB for each, there are 2N tests
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Strong Robust Equivalence
Tests that include
several errors
●

All N-tuples

are of interest

●

The table is too big to show here

only if you think

●

With N independent dimensions,

that multiple

○

TL, VL, VB, TB yields 4 values per dimension

errors might have

○

4N tests

some type of
cumulative eﬀect.
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What Are the Risks?
So, now you know what tests to run, right?
(Well, maybe not…)
What if memory management is a risk?
(It is...)
What tests do you need to run to understand the impact of table
size (combined with table cell content) on memory management?
You have to study consequences in your testing, not just inputs.
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Consequences, Consequences
●

Discussions of combination testing typically focus on the
variables you’re going to test and the values you’re going to
test them with.

●

But what’s the test?
○

Setting the variables to their values is only the ﬁrst step

○

Running some basic stability tests is unlikely to tell you
much

●

What are the consequences of this combination?
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Consequences, Consequences

●

For example, test a conﬁguration that includes a new printer
and a new video card. What should you test?
○

Basic printer functions

○

Basic display functions

○

But what involves printers and video?
■

e.g. print preview
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Consequences, Consequences
●

For example, test page layout with:
○

●

margins, headers and footers

Big fonts might not be very interesting to test for most
documents
○

If you don’t ask,
as part of a
combination test,

but how will the program handle a one-character word in

what are the special

a font big enough to be bigger than the displayable area

risks posed by that

■

because the margins are too wide, so space for text
is narrow and

■

particular
combination, what are
you really testing?

headers and footers are too tall, so space for text is
short.
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Independent Versus Non-Independent

●

All-pairs is useful for checking for relationships among variables
that aren’t supposed to be related (like printers and video cards).

●

But how much testing time do you want to spend conﬁrming
that:
○

●

things that aren’t supposed to be related aren't related?

approaches like all-pairs have been
over-promoted and provide less value
than some people expect.
See Jorgensen, P. (2008, 3rd Ed.).

Don't you also want to test:
○

the things that are supposed to be related, to see

○

whether the relationship is implemented correctly, or

○

whether your model of the relationship is correct?
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What If They Aren’t Independent?
(0, 10)

When the value of one variable constraints
another, corner cases like (10,10) probably aren’t

x (10, 10)

of much interest.
In this case, the border is the circle.
-10

≤ X ≤ 10

-10

≤ Y ≤ 10

X2 + Y 2 ≤

Lecture 6 - Multivariable Testing
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Another Variable With Components That
Constrain Each Other: Date
You need a sampling
28 days

strategy—we can’t test

February not a leap year

all possible dates (and

29 days

February leap year

30 days

January, March, May, July, August, October, December

31 days

April, June, September, November

the consequences of
selecting each date)—
but simplistic testing
at the boundaries

Date ﬁeld (Year – Month – Day)
●

(2013 – 2 – 28) is a valid boundary

●

(2013 – 2 – 29) is an invalid boundary

won’t work.

See Jorgensen, P. (2008, 3rd Ed.). Software Testing: A Craftsman’s Approach
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Back to the Open Oﬃce Table
Row height

Column width

Border

Typeface

Text size

Rows

Columns

1

S

S

N

A

F

1

1

2

S

L

W

C

T

1

75

3

S

M

M

I

W

75

1

4

L

S

W

I

F

75

75

5

L

L

M

A

T

75

1

6

L

M

N

C

W

1

75

7

M

S

M

C

T

75

1

8

M

L

N

I

W

1

1

9

M

M

W

A

F

75

75

10

S

L

M

C

F

1

75

11

L

M

N

I

T

75

1

12

M

S

W

A

W

1

1
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These Are Not Independent
●

(75 rows, 75 columns) is impossible.

●

You can have (1, 75) or (75, 1), but in
OpenOﬃce, rows * columns must yield
fewer than 255 cells.

●

Here’s a graph of the possible values:
R ≤ 75
C ≤ 75
R*C ≤

Lecture 6 - Multivariable Testing
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More Non-Independence

●

Border size, text size and column width all constrain each
other.

●

You can often work around the assumption of independence
and still achieve "all pairs" by adding somewhat-redundant
tests.

●

However, the more related the variables, the many more tests
you have to create.
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Open Questions
All-pairs combination testing doesn’t tell you:
●

Which variables you should test together, and why

●

Which values of these variables you should test, and why

●

How you should deal with relationships among the variables

●

What risks you should look for when testing these variables
together

●

How you should determine whether the program passed or
failed the test
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Interdependence of Several Variables
Here is the OpenOﬃce page style dialog. All of these variables
interact in the layout of the page.
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Page Size and Margins
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Background Color or Graphics
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Background Graphics Are
Constrained by Page Dimensions
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Can You List the Relevant Variables?
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How Many Variables Are on This Page?
How do borders interact with background graphics? Hmmm...
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The Number of Variables on This Page
Depends on How Many Columns You Choose
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Last Panel
I don’t know how to do all pairs on a dialog like this.
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Exploring Related Variables
Try a variable relationship tour to identify and characterize
relationships.
For each variable:
●

Trace its ﬂow through the system

●

What other data items does it interact with?

●

What functions use it?

●

Look for inconvenient values for other data items or for the
functions, look for ways to interfere with the function using
this data item
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Variable Relationships Table
Field

Entry Source

Display

Print or Save

Variable 1

Every way you
can change
values in V1

Every way
you can
display V1

Every way you
can print,
transfer or
store V1

Variable 2

Every way you
can change
values in V2
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Related
Variable

Relationships

Variable 2

V1 < V2
(Constraint to
a range)

Variable 1

V2 > V1
(Constraint to
a range)
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Multivariable Relationships
Two variables, V1 and V2
V1 = f(V2)
or

V1 = f(V2, V3, V4, ...)

or

V1 is constrained by V2

Constraint examples:
●

V1 < V2+K

●

V1 is an enumerated variable. The set of choices for V1 is
determined by the value of V2.

Relations are often reciprocal, so if V2 constraints V1, then V1 might
constrain V2 (try to change V2 after setting V1).
Lecture 6 - Multivariable Testing
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Multivariable Relationships
Given the relationship,
●

try to enter relationship-breaking values everywhere that you can enter V1 and
V2

●

pay attention to unusual entry options, such as editing in a display ﬁeld, import,
revision using a diﬀerent component or program

Once you achieve a mismatch between V1 and V2, the program's data no longer obey
rules the programmer expected would be obeyed, so anything that assumes the rules
hold is vulnerable.
Do follow-up testing to discover serious side eﬀects of the mismatch.
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Variable Relationships
If you can break a constraint, exploit it.
If you can get the program to accept
V1 = 100 and V2 = 20
Try displaying, printing or saving these values or using them in some other way.
Follow-on failures can be more persuasive than a "mere" constraint violation.
Field

Entry Source

Display

Print or Save

Variable 1

Every way you
can change
values in V1

Every way
you can
display V1

Every way you
can print,
transfer or
store V1

Variable 2

Every way you
can change
values in V2
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Variable

Relationships

Variable 2

V1 < V2
(Constraint to
a range)

Variable 1

V2 > V1
(Constraint to
a range)
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Approaches to Combination Testing

●

Mechanical (or procedural). The tester uses a routine
procedure to determine a good set of tests

●

Risk-based. The tester combines test values (the values of
each variable) based on perceived risks associated with
noteworthy combinations

●

Scenario-based. The tester combines test values on the basis
of interesting stories created for the combinations
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Mechanical Combinations

Combination test design is mechanical if you can follow an algorithm
(or a detailed procedure) to generate the tests
●
●

test conditions (the
variables and their

Combinatorial testing, such as all-singles and all-pairs

values) can be done

Random (use a random number generator) selection of

mechanically, but you

combinations
●

The selection of the

often need human
judgment to decide

High-volume sampling driven by algorithms developed from a

what tests and oracles

variety of research programs

are of interest.
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Risk-Based Combination
●

Risk-based combinations are suggested by such factors as:
○

History of failures in the ﬁeld

○

Reports of combinations that have been diﬃcult for
other products

○

Combinations that are common in the marketplace

○

Expectation of speciﬁc classes of problem, such as
memory overﬂow

●

See the Multivariable Relationships discussion in the
Risk-Based Testing lecture.
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Scenario-Based Combination
●

Here you provide a meaningful combination based on the
beneﬁts that an experienced user would expect from a
program of this type.

●

This is a scenario-based combination.

●

You are less likely to achieve a level of coverage like “all pairs”
with scenario-based combination testing

●

We are more likely to use a suite of scenario tests to
thoroughly explore something (like a type of beneﬁt expected
by the customer) tied to the value of the product.
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Review of Lecture 6
We focused on mechanical combination testing, especially all-singles
and all-pairs.
●

Provide an intuitively appealing coverage model

●

Eﬃcient for some important tasks

●

Appeal to the mathematically inclined

However, these approaches
●

Don’t provide test design guidance beyond selection of the
values of the variables you are speciﬁcally studying

●

Are not very risk focused and not very focused on real-life uses
or motivating uses of the product.
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References
The rest of the slides list references. This set is not exhaustive. We are trying to include:
●

All the sources that we speciﬁcally relied on in creating this course's slides

●

For the techniques this course emphasizes, (function testing; testing tours; risk-based testing;
scenario testing; speciﬁcation analysis; domain testing; combinatorial testing), a sample of
sources we learned from.

●

Suggestions readings. When you come back to these slides later, thinking about applying one
of the techniques we mentioned, look at the readings we suggest for that technique. We think
these are good starting points for learning about the technique.
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